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Welcome to January & February Booktime! In this edition, we have 
plenty of interviews with authors, offering an insight into their books 
and their writing processes. Emilia Hart tells us all about her new novel 
which follows three different women from three different eras of the 
same family (see pages 4 & 5), and Louise Candlish tells us about her 
new psychological thriller which is partly set in the 1990s (see page 23). 
We also interview Kevin Jared Hosein about his new novel set in 1940s 
Trinidad (see page 14), and Tom Rob Smith about his new futuristic 
novel which sees humanity confined to Antarctica (see page 16). 
Psychotherapist Maxine Mei-Fung Chung explains more about her new 
book which is based on her work with a range of different women (see 
page 36), and comedian and podcaster Cariad Lloyd reveals more about 
her guide for those grieving (see page 39). Wildlife expert Mike Dilger 
explains how the Covid lockdown reignited his passion for plants (see 
page 35), and Australian crime writer Jane Harper tells us more about 
the final book in her series featuring detective Aaron Falk (see page 31).

We also interview Alasdair Beckett-King about his new children’s book, 
the first in a funny series about a mysterious detective (see pages 46 and 
47), and children’s author Hannah Foley about her new story exploring 
mental illness, in the present day and in the Victorian era (see page 43). 
Ryan Hammond reveals the inspirations behind his new illustrated 
story set in a school for villains (see page 49), and Iszi Lawrence tells 
us more about her new children’s novel featuring pirates (see page 52). 
And we interview Robert Tregoning about his new picture book which 
celebrates those who dare to be different (see page 41). There’s also a 
gripping YA novel about murder at a prestigious private school (see 
page 51), and an enchanting mystery adventure set in the Australian 
outback (see page 42). These books, and the many others included 
within, will see you through the winter.

Ruth Hunter, Editor

We hope you enjoy this new edition of Booktime.
To enter our competitions online, please visit the webpage:
www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/BooktimeJanuary2023
Or write to us at the address below.

For any other queries, please email: booktime@booksellers.org.uk

Booktime, The Booksellers Association, 6 Bell Yard,  
London, WC2A 2JR

Follow us on: Twitter     @Booktimemag and on  
Facebook,     Booktime Magazine.
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I n 2019, Kate flees her abusive husband 
and goes to stay in Weyward Cottage in 
Cumbria, a house left to her by her great-

aunt Violet, who she never knew. Pregnant 
and alone, she hopes to be able to build a 
new life for herself. She is haunted by the 
death of her father when she was young, and 
is keen to put the past to rest. Deep within 
the cottage is a secret which has laid hidden 
since the witch trials of the 17th century.

In 1942, Violet lives with her father and 
brother at Orton Hall, her mother having died 
when Violet was young. She is fascinated by 
insects and birds, and dreams of becoming 
a scientist and travelling the world, but her 
father wants her to get married. When her 
cousin Frederick comes to visit, her life is 
changed forever. Now Violet needs to know 
just what happened to her mother all those 
years ago.

In 1619, Altha is on trial for witchcraft, 
accused of killing a local man, the husband 
of her best friend. Like her mother before her, 
she is a healer, and is not trusted by some in 
her local community. They think that she has 
made a pact with the devil and has uncanny 
abilities, and her life now hangs in the 
balance. Weyward is the unforgettable tale of 
three women who stand up to the oppressive 
forces in their lives, and create a new story 
for themselves.

We interviewed Emilia to discover how she 
wrote Weyward:

The book is your debut novel – is this 
something that you always wanted to do?
Definitely. I’ve been a reader for as long as I 
can remember. I’ve always devoured books, 
and when I was a child I wrote my own little 
stories. The first one I wrote was about a 
cat lost in London, called ‘The Lost Kitten’. I 
worked as a lawyer for about a decade, but I 
always wrote stories on the side. There were 
many novels that I attempted but abandoned, 
until this one.

The book follows three different women 
from the same family during different eras – 
the 17th century, the 1940s and 2019. How 
did you develop the narrative structure?
I started writing this novel because I was 
living in Cumbria, where it is set, during the 
pandemic. I had this idea of Cumbria as a 
place of refuge and escape. I started off 
with a modern day woman fleeing to the 
countryside from a traumatic situation, and 
rediscovering herself and her own power, 
inspired by the magic of that place. Then I 
learned about local history, and the Pendle 
Witch Trials which took place in Lancashire. 
I thought, she’s drawing this strength from 
somewhere, from someone in her family. So, 

originally I had just two women, one in the 
17th century and one in the modern day. But 
then I realised that I needed a third woman, 
in the 1940s, to connect the two.

What is the significance of the  
name ‘Weyward’?
It’s a old English word. It appears in the 
First Folio edition of Macbeth, it was the 
original epithet for the ‘weird sisters’. 
The word evolved into ‘weird’ and it 
has all those connotations of eeriness 
and otherworldliness. It’s also a play 
on words with ‘wayward’, in its usual 
spelling. I was attracted to that because 
it’s a word that can conceivably be a 
family name. But it also seems very apt 
for women who stand out in some way 
and threaten male power structures. 

Did you do a lot of research into the history 
of witch hunts and trials?
Yes, most of my research was focused on 
the Pendle Witch Trials because they took 
place not far from where I was staying 
at the time. They took place in 1612 in 
Lancaster, and they are some of the best 
recorded English Witch Trials in history. 
A law clerk called Thomas Potts wrote 
what he purported to be an accurate 
account of the trials the following year, 
The Wonderful Discovery of Witches in the 
County of Lancaster. It’s obviously very 
biased, but it helped me get a sense of 
contemporaneous ideas about witchcraft 
and how a trial would unfold. I also did a lot 
of reading about why there was this witch 
frenzy in England at the time. Tracy Borman 
has this excellent book called Witches: 

“Totally unique”
Gillian McAllister

Wild  
& Free
Following the 
stories of three 
different women 
at three different 
times, Emilia 
Hart’s debut 
novel Weyward  
is an empowering 
tale of wildness, 
assertion and 
escape.

“Humming with a sly, 
exhilarating magic”

Bridget Collins
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Weyward
by Emilia Hart

The Borough Press • HB • £14.99
ISBN 9780008499082

Published 2nd February

James I & The English Witch Hunt which 
explores how James I coming to power 
in England transferred this obsession with 
witches from Scotland, where he’s already 
instigated the North Berwick Witch Trials in 
the 1590s, which resulted in the deaths of 
many women. It was fascinating, because I 
had a lot of assumptions about witch trials 
which were challenged by that research.

All three women have an affinity for nature 
and animals. Is this something that is 
important to you too?
I’m from Australia originally, and I think, while 
I really love the Australian landscape, the 
English countryside seems so foreign to me 
still. Although I’ve lived in the UK for eight 
years, the time I spent in Cumbria was the 
most time I’ve spent in English countryside, 
and I became fascinated by it. The different 
birds, the different plants and trees, it really 
felt quite magical to me. I’ve always liked the 
outdoors, but, I think like many people, I’ve 
spent most of my life in an office building 
and living in a city. During lockdown, I really 
connected to being outdoors, and it was 
really helpful thing during such a difficult and 
uncertain time. 

The men in the women’s lives are 
oppressive, controlling and abusive. Do 
you think this is because they are scared of 
women, and their power?
Definitely. Unfortunately, misogyny has 
been a feature of our society and many 
societies for such a long time, and it’s hard 
to pinpoint why that is. But I do think that 
women have this power, particularly when 
they band together, that is quite threatening 
to men. In a biological sense, women have 
reproductive potential that men don’t, and 
I sometimes wonder if, without wanting to 
sound determinist, if it’s that ability that is 
so threatening. I do think that any sort of 
movement that involves women working 
together and collaborating is very frightening 
to men. We see that with different waves of 
feminism, and the backlash which followed 
each one. Unfortunately we are seeing that 
now, particularly in places like the US, with 
new restrictions on reproductive freedoms.

I love the way the stories of three women 
echo each other. Did you plan the stories 
out beforehand, or did you find them 
chiming with each other as you wrote?
I had the ending in my mind when I started 
writing, particularly the ending for Kate, that 
was clear from the beginning. Because I 
had three different stories, I felt I had to be 
immersed in each one, so I wrote them all 
separately. I started with Altha, then Violet, 
then Kate last, even though she was the spark 
of the idea. Altha was the original thread, and 
I could weave the others around her, and 
figure out what echoes and parallels I needed 
to draw. But by the end of it, I did have a 
big Excel spreadsheet! It was good for the 
editing stage, when I was rewriting because I 
was trying to hint about information in other 
timelines in each timeline, and I had to keep 
track of it.

Were you inspired by any other writers in 
your writing?

Definitely. Some of the books which inspired 
Weyward were about women being in prison. 
So, for instance, Burial Rites by Hannah Kent, 
also The Confessions of Frannie Langton by 
Sara Collins. And Alias Grace by Margaret 
Atwood, which I read as a teenager and it 
embedded itself in my mind. More recently, 
I really loved Ghost Wall by Sarah Moss. That 
novel’s so clever, how it combines the past 
and the present and makes us think about 
misogyny in a really clever way. Also, I love 
Kate Morton’s novels, she introduced me to 
the time-slip format. 

Have you got another book planned?
Yes, I’m working on my second novel 
now. Like Weyward it will focus on female 
characters and stories, with themes of 
sisterhood, and also the sea.

This extract follows Altha in 1619:

The men took me from the gaol through 
the village square. I tried to twist my body 
away, to hide my face, but one of them 
pinned my arms behind my back and 
pushed me forward. My hair swung in 
front of me, as loose and 
soiled as a whore’s.

I looked at the ground, 
to avoid the stares of 
the villagers. I felt their 
eyes on my body as if 
they were hands. Shame 
throbbed in my cheeks.

My stomach turned at 
the smell of bread and 
I realised that we were 
walking past the bakers’ 
stall. I wondered if the 
bakers, the Dinsdales, 
were watching. Just last 
winter I had nursed their 
daughter back from fever. 
I wondered who else bore 
witness, who else was 
happy to leave me to this 
fate. I wondered if Grace 
was there, or if she was 
already in Lancaster.

They bundled me into 
the cart as easily as if I 
weighed nothing. The 
mule was a poor beast – it 
looked almost as starved 
as I was, its ribs jutting 
out beneath its dull coat. 
I wanted to reach out and 
touch it, to feel the beat of 
its blood beneath the skin, 
but I didn’t dare.

As we set off, one of 
the men gave me a sip 
of water and a heel of 
stale bread. I crumbled it 
into my mouth with my 
fingers, before leaning 

over the side of the cart to vomit it up. 
The shorter man laughed, his breath 
rancid in my face. I lay back against the 
seat and tilted my head so that I could 
look out at the passing countryside.

We were on the road that runs 
alongside the beck. My eyes were still 
weak, and the beck was just a blur of 
sunlight and water. But I could hear its 
music and smell its clean, iron scent

The same beck that curves bright 
around my cottage. Where my mother 
had pointed out the minnows shooting 
out from under pebbles, the tight buds 
of angelica growing among the banks.

A dark shadow passed over me, and 
I thought I head the beat of wings. The 
sound reminded me of my mother’s 
crow. Of that night, under the oak tree.

The memory turned in me like a knife.
My last thought before I drifted into 

darkness was that I was glad Jennet 
Weyward did not live to see her 
daughter thus.

“Fierce and moving… 
magnificent”

Rosie Andrews
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A new thriller from 
the bestselling author 
of The Girl Who Left 
and How I Lost You. 
When 19-year-old 
Maisie takes off to hike 
the West Coast Trail 
in Canada, her only 
thought is of freedom. 
There she meets Ric 
and Sera. But the 
adventure soon turns 
sour. Twenty-five 
years later, a woman 
named Laura is 
panicked when a body 
is found near the trail. 
The police suspect the 
remains to be that of 
missing backpacker, 
Sera. The secret 
Laura’s been hiding is 
about to come out…

A chilling 
psychological thriller 
set in the world of 
ballet, from a debut 
author. Sadler’s Wells, 
1933. Disciplined and 
dedicated, Olivia is 
the perfect ballerina. 
But no matter how 
hard she works, she 
can never match 
identical twin Clara’s 
charm. As rehearsals 
intensify for the 
ballet Coppélia, the 
girls feel increasingly 
like they are being 
watched. And, as 
infatuation turns to 
obsession, everything 
begins to unravel.

The third book in 
the Dinner Lady 
Detectives series. 
With school out for 
the summer, Margery 
and Clementine 
Butcher-Baker are 
taking advantage of 
the break to go on 
holiday. They plan to 
explore the village of 
St-Martins-on-the-
Water and rest before 
the chaos of Mrs 
Smith’s hen do. But, 
by the end of their 
first night, the local 
mayor lies dead on 
the floor of the hotel 
restaurant, having 
been poisoned by his 
meal. Can Margery 
and Clementine crack 
the case?

A new thriller, inspired 
by real a murder, 
from the author of 
Little Deaths. Six years 
after the end of the 
Great War, there are 
thousands of ‘other 
women’ like Beatrice 
Cade, who are not 
wives, widows or 
mothers. Bea takes 
a job in the City, 
but her emerging 
independence is 
destroyed when she 
falls in love. Kate Ryan 
is a wife, mother and 
accomplished liar. On 
the south coast of 
England there occurs 
a horrific murder, and 
the two women are 
connected forever.

Now in paperback, 
this is a bestselling 
psychological 
thriller featuring an 
unforgettable narrator. 
Molly Gray loves her 
job as a maid at the 
Regency Grand Hotel, 
and takes pride in her 
work. But when she 
enters suite 401 and 
discovers an infamous 
guest dead in his 
bed, a messy mystery 
beings to unfold. 
And Molly’s at the 
heart of it – but can 
she uncover secrets 
beneath the surface, 
and the fingerprints 
amongst the filth?

A compelling debut 
novel, now in 
paperback. Kat is 
rebuilding her life after 
losing her husband 
in a tragic accident, 
and has moved to 
the countryside. 
Encouraged by her new 
and only friend Ginny, 
Kat joins New Horizons, 
dubbed the Coffin 
Club. And that’s how 
she meets Nico, who 
seems like her perfect 
match. He’s kind, 
caring, handsome, and 
a father to five-year-old 
Magdalena. This could 
be Kat’s shot at being a 
mother. But sometimes 
it’s best to be careful 
what you wish for…

The second book in 
the Marlow Murder 
Club series. It’s been 
an uneventful time 
for Judith, Suzie 
and Becks, since the 
events of last year. 
The most exciting 
thing on the horizon 
is the wedding of 
Marlow grandee, Sir 
Peter Bailey, to his 
nurse, Jenny Page. 
Judith and co are 
looking forward to 
the party at his grand 
mansion on the day 
before the marriage. 
But, during the soiree, 
the Marlow Murder 
Club are shocked to 
find the groom-to-be 
crushed to death in 
his study…

Following a tragedy, 
Zoe flees Australia 
and makes a life for 
herself in the UK. Two 
years later, working 
as a care nurse in 
Bath, Zoe has taken 
it upon herself to 
become a notekeeper 
– writing down the 
final thoughts of her 
patients and delivering 
them to their loved 
ones. Zoe’s new 
boss, Ben, isn’t happy 
about her getting so 
involved. But life is 
never straightforward. 
In finally opening 
up her heart after 
all these years, is 
she about to have it 
broken all over again?

The Hiking Trip
by Jenny Blackhurst
Canelo • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781800329287
Published 12th 
January

Clara & Olivia
by Lucy Ashe
Magpie • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9780861544080
Published 2nd 
February

A Terrible Village 
Poisoning 
by Hannah Hendy
Canelo Crime
PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781800326538
Published 23rd 
February

Other Women
by Emma Flint
Picador • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9781509840540
Published 23rd 
February

The Maid
by Nita Prose
HarperCollins
PB • £8.99
ISBN 9780008435769
Published 5th January

The Coffin Club
by Jacqueline 
Sutherland
Point Blank
PB • £9.99
ISBN 9780861543366
Published 2nd 
February

Death Comes  
To Marlow
by Robert Thorogood
HQ • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9780008238292
Published 5th January

The Notekeeper
by Hannah Treave
Canelo • PB • £9.99
ISBN 9781804361290
Published 12th 
January

January & February’s Choice

An original debut 
crime novel. In the UK, 
someone is reported 
missing every 90 
seconds. DCS Kat 
Frank, a widowed 
single mother, 
knows about loss. 
Picked to lead a pilot 
programme that has 
her paired with AIDE 
(Artificially Intelligent 
Detective Entity) Lock, 
Kat’s instincts come 
up against Lock’s 
logic. But when the 
two missing person’s 
cold cases they are 
reviewing suddenly 
become active, Lock 
is the only one who 
can help Kat.

In The Blink of an Eye
by Jo Callaghan
Simon & Schuster
HB • £14.99
ISBN 9781398511163
Published 19th 
January
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A moving and 
passionate novel from 
the bestselling author 
of It Starts With Us 
and Verity. It follows 
two young adults 
from completely 
different backgrounds 
embarking on a 
tentative romance. 
After a childhood filled 
with poverty, Beyah is 
forced to spend her 
summer in Texas with 
a father she barely 
knows. And she has 
no time for Samson, 
the wealthy, brooding 
guy next door. But 
the connection 
between them is too 
intense to ignore…

A fascinating look at 
the many ways we 
love and are loved, 
from the author of 
History of Wales in 
12 Poems. Featuring 
twelve love poems 
from Wales, dating 
from the 14th century 
to the present, this 
absorbing collection 
includes poems of 
straight love and 
gay love, bawdy 
verses of passion 
and desire, and 
gentle meditations 
on motherhood and 
marriage. With original 
illustrations by Ruth 
Jên Evans throughout, 
it is a powerful 
compendium.

In this book, Andrew 
Timothy O’Brien 
weaves together 
strands of botany, 
philosophy and 
mindfulness to form 
an ecological narrative 
suffused with practical 
gardening know-how. 
He encourages us to 
think from the ground 
up, as we follow the 
pattern of a plant’s 
growth through 
the season – roots, 
shoots and fruits – 
while advocating an 
increased awareness 
of our surroundings. 
Reconnect with 
nature and nurture 
not only your garden 
but your soul.

The stories of the 
planet’s oldest trees, 
and what they have 
meant to human 
beings. Taking us from 
Lebanon, to New 
Zealand, to California, 
historian Jared Farmer 
surveys the complex 
history of the trees, 
including voices of 
indigenous peoples, 
religious figures, 
and contemporary 
scientists who study 
elderflora in crisis. 
Combining rigorous 
scholarship with 
lyrical writing, it 
illuminates how we 
might need old trees 
more than ever.

The predators that 
can hunt, kill and eat 
us occupy a unique 
place in the human 
psyche. In this book, 
Adam Hart looks 
at our relationship 
with these animals 
from a conservation 
perspective. From big 
cats to army ants, via 
snakes, bears, wolves, 
crocodiles, piranhas 
and more, Hart busts 
some myths and 
explores the science 
behind encounters 
between these 
animals and humans, 
and also how we 
might both conserve 
the world’s predators 
and live safely 
alongside them.

An inspiring guide 
to activities and 
adventures to re-
energise and boost 
your mood, by our 
rivers, lakes and 
canals. Nearly 200 
destinations are 
featured, organised 
into 15 core activities, 
covering the length 
and breadth of the UK. 
Expert journalist Sarah 
Henshaw explains 
the beneficial impact 
of the activities, 
which included 
mudlarking, wild 
swimming, fishing, 
foraging and more, 
alongside practical 
information to help 
you get the most out 
of each experience.

With more than 30 
years’ experience as 
both amateur and 
professional gardener, 
there is no better 
guide to home-grown 
produce than Rekah, 
and in this book, she 
welcomes you to 
her North London 
allotment. She will 
teach you the tricks 
and share lessons 
she has learned 
from a lifetime of 
sowing, digging and 
harvesting, in this 
celebration of more 
than 40 seasonal 
crops that will inspire 
you to make the most 
of your allotment or 
kitchen garden.

A bumper collection 
of more than 120 
brand-new, delicious, 
low-cost recipes, and 
household tricks to 
save you money, from 
the bestselling author 
and campaigner Jack 
Monroe. Through 
gorgeous recipes 
and straightforward 
advice, she proves 
that you don’t need 
to sacrifice flavour or 
settle for lacklustre 
meals when you’re 
spending less. 
Featuring everything 
from warming curries 
to hearty pies, tasty 
sauces and indulgent 
puds, it shows how 
easy budget cooking 
can be.

In this inspirational 
cookbook, Gennaro 
Contaldo takes you on 
a culinary journey of 
regional basic Italian 
staples and turns them 
into beautiful meals. 
‘Cucina povera’ is the 
food that traditionally 
fed the poor of Italy 
yet remains the basis 
of most Italian dishes 
we love to eat today. 
Gennaro will help 
you to squeeze the 
maximum use from 
humble ingredients, 
turning them into 
nourishing and 
delicious feasts, from 
Sicilian chickpea 
fritters to simple 
sweet biscotti. 

Heart Bones
by Colleen Hoover
Simon & Schuster
HB • £16.99
ISBN 9781398525030
Published 31st January

A Map of Love
by M. Wynn Thomas
Calon Books
HB • £9.99
ISBN 9781915279439
Published 2nd 
February

To Stand & Stare
by Andrew  
Timothy O’Brien
DK • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9780241544013
Published 2nd 
February

Elderflora
by Jared Farmer
Picador • HB • £20.00
ISBN 9781035009046
Published 23rd 
February

The Deadly Balance
by Adam Hart
Bloomsbury Sigma
HB • £17.99
ISBN 9781472985361
Published 2nd 
February

Just Add Water
by Sarah Henshaw
Adlard Coles
PB • £18.99
ISBN 9781399400459
Published 2nd 
February

Rekha’s Kitchen 
Garden
by Rekha Mistry
DK • HB • £18.99
ISBN 9780241558362
Published 2nd 
February

Thrifty Kitchen
by Jack Monroe
Bluebird • HB • £19.99
ISBN 9781035008513
Published 5th January

Gennaro’s Cucina
by Gennaro Contaldo
Pavilion Books
HB • £25.00
ISBN 9781911682608
Published 2nd 
February
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It Takes 
Two
This cookbook is bursting 
with recipes for two people, 
whether you’re planning a 
romantic meal, or if you want 
to cook for a dear friend or 
family member.

Table for Two: Recipes for 
the ones you love
by Bre Graham
DK • HB • £20.00
ISBN 9780241593288
Published 19th January

F ood writer Bre Graham’s first cookbook, 
Table for Two will help you to create 
delicious meals at breakfast, lunch, 

aperitivo, dinner and dessert. There are 75 
recipes spilt into two distinct sections – Easy to 
Impress, including uncomplicated dishes, and 
Just to Delight, featuring romantic recipes to 
fall head over heels for! There are also essays 
and features on the emotions of cooking for 
the people you love, and practical step-by-step 
guides to cooking techniques.

“There are times for 
tables of ten, solo self-

care meals for one, 
and dinner parties that 
end on the dance floor, 
but a table for two is 
something special.”

Bre Graham

250g (9oz) dried rigatoni
15g (1 tbsp) unsalted butter
½ white onion, finely grated
a pinch of sea salt, plus extra to cook  
the pasta
4 garlic cloves, finely grated
3 tbsp tomato purée (tomato paste)
1 tsp smoked dried chilli (chile) flakes
75ml (5 tbsp) vodka
100ml (6½ tbsp) double (heavy) cream
1 handful of basil leaves, finely sliced, plus 
extra leaves to serve
1 handful of freshly grated Parmesan 
cheese, plus extra to serve

Cook the rigatoni in a big pot of  
boiling salted water following the  
packet instructions.

While the pasta is cooking, melt the butter 
in a deep sauté pan over a medium heat. 
Add the onion and sauté with a pinch of 
salt for about 5 minutes, until softened. 
Add the garlic and cook, stirring, until 
fragrant, then add the tomato purée and 
smoked chilli flakes. Turn the heat down a 
little, stir and cook gently for 2 minutes.

As the tomato paste caramelises and 
starts to darken in colour and stick to 
the bottom, pour in the vodka and stir 
to deglaze the pan. Let the vodka cook 
off and reduce before stirring in the 
cream. The sauce should be smooth, 
creamy and deep orange in colour. 
Stir in the basil and Parmesan.

Drain the rigatoni, reserving 4 
tablespoons of the pasta cooking water. 
Add the pasta and cooking water to 
the sauce and toss to combine. 

Serve the pasta topped with extra basil 
leaves and grated Parmesan or, for a total 
delight, a ball of burrata. Eat immediately 
and enjoy.

Here is a recipe from the book:

Smoked Chilli and Vodka Rigatoni

If you have a bottle of vodka, a tube of 
tomato purée (tomato paste) and some 
cream, you’re very close to creating a plate 
of pasta akin to pure bliss. This is the sort 
of meal you want to eat after one too many 
glasses of wine. It’s carby, creamy and 
super spicy. The sauce is greater than the 
sum of its parts and comes together in the 
time it takes to boil the pasta. The classic 
combination of garlic and onion is the root 
of many sauces, but here they’re finely 
grated to add a base note to the intensity 
of the sweet tomato purée and richness of 
the cream. The vodka mellows any hint of 
acidity to create a real star of a sauce. The 
best part though is the smoked chilli – just 
a teaspoon shifts this to the sort of dish 
you want to cook 5 nights a week, and 
continuously crave.
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Avocado Anxiety
by Louise Gray

Bloomsbury Wildlife • HB • £17.99
ISBN 9781472969637

Published 16th February

Food 
Stories
In this new book, 
Louise Gray, the  
award-winning 
author of The Ethical 
Carnivore, explores 
the stories behind the 
fruit and vegetables 
we buy every day, and 
combines them with 
her own experiences  
of motherhood.

T oday, buying food can be a complex 
and anxious business, and there are 
so many aspects to consider. Who 

picked your Fairtrade banana? How far did 
your green beans travel to get to your plate? 
Where do all the wonky carrots go? And 
why can we buy British strawberries in April? 
Louise Gray decided to track the stories of 
our five-a-day, from farm to fruit bowl, and 
discover the impact that growing fruit and 
vegetables has on the planet.

She visits farms, interviews scientists and tries 
to grow her own, digging up the dirt behind 
organic potatoes, greenhouse tomatoes and 
a glut of courgettes. In each chapter, she 
answers familiar questions such as: Is plant 
protein as good as meat? Is foraged food 
more nutritious? Are digital apps the key 
to reducing food waste? And is the symbol 
of clean eating, the avocado, fuelling the 
climate crisis? Along the way, she explores 
her own personal story of motherhood, and 
even includes recipes for each ingredient. 
Avocado Anxiety is an intriguing read for 
anyone who wants to make a difference 
when buying their food. 

This extract looks at the history of  
the potato:

When potatoes first arrived in Europe 
in the sixteenth century, they were 
considered just plain rude. Members of 
the clergy banned their parishioners from 
planting the tubers, saying they were 
unworthy of human consumption because 
they came from the dark underground and 
were not mentioned in the Bible. An early 
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
the potato as a ‘demoralising esculent’. 
Remember that the first potatoes to arrive 
in Europe were not the uniform, round, 

“A fascinating 
book full of 

surprising facts,”
Cal Flyn

dirt-free tubers we see in the supermarket 
today. They were red, pink or purple and 
came in all sorts of weird, bulbous shapes. 
At the time, herbalists linked the form 
of a plant or vegetable to its medicinal 
properties. For example, walnuts were 
seen as beneficial for the mind because of 
their brain-like shape. Potatoes, with all 
their embarrassing protuberances, must 
surely have something to do with sex? 
Shakespeare even referred to potatoes 
as an aphrodisiac. In The Merry Wives of 
Windsor, he has Falstaff, dressed as a stag, 
greeting Mistress Ford as ‘My doe with the 
black scut! Let the sky rain potatoes!’

The first potatoes brought to the Old 
World from the Americas arrived at the end 
of the 1500s. The myth commonly told in 
the British Isles is that Sir Walter Raleigh 
served Queen Elizabeth I a plate of boiled 
potatoes on his return to England in 1581. 
Most modern historians dispute the claim, 
pointing out that potatoes did not grow in 
most of the places Raleigh visited. It is far 
more likely the Spaniards – who Raleigh 
and other British pirates were 
busy looting – brought the 
potato to Europe. 

At first, the potatoes 
stowed on the ships of the 
early conquistadors were 
botanical curiosities, hardly 
noticed alongside the piles 
of gold and silver. Only when 
all the gold was looted, and 
most of the indigenous 
people were dead, did the 
conquistadors turn their 
attention to the strange 
‘truffle’ the remaining 
locals grew underground. 
As they began to settle in 
the New World, European 
colonists discovered they 
could grow potatoes more 
easily than their imported 
strains of wheat and barley, 
and potatoes seemed to 
be far better at keeping 
the new population alive. 
Even in its ancient forms, 
the tuber is a superfood. 
Although it is mostly water 
(79 per cent), the remainder 
is an exceptional all-round 
package of food with a 
carbohydrate:protein ratio 
that ensures anyone eating 
enough potatoes to satisfy 
their energy requirement 
will automatically ingest 
protein too. An average-
sized potato contains almost 
as much vitamin C as an 
orange, as well as good 

amounts of calcium, iron, phosphorous 
and potassium. The potato also grows 
under challenging conditions, mainly 
because the indigenous people of the 
Americas spent 8,000 years selecting and 
nurturing different varieties of potato 
for different environments to ensure a 
successful harvest every year. If disease 
struck – or they had a particularly cold year 
or even drought – then at least one variety 
should survive. Potatoes could also grow at 
different altitudes and in different soils. In 
the Andes today, people will still grow up 
to a hundred varieties on each plot. They 
have more than a thousand names for the 
different potatoes they grow regularly. My 
favourite is papa Ilunchuy wagachi – the 
potato that makes the new bride weep 
because it is so difficult to peel.

“Packed with 
insight, impeccably 

researched, and 
skilfully narrated,”

Rob Percival
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Fair Game
Beginning in the 1990s, Sarah May’s new novel Becky is a 
brilliant reimagining of William Thackeray’s classic Vanity 
Fair. Becky Sharp may have humble beginnings, but she’s 
determined to get to the top in tabloid journalism… and 

she’s not afraid of being flexible with the truth.

B ecky Sharp grew up in the small town 
of Haversham, in the 1980s. She 
went to the local comprehensive, 

but her mum was a cleaner at the 
prestigious Chilston House School for 
Girls. So, when, aged eighteen, and freshly 
orphaned, Becky applies for a job as a 
nanny, she puts Chilston House down 
on her CV. Soon, she enters the world 
of the Crawleys. She has ambitions to 
become a journalist, and Pitt Crawley, 
her new employer, is head of the Crawley 
Corporation, owners of the country’s 
biggest-selling tabloid, The Mercury. 

From mingling with tabloid millionaires and 
trading favours and fortunes with royalty,  
she will stop at nothing to reach the top 
of her career ladder, and she covers all the 
biggest stories and scandals of the decade. 
But her past is never far behind her, and it 
is closer to her new life than she thinks it 
is. As the 1990s make way for the 2000s, is 
the future bright for Becky Sharp, or will the 
very scandals she thrives on be her downfall? 
Brimming with wit and satire, Becky is a 
sparkling portrait of ambition and tenacity, 
which takes Vanity Fair into the 21st century.

In this extract, Becky starts her new job as a 
nanny for the Crawleys:

Blinking through clumps of waterlogged 
hair, I take in the stretch of marble  
dotted with side tables, lamps and flowers. 
Monstrous blooms that are reflected  
over and over again in the lobby’s  
mirrored walls.

At the far end, near the lifts, a 
reception desk and uniformed concierge. 
Although he doesn’t lift his head 
from the book he’s reading, I can feel 
him watching me as I approach.

‘You can’t leave those there.’
A pair of eyes slide from the book to the 

two suitcases I’ve packed by the revolving 
door. Up close, he’s not much older than 
me. Ignoring his comment, I say ‘I’m here 
to see the Crawleys.’

This seems to interest him. Enough to 
put down the copy of Hollywood Wives 
he’s reading and take a better look at me. A 
smile ropes itself around his face.

‘You must be the new nanny.’ He sprawls 
back in the chair behind reception, 
counting out loud on his fingers. ‘Nanny 
number four. Want to know what 
happened to the last one?’

‘I know what happened.’
He repositions himself energetically in 

his chair, leaning across the desk whose 
surface is now covered in run-off from my 
hair. A series of miniature puddles.

‘Number three got homesick. 
Apparently.’ The smile widens, stretching 
from ear to ear before he collapses back  
in his chair again. ‘Just take the lift  
straight up.’

I retrieve the suitcases one at a time, 
wheel them across the lobby and 
manoeuvre them into the juddering lift.

As the doors start to close, he calls out, 
‘You won’t last a week.’

Standing in the carpeted hallway, I press 
on the doorbell and wait. I can’t hear 
ringing on the other side. In fact, I can’t 
hear anything at all. This is a padded world 
where sounds recede and diminish. A 
person could be murdered, I think, and 
nobody would notice.

At last, the door is opened by a woman 
in her late twenties. She has highlights and 
a Rolling Stones T-shirt stretched to its 
limits across the largest pair of breasts I’ve 
ever seen. Her face is a pretty but untidy 
smudge. Like she’s been crying.

Beyond her shoulders, an expanse  
of cream and gold apartment stretches  
out indefinitely.

Pulling myself together and  
putting on my best Chilston House  
voice, I say, ‘Excuse me, but is this the 
Crawley residence?’

‘The Crawley residence?’ she repeats, 
barking out a sudden laugh.

The voice is a surprise. Traces of 

“A supple, witty take 
on the tabloid world 
and on Vanity Fair”

Jo Baker

“Becky is a riot,  
and Sarah May is  

a genius.”
Maddie Mortimer
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Violet shrugs, considering 
me carefully. ‘How far can 
you swim?’

‘One thousand metres.’
‘One thousand metres,’ she 

repeats, her jaw going slack. 
‘Kate could hardly swim a 
length. She wore make-up 
to the swimming pool, and 
she wouldn’t put her head 
underwater.’

I decide to risk an opinion. 
‘She sounds boring.’

Violet looks pleased. 
‘What’s in them?’ she 
demands, twisting back 
towards the suitcases.

‘Guess.’
‘Clothes?’
‘Try lifting one.’
Curiosity animates her 

solemn little face as she 
slides across the parquet 
floor and attempts to lift one 
of the suitcases. She heaves 
her shoulders up towards her 
ears with the effort.

‘I can’t,’ she gasps, making 
a show of shaking her arms 
and panting. ‘It’s too heavy. 
What’s inside?’

‘You’re sure you want to know?’
‘Tell me,’ she demands, fists and jaw 

clenched as she starts to jump on the spot. 
Her crying sister is forgotten.

Lowering my voice, I whisper, ‘Bodies.’
‘Bodies,’ she replies. Her face is alight 

now. Her eyes shine behind the goggles.
‘The bodies of all the other children I’ve 

looked after.
‘You’re lying,’ she squeals, ecstatic.
‘It’s true. Take a look if you don’t  

believe me.’
Violet flounders, coming to a 

complete standstill while darting a 
series of covert glances at the suitcases, 
whose lumpish bulges have taken 
on a far more sinister aspect. For a 
moment I almost believe it myself.

‘Go on,’ I urge.
Running her tongue quickly across her 

upper lip, she advances. Cautiously. On 
tiptoe. Before coming to a stop. ‘How did 
you fit all the bodies inside?’

‘I cut them up,’ I assert, gravely, ‘Arms. 
Legs. Head.’

I mime the procedure, Violet following 
the movement of my hands.

A new determination settles over her.
Taking hold of a handle, she rocks one 

of the cases awkwardly backwards and 

Becky
by Sarah May

Picador • HB • £14.99
ISBN 9781529066913

Published 26th January

“Becky is as close  
to unputdownable as 

a book could be.”
Anna Jean Hughes

Essex still in the vowels. Shaped, like my 
mother’s, by wind-chewed marshes and 
low skies. It catches me out, but after a few 
seconds, I manage to regain my balance.

‘Yeah, this is the Crawley residence.’ 
She gives my soaking coat sleeve an 
unexpected squeeze. ‘And thank f**k 
you’re here.’

‘Rebecca,’ I finish for her. Before 
venturing, ‘Mrs Crawley?’

‘Call me Rosa.’
The next minute, both arms are thrown 

around me. Another blast of laughter, 
up close this time, as snuggled against 
her ample bosom, my visions of severe 
housekeepers and aloof, well-groomed 
wives vanish.

This isn’t what I was expecting.
When I’m finally released, it’s to find 

a waist-high child contemplating me 
with dark eyes only just visible beneath a 
pair of swimming goggles. This must be 
Violet Crawley. Half the reason I’m here. 
Here long hair hangs, uncombed, over 
shoulders that flinch suddenly as a baby 
starts to cry.

‘Lulu’s awake.’
The child says this to me rather than  

her mother.
‘F**k,’ Rosa exhales.
But she seems to be more interested 

in my suitcases than the crying baby. I 
wonder if she might be drunk. Or even 
medicated. There’s something uneven 
about her that reminds me of my mother 
when she was on Prozac.

‘Did you bring those upstairs yourself?’
We all eye the enormous suitcases filling 

the corridor outside. Streaked, still, with 
dark patches from the rain.

‘The little prick,’ Rosa explodes, before I 
have time to answer. ‘The little prick!’

She stalks off, barefoot, down the 
corridor towards the lifts.

‘Do you want me to see to Lulu?’ I call 
out after her.

‘No,’ she calls back, ‘she’ll cry herself 
out. And don’t even think about moving 
those suitcases. Violet, why don’t you show 
Becky around the apartment.’

The child watches me through the 
goggles she’s wearing. I watch her back, 
briefly intent on each other before her eyes 
shift to the packed cases, almost the same 
height as her. 

‘You’ve got a lot of stuff.’
Is this a good or bad thing?
‘Kate only had one suitcase.’
Homesick Kate. Nanny number three. 

Feeling measured suddenly against my 
predecessor, I say, ‘Do you miss her?’

forwards before aiming a kick at it and 
venturing the hopeful verdict, ‘Doesn’t feel 
like bodies.’

‘Look inside.’
She extends a thin arm towards the 

shining zip then changes her mind.
‘Open it!’ she commands, rounding on me.
‘You’re sure?’
She nods.
Reaching around her, I pull on the zip.
She presses her face as close to the 

opening as she dares, then whispers, ‘I can’t 
see anything.’

‘Put your hand inside.’
Caught somewhere between fear 

and excitement, she squeezes her 
eyes shut before pushing a small 
hand through the opening. A squeal, 
and the hand is withdrawn.

‘You tricked me,’ she announces happily, 
as the goggles are at last removed, leaving 
behind deep, red indents in the skin around 
her eyes. ‘You’re fun. Not like Kate. You  
won’t get homesick, will you?’

‘I can’t.’
‘Can’t?’ Violet echoes, her face wide  

open, waiting.
‘I don’t have a home. I don’t have any 

parents either.’
‘You’re an orphan!’ She stares at me 

with renewed fascination, as if looking for 
physical symptoms. ‘Like Annie.’

“Spiky, clever,  
funny and dark…  

I’m riveted.”
Emma Stonex
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scraps of information, even though they 
didn’t quite fit together, like pieces of 
different puzzles: Elliot would have loved 
this. Wasn’t this Elliot’s favourite song? Oh, 
doesn’t he so much look like Elliot? The 
hostility that emanated from his mother in 
those moments was tangible, so much so 
that by the time Nik was a teenager no one 
ever mentioned his father at all, as though 
he’d been forgotten, removed from their 
collective memory.

Desperate to know him, Nik spent much 
of his childhood poring over the photos 
his grandfather secretly slipped him 
each year, which blended together in his 
mind to create a voiceless blur of a big 
bear-like hands, round hazel eyes and 
a seemingly permanent smile. For two 
years, Nik slept with his favourite photo 
under his pillow. Sometimes, he’d wake 
with it clutched tight in a fist. Then it sat, 
smoothed out, with thin white lines in the 
spaces that it had been folded, in a frame 
on the top shelf of his wardrobe, where 
his mother wouldn’t stumble upon it. It 
was the last photo that was taken of him, 
the week before he died, in Kew Gardens. 
He was grinning at the camera, a hand 
halfway through his curly brown hair, his 
wife’s frame just visible behind him in a 
blue dress, walking in the distance. Nik 
was in the photo too, growing slowly and 
silently, unknown to them. It had delighted 
him when he’d figured that out as a child, 
as he counted on his fingers the months 
between his birthday and the date printed 
in yellow numerals at the bottom of the 
photo. It was, in a way, a photo of three of 
them. The only one that existed.

thing of any value she’d 
share was that she’d never 
met anyone else like him. 
Sometimes when Nik would 
ask, this was all she’d say. If 
he pressed her for more, she 
would shake her head and 
grow distant. Pushing for 
information about his father 
seemed to make her recede 
into herself, falling into some 
dark corner of her mind that 
could take several days to 
pull her back from.

When Nik grew older and turned to 
others in their family, his mother became 
protective, angry even, as if they were 
gossiping as opposed to remembering, 
as if Elliot was only hers to mourn. But 
whenever anyone else did speak of him, 
their words formed an image of a man 
who was exceptionally warm and so deeply 
loved. Nik’s cousin sisters in particular 
had adored him; they’d always puff up 
and twitter happily like birds when they 
spoke about him as kids, their voices rising 
over each other, keen to demonstrate 
that they alone knew him best. Through 
them, Nik learned that his parents had 
met at primary school and had gone to 
the same university. ‘Inseparable’ was the 
word he’d heard Chand use once, and Nik 
had held on to that, tight, like a medal; 
his parents had been inseparable. As he 
grew older, anything like this, anything 
worth holding on to, anything with actual 
heart, was only ever discovered in passing 
comments that always felt like slip-ups – 
the sort of remarks made by relatives or 
family friends that preceded averted eyes 
and long moments of awkward silence 
pregnant with something that Nik could 
never put his finger on. But when they 
did come, Nik would savour those little 

Road to 
Recovery
A moving debut novel about family, 
belonging, grief, and the legacy of our 
parents and grandparents, The Things 
That We Lost is the winner of the 
#Merky Books New Writers’ Prize.

N ik is about to start a new chapter 
in his life, leaving London to go to 
university in the north. He has many 

questions about his father Elliot, who died 
before he was born. But his mother, Avani, 
has always refused to talk about him. When 
his beloved grandfather dies, however, he 
leaves Nik the key to a lock-up which has 
been unopened for decades. The secret he 
finds there raises more questions, and Nik 
becomes determined to discover the truth 
about his father.

Avani feels like Nik is slipping away from 
her. Her father’s death has brought back 
memories of her childhood and youth. 
She remembers when she first met Elliot at 
school, how she later fell in love with him, 
and their joyful university years. But she 
doesn’t like to remember the darkness which 
shadowed him. As Nik finds it hard to settle at 
university, he feels that reconnecting with his 
parents’ past will help him to move on. But 
can Nik and Avani find a way back to each 
other? Selected as the winning entry by the 
#Merky Books panel of Emma Dabri, Katarina 
Johnson-Thompson, Guz Khan, Stormzy 
and Candice Brathwaite, Jyoti Patel’s debut 
is an extraordinary novel about the Gujarati 
diaspora, and an exploration of loss, love and 
family secrets.

In this extract, Nik contemplates what he 
knows about his father:

Everything Nik’s mother told him about his 
father always felt so deliberately controlled 
and over-santised. When he asked about 
his father as a child, his mother would 
always talk vaguely, using many words 
to say very little. Often, they were grown-
up words he didn’t yet understand, like 
‘compassionate’, ‘humble’, ‘unfathomably 
special’. Nik would repeat them like they 
were a nursery rhyme, oblivious to their 
meaning. For many years, she’d reduce 
him down to these three facts: he was born 
near Manchester, worked as an English 
teacher and supported Arsenal. The only 

“Jyoti Patel is a 
hugely exciting 

new writer.”
Louise Hare

The Things That We Lost
by Jyoti Patel

#Merky Books • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9781529186338

Published 12th January

“Brilliant”
Candice Brathwaite
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Through 100 
recordings, Norman 
Lebrecht brings to 
life the composer 
Beethoven as we’ve 
never seen him 
before. He was 
unruly, offensive 
and hopeless in so 
much of his life, but 
driven to a fault and 
devoted to his art, 
conquering deafness 
to compose some of 
the towering works of 
our culture. Along the 
way, we encounter 
the great musicians 
who have taken 
on the challenge 
of Beethoven, in 
a revealing and 
unique biography.

The true story of a 
fifty-year relationship 
between a Vietnam 
veteran and a remote 
Aboriginal tribe, from 
the author of The 
Bush. It describes 
the meeting of 
two worlds – the 
world of the fiercely 
driven biologist and 
anthropologist Neville 
White, and the world 
of the hunter-gatherer 
clans of remote 
northern Australia 
he studied and lived 
with. Eventually, White 
became an advocate 
in the clan’s struggle 
to survive, when 
everything conspired 
to destroy them.

A new edition of 
Sylvia Townsend 
Warner’s biography 
of the author T.H. 
White, whose works 
include The Sword 
in the Stone, The 
Once & Future King 
and The Goshawk. 
First published in 
1967, three years 
after White’s death, it 
reveals his passionate 
life, his determination 
to learn, his lifelong 
worship of hawks and 
dogs, his self-exile 
to Ireland during the 
Second World War, 
and the creation of 
his tetralogy based on 
Arthurian legend.

The true story of 
two extraordinary 
sisters, Ann and Laura 
Charteris. While 
Laura eventually 
became the Duchess 
of Marlborough, 
Ann became Mrs 
Ian Fleming, and the 
antics and attitudes 
of the two women 
inspired the writer to 
create the famous 
‘Bond Girl’. Along 
the way there were 
marriages, and affairs, 
with some of the 
biggest names of the 
twentieth century, 
at a time when 
such wild behaviour 
by aristocratic 
society women 
was unthinkable.

A biography which 
examines the life 
of American author 
Norman Mailer as a 
twisted lens, offering 
a unique insight into 
the history of America 
from the end of the 
Second World War to 
the election of Barack 
Obama. Richard 
Bradford combs 
through Mailer’s 
personal letters – to 
lovers and editors 
– which appear to 
be a rehearsal for 
his career as a shifty 
literary narcissist. It 
gives a unique, snappy 
and convincing 
perspective of 
Mailer’s personality 
and writings.

Now in paperback, this 
insightful biography 
of Queen Elizabeth 
II has been updated 
with a compelling 
new epilogue 
bringing her story 
to its close. Veteran 
royal biographer 
Andrew Morton charts 
Elizabeth’s life, from her 
ascent to the throne at 
twenty-five, through 
fifteen Prime Ministers, 
on to her record-
breaking Platinum 
Jubilee. It offers 
revelatory portrait of 
the woman who was a 
matriarch to the nation 
for more than seven 
decades, earning the 
love and respect of 
millions of people.

A touching and 
profound memoir 
from the former MP 
Frank Field, in which he 
explains two key factors 
in his upbringing – the 
poverty of his own 
childhood and the deep 
and lasting effect of 
his Christian socialism, 
as exemplified in the 
writings of F.D. Maurice 
and William Temple. 
Field has spent his adult 
life fighting against 
poverty in Britain, 
through parliament 
and his strong 
personal influence, 
and has found allies 
on all sides of the 
political spectrum.

The inspirational 
true story of Oksana 
Masters, who was 
born in the shadow 
of Chernobyl, with 
radiation-induced 
birth defects, and 
suffered appalling 
abuse as an orphan, 
before being adopted 
and moving to the 
US. She went on to 
triumph over her 
challenges to win 
seventeen Paralympic 
medals in four 
different sports – 
rowing, biathlon, 
cross-country skiing 
and road cycling. Her 
message to anyone 
who doesn’t fit in: you 
can find a place where 
you excel.

When Carolyn Hays’s 
child made clear to 
the family that she 
was not a boy, but, in 
fact, a girl, the Hays 
shifted pronouns, 
adopted a nickname 
and encouraged her 
to dress as she felt 
comfortable. But then 
a caseworker from 
the Department of 
Children and Families 
arrived to investigate 
a complaint about the 
upbringing of their 
transgender child… 
This book is an ode to 
Hays’s brilliant, brave 
child, a celebration of 
difference, and a hope 
for a better future.

Why Beethoven
by Norman Lebrecht
Oneworld
HB • £20.00
ISBN 9780861544530
Published 2nd 
February

The Passion of 
Private White
by Don Watson
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Spirits of the Past
Set in 1940s Trinidad, Hungry Ghosts follows 
the lives of Marlee, who lives in a mansion,  
and Hans, his wife Shweta and their son 
Krishna, who live in the impoverished barrack. 
We interviewed the author Kevin Jared Hosein 
about Trinidad, storytelling and more.

Hungry Ghosts
by Kevin Jared Hosein

Bloomsbury • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9781526644480

Published 16th February

What inspired you to write a novel set in 
1940s Trinidad?
Most of it came from oral storytelling. I’ve 
been hearing about these things since I was a 
little boy, snippets of stories. What happened 
was the Commonwealth Foundation asked 
me to write an article about Trinidad and 
Tobago, and something brought me back 
to when I was a child and listening to my 
grandparents and uncles. So I went to my 
grandfather and interviewed him, and he 
pointed me to a few village elders who he 
was friends with when he was little, and I got 
separate stories from them as well. I wrote 
the article, but it was almost as if the article 
wasn’t enough. Although it was non-fiction, I 
thought it would be an interesting setting for 
fiction. As I got more into the hard historical 
facts, rather than the anecdotal, I went to a 
friend, who was a historian. He passed away a 
few years ago. He gave me some documents 
and some of his research.

How easy was it to mix the fiction and the 
facts? Did you come up with the characters 
or were they based on real people?
Some of them are based on real people, but 
they are more modified ideas than the people 
themselves. The first character was Marlee, 
and everybody else stemmed from her. The 
story was initially just going to be about 
her. But as I began writing about the other 
characters, it became an ensemble piece. She 
is the spirit who is present throughout. Dalton 
Changoor is based on a Scottish guy who 
lived in Trinidad. He was a bit of an eccentric 
– he was a Nazi sympathiser. He had a 
colonial inheritance, he had a mansion. He 
became infatuated with this Hindu child who 
I believe was related to one of the gardeners. 
When he passed, he gave the house to that 
child. Nobody knew why. Eventually the 
house went into ruin, and it’s no longer there. 
The other character in the book based on a 
real person is Bhagran Lakhan, he’s based on 
a serial killer who operated back that called 
Boysie Singh. Boysie Singh was probably 
much worse than the fictional Bhagran 
Lakhan. It probably would have sounded 
unreal if I put everything he did in there!

In the book, several characters try to escape 
their pasts, or their circumstances. Do you 
think that you can transcend your family 
and beginnings?
I like to think of the novel as a story of split-
second decisions. Marlee jumps into the truck 
of Dalton when she is young, and she refuses 

to pay his ransom. And Hans makes a split-
second decision to stay with Marlee. Almost 
everybody wants something. Probably the 
only one who doesn’t want to move up is 
Krishna. He wants to stay in his own life. 
What I wanted to get across was the kind of 
sly attitude you had to have to move up in 
society at that time, because of the immense 
weight of the system.

The image of the corbeau, or vulture, 
runs through the book. Do you see it as a 
metaphor of survival?
I was speaking to another 
Trinidadian writer, and she 
said that that the corbeau 
may as well be our national 
bird because we often 
refer to it and relate to it in 
metaphors. There’s a saying 
that some people have, 
that the corbeau doesn’t 
eat cake. What it’s trying 
to say is that the corbeau 
doesn’t know what luxury is. 
It’s something that people 
disparagingly say about the 
impoverished – that they 
wouldn’t know what cake 
is if you gave it to them. 
When people refer to the 
corbeau it’s usually in a very 
negative way, but I wanted 
to take it as representing 
something that persists 
throughout time itself. It 
has more sovereign power 
than any other bird out 
there. I wanted to take the 
negativity and spin it into 
something positive.

Religion is a dividing line 
in the community in the 
book. Do you see it as a 
class divide in the society?
A lot of what I based this on 
was my mother’s side of the 
family, they are Hindu. My 
mother’s very devoted, she 
has a shrine in the house. 
There’s something in the 

act of devotion. You devote yourself to the 
ideas, but really you could devote yourself 
to many different ways. So, I was thinking 
about that, and I wanted to portray how, in 
the barrack, even in poverty, they find some 
positive aspects. In the 1940s, because of 
colonialism, it was a very Christian society. 
When the enslaved Africans were transported 
over, they would have been brought to 
Christianity. When the Indians came as 
indentured labourers, they were allowed to 
keep their religion. It would have been very 
strange, to the Christian society, in terms 
of their customs, their food, the way they 
dressed. For a few decades, there were no 
Hindus in Parliament. And when you got 
married at a Hindu wedding, you didn’t go 
to the Parliament, you married ‘under the 
bough’. My grandparents were married like 
that, and they found out in the early 2000s 
that their marriage wasn’t legitimate, so 
they had to go and register it. There was 
something called the Hindu Marriage Act 
that was brought in to recognised those 
marriages after that. But at the time of the 
novel, that didn’t exist.

“Deeply impressive”
Hilary Mantel
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future plans to do something and they 
tell you casually that they’re not going 
to be available after all. You feel crushed, 
but the new friend seems to think your 
reaction is out of order. At the very least 
it’s awkward when there isn’t a good 
match, but even when there is, for many 
friendships these matches are likely to 
change as each of your life circumstances 
change. Have you ever had someone 
you thought was a close friend move and 
then hardly ever hear from them again? 
If the respective circumstances between 
you and a friend don’t match, that can 
lead to pain and disappointment.

Have you felt that maybe you should 
explicitly state or change the terms of 
a friendship so it’s clear what you’ve 
committed to? If friendships are about 
relying on each other, for support, whether 
it’s levels of disclosure or practical help, 
or availability for shared hobbies or times 
together, and then one of you changes, or 
doesn’t share those expectations, that can 
feel like a bitter blow as well.

Yet another potentially disruptive 
element is envy and competition, which 
can rumble away, ready to disrupt 

Good Relations
by Janet Reibstein

Green Tree • HB • £18.99
ISBN 9781472992383

Published 19th January

In this guide, 
psychotherapist Janet 
Reibstein explains how 
we can form better 
relationships in all 
aspects of our lives, from 
intimate domestic ones 
to those with friends  
and with colleagues.

Getting 
Along

W e all want to get on well 
with other people, and life is 
a lot easier if you can do it 

across the whole relationship spectrum. 
Research indicates that the ability to do 
well socially is more important for success 
than academic excellence or high IQ. But 
it’s not always easy to form and maintain 
good relationships, in our personal and 
professional lives. And if our relationships 
are bad, it has an impact on our health, 
wellbeing, financial security and happiness.

In Good Relations Janet Reibstein provides 
you with an expertly researched set of skills 
that allows you to relate better with others. 
It goes beyond straight self-help to outline 
the new science and theory behind how we 
can interact most effectively. Filled with case 
studies and practical tips and advice, it will 
help you to communicate better and form 
the relationships that really matter.

This extract looks at  
problematic friendships:

But having friends is not always simple. 
Friendships will vary in levels of depth  
and for what they’re for: are they for 
practical support, shared hobbies or 
intimate disclosures? Commitment to 
levels of depth, time and attention, and 
to shifts in those as life stages shift, are 
elements that can explode or certainly 
disturb a friendship.

What happens when expectations 
of each other as friends aren’t shared? 
Different expectations can lead to real pain. 
You have a friend who makes you feel 
guilty, because you don’t have as much 
time for them as they seem to want you 
to give them. Friendship is clearly also 
about how much and what you commit to 
a particular person. Or you’ve got a friend 
who keeps letting you down. You make 

“Brilliantly 
empowering and truly 

life-changing…”
Gwyneth Paltrow

even close friendships. You’ll no doubt 
recognise from your own friendship 
history that your close friendships 
usually form over similarities – like love 
relationships, you’ll have tended to meet 
people like you and you bond when you 
find things that are shared. But they can 
and do form across even radically different 
life circumstances. That’s particularly 
so if the more important part of your 
identity is not about where you come 
from or what makes you like people who 
are from a background similar to yours, 
but about something unusual. Take, for 
instance, the Beth Harmon character in 
the TV series, The Queen’s Gambit, whose 
core identity was ‘I’m a champion chess 
player.’ Her best friends cut across ages, 
nationalities, genders and most other 
sorts of experiences and qualities that 
more typically join friends together. But 
that identification can itself be the site 
of envy. Envy arises even in identical 
twins, as a recent account in another 
journal, The Yale Review, related, ‘I can 
be a very generous sister… as long as I 
am winning.’ The observation applies as 
well to the identification that happens 
in close friendships. It can also be set 
off by differences in friendships – why 
don’t I have what that friend has? This 
indicates the other side of friendship: 
you’ll be attracted, again, like love, to 
differences in people. So, whatever 
characterises your pool of friends you’re 
going to have to manage differences 
once they emerge, most particularly 
when they emerge over expectation of 
the friendship or envy and competition.
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science fiction’. I’m not really interested in 
the aliens, it’s a device to get humanity down 
to Antarctica. What I was thinking about 
was colonization. In the USA, indigenous 
Americans were sent to reservations, told 
that they had to live on these barren patches 
of land. When it turned out that the barren 
rock had oil under it, they took it from them 
again. So, to me, it felt like this had happened 
already. The interesting things about 
genetically modified humans is that, because 
of the ethical issues, we haven’t tried it. I 
thought, let’s go to that red line and cross it, 
rather than jumping into a far-flung fantasy. 
What I didn’t know, is that there are people 
doing it now, secretly.

What do you think of the ethics of 
genetically engineering people?
It’s one of the few technologies where the 
boundaries are limitless, where we’ve just 
said ‘we don’t want to do it’. With other 
technologies, such as AI, we want to go as 
fast as possible, but we don’t want to change 
our genetic structure. When it comes to 
eradicating diseases, it seems like it would be 
a interesting thing to do. 

The genetically engineered Cold 
People in the book don’t have much 
empathy with humans. Did you see 
this as a choice the geneticist Song 
Fu made, or was it an accident?
They do have empathy for each other. In 
humans, we often draw lines about who we 
empathise with and who we don’t. If you 
create an evolution of yourself that is much 
better suited to this continent you’re trapped 
on, why would you be sentimental about the 
people you’re leaving behind? I wonder if that 
will be our role now, to pass on the baton 
to something else 
– either AI or, as in 
this book, enhanced 
humans. When you 
read a book, why do 
you feel something 
from words on a 
page? There’s a magic 
there. The Cold 
People don’t have 
empathy for people, 
but people have 
empathy for them. 
Readers, and viewers 
of TV and film, can 
get emotionally 
involved in stories. 
That’s why, in the 
middle of this book, 
they watch a movie, 
and that proves to 
be a key to their 
emotional response.

Do you approach 
writing a novel and 
writing a screenplay 
in a different way?

I’ve been thinking about this a lot. I’ve had 
three original TV series where I didn’t have 
a book, and now I think if I was going to do 
another one, I’d write the book first and then 
adapt it. You almost need to have the book 
to whittle it down. In the end, you end up 
writing much more than appears on screen, 
and then breaking it down.

The book describes the lives of many 
different people, from different 
parts of the world, who end up in 
Antarctica. Was it important for you 
to present a global picture?
Yes, we’ve become very sensitive about 
representation, rightly. If you set up that 
premise on who would survive, I don’t think 
it would be equal, different nations would do 
better. China would do well, America would 
do well, countries which didn’t have such a 
good infrastructure would get less of their 
people down there. But what’s interesting 
is, then, everyone is mingled together, so it’s 
important to start with, but becomes different 
once you’re there. I do think that migration 
is one of the big questions we’re dealing 
with, and it’s become very inflammatory. It’s 
looking at that story, putting yourself into it, 
and imagining how weird it would be if you 
had to go to such a different place. They’re 
predicting that a billion people, one eighth of 
the world’s population, will be in migration by 
2050. Fiction allows people to come at that 
story without feeling that they’re personally 
being critiqued.

Are you planning to write a sequel to  
the novel?
It’s really hard when you’re writing to think 
‘when is the natural end?’. And stories which 
have an epic quality to them don’t really end, 
they stop. I felt like where this book ends is 
a natural stop point – but it could continue. 
I’m always unsure now – when I wrote the 
sequel to Child 44 that was natural because 
it was the next bit of history. But with this, I 
love the feeling when you sit down to write 
not knowing anything, and coming up with 
something completely new. You lose that 

when you write a 
sequel, so if I did 
continue, it would 
probably start at a 
different point, it 
wouldn’t just pick 
up where this one 
ended. You have to 
write stories that 
people engage with, 
I don’t write them 
purely for my own 
amusement, so 
we’ll see if readers 
want more.

Ice 
World
In this chilling thriller 
from the author of 
Child 44 and The 
Farm, all of humanity 
is forced to travel to 
Antarctica, following 
an alien invasion. Can 
they create a new 
civilization – and what 
role will genetically 
modified humans have 
in it? We interviewed 
Tom Rob Smith to 
discover more.

Cold People
by Tom Rob Smith
Simon & Schuster
HB • £16.99
ISBN 9781471133107
Published 19th 
January

Cold People is set in Antarctica. What 
inspired you set it there, and did you visit 
Antarctica for research?
I was set to visit when the pandemic struck. 
The pandemic took away the trip, but gave 
me extra time. In a way, lockdown fed into 
it, that sense that you could read a book 
to escape. I couldn’t read non-fiction at 
all at the time, apart from research for the 
book. Antarctica is really interesting as a 
setting, as I feel that it’s tackled in very 
similar ways in fiction and non-fiction – it’s 
about exploration, about trekking across the 
continent. But I felt that it had other potential 
for stories. The psychological aspect of it – 
we know about the extremities of cold and 
wind, but if you read about the people who 
go there, and the psychological tests they 
go through, the sense of what it’s like to be a 
person gets addressed in those winters.

The story features an alien invasion 
and a new breed of genetically 
engineered people. Would you describe 
it as a science fiction novel?
A lot of it is about classification, where you’d 
put it on the bookshelf. In that sense, as soon 
as you move out the realm of things that 
have happened on this Earth, you go into 
that territory. Science fiction is a genre that 
has been looked down upon as far-fetched 
in many ways, but it offers a chance to think 
about things that are happening today. 
People have made up their minds about a lot 
of things, but when you create a new world, 
you can go through it in a slightly different 
way. There’s a new term – ‘grounded 

“Absolutely  
captivating”

Booklist
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the end. But while we have to accept that 
culture alone cannot reverse deep-seated 
processes of socio-economic downturn, it 
is also true that even failed cultural dreams 
can survive in common memory to give a 
foretaste of collective awakening.

To get a sense of how northern culture 
peaked and then faded out in the late 
twentieth century, we could do a lot worse 
than look at how an old northern folk song 
was reimagined at the end of the Eighties 
– a decade that was, as we have seen, 
perhaps the most climactic in the North’s 
modern history. The song was called 
‘Elizabeth My Dear’, and it was recorded by 
the legendary Manchester band the Stone 
Roses. Though it has been endlessly retold, 
repackaged and reduced to cliché over the 
last three decades, the story of the Stone 
Roses remains a remarkable one, not least 
because it represented the high-water 
mark of a pivotal chapter in in the North’s 
cultural biography.

It is no exaggeration to say that from 
the late Seventies to the mid-Nineties, 
the North of England was the setting 
for one of the great flowerings in the 
history of popular music. Throughout 
this period, against a backdrop of social 
disaster (and in the context of a heyday 
for British pop music more generally), 
a prodigious array of bands and artists 
emerged from northern areas to justify 
the notion that culture in general – and 
music in particular – might be the driving 
force of civic revival in the wake of 
deindustrialization.

The local variants of this musical 
golden age were rich and abundant. 
In the waning Steel City of Sheffield, a 

Northern 
Lines
The North of England occupies a unique 
place in the cultural imagination, but in 
recent years the divisions and inequalities 
between the North and the South have 
deepened. In this book blending history, 
memoir, politics, culture and sociology, 
Northerner Alex Niven explores the 
importance of the North in the modern era.

The North Will Rise Again
by Alex Niven

Bloomsbury Continuum 
 HB • £20.00

ISBN 9781472993465
Published 2nd February

“Even failed  
cultural dreams  

can survive.”

A lex Niven grew up in Newcastle, and 
returned to live there with his family 
in the last few years. In The North Will 

Rise Again he goes in search of answers to 
some of the big questions at the forefront 
of British politics and society today. There is 
an optimism and expansiveness that defines 
Northern culture, despite the recurrent sense 
of failure and despair which has characterised 
the region in the last few decades. He 
considers the North/South divide, austerity, 
the impact of Brexit, the collapse of Labour’s 
‘Red Wall’, and calls for regional devolution.

Throughout the book, he weaves his own 
experiences and stories from his family 
history into a broader story of the North, 
and looks at significant moments from the 
North’s past. How did the North become a 
place of lost potential and broken dreams? 
And what can be done to make it one of the 
most dynamic and forward-looking places 
in the world again? He argues for a revival 
of Northern politics and society by way 
of ‘radical regionalism’. Highly topical and 
propulsive, the book offers a brighter vision 
of the North’s future.

This extract looks at Northern pop music of 
the 1980s and 1990s:

In spite of everything, there are always 
glitches in time, moments when the 
improbable happens, acres of land 
between the sea foam and the sea sand. 
Even in the Eighties and Nineties – in fact, 
especially in the Eighties and Nineties, 
when the bottom fell out of northern 
society, seemingly for ever – there were 
major pushbacks against decline. The 
denouement of the twentieth century 
witnessed a final flowering and ultimate 
defeat for the hope that the North might be 
rescued by its progressive culture, which 
enjoyed a last hurrah at this point through 
a series of vibrant artistic schemes. It 
may be true that the cultural exploits of 
this period – most of which centred on 
pop music and its offshoots – all failed in 

crystalline form of electronic pop was 
pioneered by Cabaret Voltaire, Heaven 17, 
ABC and the Human League (a prelude 
to the rise, in the late Eighties and early 
Nineties, of the granular techno of Warp 
Records and the literate art-pop of Jarvis 
Cocker’s Pulp). Elsewhere, there were 
similarly vital fusions of punk, avant-
garde and commercial pop styles. In West 
Yorkshire, Gang of Four, Delta 5 and the 
Mekons honed fiercely intellectual pop 
projects, which overran the mainstream 
of mass culture with varying degrees 
of success; The Cult and the Sisters of 
Mercy popularized goth rock; and Marc 
Almond and Robert Palmer (who moved 
from Batley to Scarborough as a teenager) 
offered two very different blueprints for 
full-on pop stardom. Further to the East, 
in Hull, the Housemartins and Everything 
but the Girl typified the crossover between 
chart pop and bookish whimsy in this 
peculiar interlude, while Throbbing Gristle 
developed a quintessentially northern 
version of a genre aptly labelled ‘industrial’. 
Meanwhile, true to its post-war history, 
Liverpool nurtured a majestic new brand 
of psychedelia (Echo & the Bunnymen, 
The Teardrop Explodes), and also acted 
as a breeding ground for several shades 
of aberrant camp in the form of Dead 
or Alive and Frankie Goes to Hollywood 
(with Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark 
sitting somewhere between the two poles). 
Perhaps strangest of all, the North- East 
suddenly became a global capital of 
stadium rock and pop, as Trevor Horn, 
Sting, Mark Knopfler (Dire Straits), Dave 
Stewart (Eurythmics) and Neil Tennant 
(Pet Shop Boys) conspired to manufacture 
a large portion of the most bankable music 
of the MTV era.

But if the wider North was a place 
where socio-economic crisis was the 
foil for an almost hysterical boom in 
monumental pop music in this period, it 
was in Manchester that this model was 
refined to produce a truly authentic, even 
miraculous cultural renaissance.
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Zachary Shore 
tackles the polarising 
question of ‘What 
kind of country is 
America?’ in this book, 
by spotlighting some 
of the most morally 
muddled matters of 
the Second World 
War. Should Japanese 
Americans be moved 
from the west coast? 
Should America drop 
atomic bombs? Most 
Americans and key 
officials favoured 
mercy over revenge, 
but a minority pushed 
their punitive policies 
through. A compelling 
true story of the 
struggle over racism 
and revenge.

This book details the 
profound impact of 
the secretive side of 
history, as Natasha 
Tidd examines how 
lies can change the 
world around us. It 
covers everything 
from Julius Caesar’s 
deceptive PR 
machine, to the 
cover-ups that 
caused the Chernobyl 
disaster, to forgeries 
such as The Donation 
of Constantine 
and The Protocols 
of Zion, to press 
cover-ups including 
Britain’s Boer War 
concentration 
camps, and the 
infamous Dreyfus 
Affair in France.

In this book, Stuart 
Ward tells the 
panoramic history 
of the end of Britain, 
tracing the ways in 
which Britishness 
has been imagined, 
experienced, disputed 
and ultimately 
discarded across the 
globe since the end 
of the Second World 
War. He shows the 
consequence of this 
diminished ‘global 
reach’ in Britain itself, 
from the Troubles in 
Northern Ireland to 
resurgent Englishness, 
and puts the 
contemporary travails 
of the Union in their 
full global perspective. 

The lives of the sons 
of Eleanor of Aquitaine 
are the stuff of legend, 
but her daughters 
are less well-known, 
and the fascinating 
personalities of her 
daughters-in-law have 
been almost entirely 
overlooked. This book 
redresses that balance 
and showcases the 
lives, travels and 
careers of ten very 
different women, who 
formed an international 
network of political 
alliances that linked 
their parents, their 
siblings, their husband 
and their children 
across Europe and the 
Holy Land.

Over time, the 
freedom to speak 
has grown, the 
ways in which we 
communicate have 
evolved due to 
technology, and our 
ideas about speech 
protection have been 
challenged as a result. 
Now more than ever, 
we are living in a 
free speech paradox. 
This book examines 
today’s calls for 
speech legislation and 
places it into historical 
perspective, using 
fascinating examples 
from the past 200 
years, to explain 
the context of laws 
regulating speech.

Christopher Hadley, 
acclaimed author of 
Hollow Places, takes 
us on an epic journey 
into the past, retracing 
and searching for an 
elusive Roman road 
that sprang from 
one of the busiest 
road hubs in Roman 
Britain, Watling Street. 
Gathering traces of 
archaeology, history 
and landscape, 
poems, church 
walls, hag stones; 
oxlips, killing places, 
hauntings, immortals 
and more, it’s a 
mesmerising trip 
into two thousand 
years of history.

In 1868, British 
troops stormed the 
citadel of Ethiopia’s 
monarch Tewodros 
II and grabbed his 
treasure and sacred 
manuscripts. They 
also took his son – 
six-year-old Prince 
Alamayu, and brought 
him to England. In 
this book, Andrew 
Heavens tells the 
whole story of 
Alamayu, from his 
early days in Africa to 
his new home across 
the seas, where he 
charmed Queen 
Victoria. The orphan 
prince was celebrated 
but stereotyped, and 
was never allowed to 
go home.

Why did Emperor 
Augustus always have 
a seal skin nearby? 
What was the most 
dangerous part of a 
chariot race, and how 
could a wolf help 
with toothache? This 
book reveals who the 
Romans were through 
the fascinating 
relationship they 
had with the animals 
that lived and died 
alongside them. It 
covers everything 
from the founding 
myth of Romulus, a 
warrior raised by a 
she-wolf, to celebrity 
lions, beloved dogs 
and poisonous snakes.

From 2009 to 2014, 
Cathy Ashton was 
the EU’s first High 
Representative for 
Foreign Affairs and 
Security. She faced 
the challenge of 
representing the 
views and values of 
28 nations during 
one of the most 
turbulent times in 
living memory. In this 
book, she takes us 
behind the scenes to 
show us what worked 
and what didn’t. From 
Serbia to Somalia, 
Libya to Haiti, she 
offers essential insight 
into how modern 
diplomacy works.

This Is Not Who  
We Are
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Breaking 
Away
Witty, smart and darkly humorous, 
Monica Heisey’s new novel Really 
Good, Actually follows Maggie who, 
in her late twenties, finds herself 
unexpectedly going through a 
divorce. We interviewed Monica to 
discover how she wrote it.

Really Good, Actually
by Monica Heisey

Fourth Estate • HB • £14.99
ISBN 9780008511722

Published 17th January

What inspired you to write Really Good, 
Actually? How did you create the character 
of Maggie?
During my own divorce at a young age, I 
knew I wanted to write about the messiness 
and emotions of it all, but I had no interest 
in a memoir. It occurred to me I’d be free to 
explore not only my feelings, but invented 
ones, and maybe darker or odder ones, 
through a fictional person in a fictional 
situation, someone I could really put 
through her paces. Poor Maggie is kind of 
a receptacle for both my own feelings and 
many invented worst case scenarios. I’d take 
a thought or feeling or experience of mine 
and think: how could this be… worse…

Maggie has a group of friends who she 
turns to when she goes through a break-
up and divorce. Do you think we often 
underestimate the importance of friendship 
over romantic love?
I think it’s no secret society privileges 
romantic, heterosexual, monogamous love 
over all the other kinds of love that exist. 
It’s a shame, really. There are so many ways 
to love someone, to be in community, to 
provide and receive care. I wanted to explore 
some of those in the novel—Maggie thinks 
her life is going to be empty without her 
husband, but of course she’s got family and 
friends and colleagues who care about her, 
and she’s been blind to that.

Social media plays a big part in the novel 
– Maggie sometimes feels like deleting her 
accounts, but always comes back to them. 
How do you feel about social media?
You know, I’m not a fan. I think it was a nice 
idea, at first—share photos with friends! Hear 
the off-the-cuff thoughts of writers you 
admire!—but the reality is that it’s mostly 
advertisements, misinformation, and videos 
of strangers doing disturbingly bad ‘upcycle’ 
projects on old furniture.

You’ve written extensively for TV and films. 
Did you approach writing the novel in a 
different way?
Writing for TV is so collaborative, so it was 
a bit daunting to sit down and really have it 
be just me and the page. Once I got used to 

it, though, I found it very freeing: television 
writing is so shaped by what you can achieve 
on camera—what you can afford, what 
you can reasonably film in a day, what you 
can ask of actors, etc—and in the novel I 
suddenly realized… I can do anything I want. 
So that was an exciting day at my laptop. I 
read somewhere that Elif Batuman’s writing 
process for The Idiot was ‘if it made me 
laugh, I kept it in.’ I asked her about this in 
a fan letter and she didn’t remember ever 
saying it, but I really took it to heart, and 
it definitely impacted the way I wrote the 
book. I really only cared about whether the 
situation or feeling or dialogue felt real, and if 
it made me laugh.

You use a mixture of different media in the 
book – as well as Maggie’s voice, there are 
emails, texts, extracts from social media, 
and fantasies. Did you set out to incorporate 

these when you began, or did they come 
naturally as you wrote?
I wrote a lot of the shorter pieces first, as 
a kind of easy way into the novel, wading 
through the shallow end. The first page of 
the book, that list of reasons why Maggie’s 
marriage ended, was the first short character 
exercise I did while trying to figure out who 
Maggie was and what she was like. I write a 
lot of short form humour pieces so it felt less 
daunting to start with little pieces like that.

The novel, although about divorce, is very 
funny. How did you balance the light and 
the dark? Do you think that it’s important to 
find the humour in ostensibly sad subjects?
Comedy and tragedy are such close 
neighbours, I think it’s just about finding 
what’s true about a subject or experience. 
Nothing is all sad or all funny. But particularly 
with heartbreak—it’s this huge, world-
shattering calamity, and also a fairly 
mundane, universal experience most 
people have a few times in their life. That 
contradiction is itself pretty funny.

Are you planning another novel, and would 
you ever consider a sequel to Really Good, 
Actually to continue Maggie’s story?
I’m in the process of writing a second novel 
for 4th Estate. It’s not a sequel to RGA, 
though, it’s its own thing. I think I’d maybe 
do what Marian Keyes did in Again, Rachel, 
and not revisit Maggie until a few decades 
have passed. It feels like her divorce story 
has a clear beginning, middle, and end, so I 
don’t know how much more I’d want to write 
about her at this time in her life. Hopefully 
readers feel that way too.

“Wildly funny and 
almost alarmingly 

relatable.”
Marian Keyes

“Hilarious, heart-
warming, wise”

Paula Hawkins
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of novelty about the situation, but likely 
too because spring was gaining some 
momentum and bringing so much 
possibility to the world. I also had a 
heightened appreciation of the place 
where we live. Stepping straight out into 
a landscape that millions of other people 
could only dream of as they stared on to 
concrete from the prison of their own 
circumstance. I was encouraged to exploit 
it because I felt such privilege; to not make 
the most of living in rural isolation would 
have almost been insulting to those who 
would have wished to be. And we were all 
in it together – there was, in the beginning 
at least, a sense of togetherness as the 
whole world came to terms with a shared 
threat. We thought of those living alone 
and the less able. Those stuck in high 
rises or separated from loved ones. And 
we shared what we could – photographs, 
podcasts, little snippets of birdsong. We 
Zoomed and quizzed and shared virtual 
pots of tea. And all the while, the days 
were lengthening, spring would lead into 
summer and all would be well.

The Quiet Moon
by Kevin Parr

Flint Books • HB • £14.99
ISBN 9780750998697

Published 5th January

A contemplation of the seasons 
through the light of the moon, and 
a memoir blending family stories 
and history, these two new books 
are perfect winter reads.

Family 
Seasons

W ritten by the acclaimed author 
of Rivers Run, which was 
longlisted for the Richard Jeffries 

Prize for Nature Writing, The Quiet Moon 
takes us through the seasons in a year of 
different moons. The ancient Celts lived 
and worshipped by the moon. Should we 
embrace this ancient way of being and 
reconnect to the moon’s natural calendar? 
In January, the Quiet Moon reflects an air 
of melancholy, illuminating a midwinter of 
menace. It was the time of the Dark Days 
for the ancient Celts, with the natural world 
balanced on a knife edge. By May, the Bright 
Moon brings happiness as time slows and 
elderflowers cascade.

Nature approaches her peak during a 
summer of short nights and bright days, 
and with the descent into winter comes the 
sadness of December’s Cold Moon, as the 
Dark Days creep in once more, and the cycle 
restarts. In this book, Kevin Parr discovers 
that a year of moons has much to teach us 
about how to live in the world that surrounds 
us – and how being more in tune to the 
rhythms of nature, even in the cold and dark, 
can help ease the suffering mind. 

This extract considers the Quiet Moon  
of winter:

It’s grey and still, one of those winter days 
when the world forgets to wake up. There 
have been moments when the sun has 
threatened an appearance, but the blanket 
of cloud has remained, the temperature 
barely shifting from night into day. These 
are the sorts of conditions that the angler 
within me longs for at this time of year – 
mild air and low light levels can make for 
excellent fishing. But my rods are at home 
and my body and mind need a
different kind of interaction.

Daily exercise had felt more achievable 
last March when we first went into 
lockdown. Helped no doubt by a sense 

The circular walk around our own 
little patch of West Dorset, which I might 
usually make once a fortnight, became 
a daily stomp. There was, admittedly, a 
lengthy pause halfway to scan through the 
mixed flock of buntings that had settled in 
number in the stubble and maybe snatch 
a glimpse of the merlin that shadowed 
their winter. But I began to lose weight, to 
breathe deep and almost – almost – feel a 
bit better about myself.

Ten months on, though, and I have 
slipped back into familiar habits. The 
hangover from a cancelled Christmas 
and New Year has been tempered by a 
continuation of excess. The weekends well 
wetted with cheap cider, while a glut of 
carbohydrates replaces the alcohol during 
the week. The house is cold, my afternoon 
naps are increasingly difficult to wake 
from and I’m finding too many excuses to 
avoid any kind of physical exertion. And 
while I know what is good for me, what 
will actually make me feel sharper and 
happier, the lack of motivation is coupled 
with a depressive cycle that has whirred for 
most of my life. There comes a point when 
won’t becomes can’t, and sometimes can’t 
actually feels like a curious sanctuary.

Today, though, I was prompted out for a 
purpose not my own. A visit to my parents’ 
house to help out with a few urgent chores 
around the garden. It is always easier to 
nudge myself out if it feels as though I am 
obliged for someone else’s benefit, a state 
of mind that will in turn be beneficial for 
me. The road to Beaminster (where my 
parents live) is a lovely one, dotted with 
places to stop on my way home for my 

“Kev Parr stands 
among the finest 
natural history 
writers of our 
generation…”

Will Millard

“A fascinating journey through myth, 
moonlight and ancient history.”

Chris Yates
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‘Let me have a look at you.’ And my 
mother/father would spit on her/ his 
handkerchief to wipe imagined smudges 
off my face.

There were people in assorted foreign 
languages and accents who blew in and 
out of the house from time to time on 
tides of music, food and talk and kissed us 
warmly on both cheeks. It wasn’t always 
clear if they were actually relatives but 
it didn’t matter. There were arty ones: 
painters, sculptors, singers, musicians, 
architects, some of them quiet and some 
who waved their arms and shouted and 
laughed. There were the complicated ones 
– mad, sad, worried, ill, divorcing – who 
were talked about in hushed voices above 
our heads. Then there were the ones who 
were very far away.

Loyal aunts sent us birthday and 
Christmas presents without fail and we 
grumbled about writing thank-you letters. 
And on one or two occasions we were got 
together with some cousins, a lot riding on 
it, and either hated each other on sight, or, 
even worse, actually liked each other and 
immediately provoked 
discussions about the 
dangers of ‘too much’ 
contact with cousins of 
the opposite sex, to our 
great embarrassment. 
This family thing was 
clearly complicated.

Strange names floated 
through their talk: Tantes 
and Onkels (my mother), 
Tios and Tias (my father). 
My mother’s sister – 
slender, beautiful, of 
the dramatic gestures 
– went by the name of 
Beetle. My father’s elderly 
aunt was Tyranny. There 
was another old lady too, 
unimaginably strange 
and ancient to our eyes, 
who we occasionally 
went to see. (Remember 
this one, reader.) Who 
was she? Goodness 
knows. In a dark, red 
house in Hampstead 
we would climb up 
flight after flight of 
stairs to where she lay 
propped up in bed with 
a whippet curled up 
on top of her, smoking 
a pipe, toothless and 
completely bald. We 
kissed her bristly cheeks 
and couldn’t understand 
a word she said.

It was all strange and 
inexplicable – but that 

My Disappearing Uncle: Europe, War & 
The Stories of a Scattered Family

by Kathy Henderson
The History Press • HB • £20.00

ISBN 9781803991221
Published 23rd February

B lending narrative history and memoir, 
with three generations of women 
at its core, My Disappearing Uncle 

is a family biography which springs from a 
collection of stories passed down by word  
of mouth. Told on a toboggan in the  
Austrian mountains, in the back seat of an 
overloaded mini, on a coal barge in Paris, or 
folding linen in London… they range from 
Hungary to Austria, Italy, France, England  
and South America. 

These were the tales that shaped our lives 
and understanding as we grew up, and 
brought us the adventures of the women 
who went before us – and the link to a 
scattered family and 200 years of European 
turmoil. Rich with the experience of several 
generations of women, this is the history that 
rarely reaches the official record. It’s where 
our story, their stories and history meet. With 
appeal to fans of Anne Karpf’s The War After, 
Edmund de Waal’s The Hare with the Amber 
Eyes and Philippe Sands’ East West Street, it 
also features 80 archive photos.

In this extract, author Kathy Henderson 
considers the family of her childhood:

Family was a big thing in our house when 
I was growing up. This was odd because 
there wasn’t much of it really. People at 
school had uncles and aunts and cousins 
and grandparents all around, but by the 
time I surfaced in London in the 1950s, all 
my grandparents were dead or gone and 
aunts, uncles and cousins far away. Still,  
or maybe because of that, family was a  
big thing.

From their rare appearances, relatives 
seemed to come in different flavours.
There were the best-behaviour, smart ones 
(mainly Scots, Irish, English), who we saw 
on special occasions.
‘Don’t let us down.’
‘Is your hair brushed? Skirt straight?’ (This 
to me, who lived in trousers and up trees.)

was fine, this was our parents’ territory 
and not something we had to bother with. 
The truth for us was that most of our near 
relatives were either out of reach or dead. 
Instead, there were stories: they were the 
family we grew up with and, as I grew 
older and more curious, everywhere I 
looked there seemed to be more.

As far as I was concerned, this was an 
excellent deal. Relatives were clearly a 
mixed blessing, but I’d always loved stories 
and these, it turned out, though I wasn’t 
much interested at the time, ranged from 
hundreds of years ago to the day-before-
yesterday, and from South America to 
Austria–Hungary, Ireland to Germany, 
India to Chile and Scotland and Wales. 
Best of all, they were all told by somebody 
or other: my mother or my father, and 
later, a 92-year-old aunt with total recall 
and an affable stranger claiming to be a 
long-lost uncle.

Where to begin?
“This family 

thing was clearly 
complicated.”

daily exercise. I chose this spot because I 
don’t know it very well. It is close to one 
of my autumn mushroom haunts, where 
a mossy roadside verge can sparkle with 
chanterelles. I first stumbled upon it 
several years ago when exploring some 
of the quieter lanes of this already quiet 
area. Taking ever more varied routes from 
home to the weekly supermarket visit in 
Bridport, windows down and the car doing 
a very lazy trundle. I was slipping through 
a thick beech corridor when a spill of 
gold caught my eye. A lovely clamber of 
chanterelles glowing against the green like 
the first celandines of spring. I was a little 
bit too excited, though, and didn’t consider 
how deep the mud was in the spot where 
I pulled over. The nearside wheels sank 
and the car bottomed out, leaving me 
marooned and with barely any battery on 
my phone to call for aid. The tranquillity 
of that little lane leaving me feeling rather 
isolated. It took a kindly soul in a Land 
Rover to drag me back on to the road, and I 
later delivered a basketful of chanterelles to 
his door as a thank you.
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Fiction
Set in the fictional 
Kenyan town of 
Mapeli, this novel 
tells the story of 
four generations of 
women, each haunted 
by the mysterious 
curse that hangs over 
the Brown family. 
At its heart is Ayosa 
Ataraxis Brown, twelve 
years old and the 
loneliest girl in the 
world. The story sings 
with Kenyan folklore 
and myth as it traces 
Ayosi’s fragile, toxic 
relationship with 
Nabumbo Promise, 
her mysterious and 
beguiling mother, 
who comes and goes 
like tumbleweed.

A new novel from the 
author of The Silent 
Companions, inspired 
by Greek mythology. 
At the Mercury 
Theatre in London’s 
West End, rumours 
are circulating of a 
curse. It’s said that 
lead actress Lilith has 
made a pact with 
Melpomene, the tragic 
Muse, to become the 
greatest actress ever. 
The jealous wife of 
the theatre owner 
sends dresser Jenny 
to spy on Lilith. But 
when strange events 
begin to take place, 
Jenny wonders if the 
rumours are true…

Now in paperback, 
this bestselling novel 
by French author 
Muriel Barbery, 
translated by Alison 
Anderson, was 
shortlisted for the Prix 
Jean Giono. Rose has 
turned 40, but has 
barely begun to live. 
When the Japanese 
father she never knew 
dies and she finds 
herself an orphan, 
she leaves France 
for Kyoto to hear the 
reading of his will. 
There, her father’s 
former assistant Paul 
takes her on a tour of 
temples, gardens and 
eating places of the 
city, and she begins a 
new life.

Now in paperback, 
this is an epic novel 
from literary legend 
Isabel Allende, 
following the story 
of one woman, 
Violeta, through a 
lifetime of upheaval. 
She comes into the 
world in 1920, the first 
daughter in a family 
of five sons, and lives 
for a hundred years. 
Bearing witness to 
a century of history, 
her life is shaped by 
the fight for women’s 
rights, the rise and 
fall of tyrants, and 
ultimately, not one but 
two pandemics. 

Now in paperback, 
this innovative 
novel tells the story 
of the Mona Lisa, 
Leonardo da Vinici’s 
masterpiece, from 
the perspective of 
the painting herself. 
The Mona Lisa has 
hung in the Louvre 
for more than two 
hundred years. She 
has watched alone in 
silence as millions of 
people have admired 
her. Now she reveals 
her history, over 
five centuries, from 
da Vinci’s bustling 
Florentine studio, to 
the opulent French 
court, as she’s desired, 
stolen, heartbroken… 
and heard.

Now in paperback, 
this is an atmospheric, 
unsettling novel set in 
17th century Norfolk. 
In 1643 with civil 
war tearing England 
apart, reluctant soldier 
Thomas Treadwater 
is summoned home 
by his sister. She 
accuses a new servant 
of improper conduct 
with their widowed 
father. But by the time 
Thomas gets home, 
his father is insensible 
and their new servant 
is in prison, facing 
charges of witchcraft. 
Something dark and 
ancient is afoot, 
linked a shipwreck 
years before…

A debut novel based 
on the lives of female 
mystics Julian of 
Norwich and Margery 
Kempe. In the year 
of 1413, two women 
meet for the first time 
in the city of Norwich. 
Margery has left her 
family behind to 
make her journey. Her 
visions of Christ have 
placed her in danger 
with the men of the 
Church. Julian, an 
anchoress, has not left 
the cell to which she 
has been confined for 
23 years, and has told 
no one about her own 
visions. But the two 
women have stories 
to tell one another…

A new feel-good 
novel from the author 
of The Lost Art of 
Keeping Secrets. 
It’s 1990. February 
Kingdom is nineteen 
years old when she 
is knocked sideways 
by family tragedy. 
Then, one evening 
in May, she finds an 
escaped canary in 
her kitchen and it 
sparks a glimmer of 
hope. With the help 
of the bird called 
Yellow, Feb starts to 
feel her way out of 
her private darkness, 
just as her aunt 
embarks on an all-
consuming affair with 
a married American 
drama teacher.

A new novel from 
the author of The 
Lazarus Project, set 
during the Great War. 
Rafael Pinto is working 
at the pharmacy 
inherited from his 
father in Sarajevo 
when the Archduke 
Franz Ferdinand 
arrives in the city in 
1914. Before long, 
he’s in the trenches in 
Galicia, and the only 
thing Pinto has to live 
for are the attentions 
of Osman, a fellow 
soldier. Together, 
Pinto and Osman 
will find themselves 
entangled with spies 
and Bolsheviks, as 
they travel all the way 
to Shanghai.
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The novel is partly set in the 1990s. What 
does this decade mean to you? 
I’m in my early 50s so the 90s was my party 
decade! I don’t think it’s being too rose-tinted 
to say it really was a special time. You had 
the optimism of Britpop and Brit Art and New 
Labour. It was brilliant time to be a young 
person, it was really hedonistic and free era. 
When I look at younger people now I feel like 
they’ve got a lot of things to worry about, 
and that there’s a lot of anxiety. In the 90s, I 
can’t remember anyone being that troubled, 
we enjoyed partying. So I really enjoyed 
writing about that decade, it almost made me 
sad, contrasting it with the present day. But I 
wasn’t burning to write about the 90s, it’s just 
that the plot that I devised meant that it had 
to be pre-digital and pre-mobile phones. So 
it was a lucky coincidence that I was able to 
write about one of my favourite summers.

Did you have to research the music and 
news of the time?
Yes! Although I remember the vibe, and I 
remember some faces, I don’t remember 
any of the details. So I had to go back, 
and one of the first thing I did was get 
copies of the Evening Standard, just the 

Buried Secrets
This new thriller 
from the author of 
Our House is set in 
two timelines, one 
following Alex in the 
present day, haunted 
by his past, and one 
following Rick in the 
1990s as he falls in 
love with the beautiful 
but secretive Marina. 
We interviewed Louise 
Candlish to discover 
her inspirations.

The Only Suspect
by Louise Candlish
Simon & Schuster
HB • £14.99
ISBN 9781398509726
Published 2nd 
February

front page across the summer of 1995. I’d 
forgotten all about it – what kind of cars 
were on the road, what kind of clothes 
people wore. I remembered the Blur / Oasis 
era, but forgot the dates, and what other 
music was in the charts. And then there 
were things like pagers – I had to research 
and remind myself how they worked.

How do you plan the structure of your 
books? Do you start with the end and  
then go back?
It depends, I don’t have one system that I 
use each time, because each book is quite 
different from the last. I knew I wanted to 
interweave the two timelines, because I 
was inspired to write the book by Barbara 
Vine’s A Fatal Inversion. I discovered her very 
late in the day – people had told me that 
my books were a bit like Barbara Vine but I 
didn’t know her work. In lockdown, I went 
through a bit of Barbara Vine frenzy. In fact, I 
didn’t read A Fatal Inversion but I listened to 
a dramatisation on Radio 4. And I thought, 
I’d like to give that a go. It’s a classic theme, 
especially in crime fiction, where secrets 
from the past come back to haunt you. I 
always plot quite loosely, but I had one of the 
twists, which comes about halfway through. 
The other twists and revelations occurred to 
me as I was writing.

I found the figure of Drew an  
interesting one. Is he really as  
manipulative as he seems?
We never hear from his point of view – all 
you know about Drew 
is what you’re told. 
What Rick presumes 
and what we hear 
from Marina. When 
you chose to have 
one narrator, as I 
did with The Other 
Passenger, it’s such 
a fantastic way of 
manipulating the 
reader, because 
you only hear one 
person’s version 
of events, and 
interpretation of 
people’s characters 
and motives. I love 
those sorts of stories 
myself, where things 
are revealed gradually. 

Do you see Zara 
as Alex’s voice of 
conscience, playing 
on his guilt?
I wanted to have 
almost a love 

triangle in the present day, to echo the 
‘three musketeers’ thing that they have 
got going in the past. Also, I needed her 
to represent Alex’s escalating paranoia, 
which she does really well. But even he 
questions whether she’s really evil, or if he 
is imagining it. It’s always struck me that 
pregnant women in stories are deified, 
or they’re victims, they’re almost like a 
protected species. So I thought it would 
be really perverse to have an evil pregnant 
woman. Because I’m sure that they exist!

What was it like to see the adaptation of Our 
House on screen? 
It was brilliant. I visited the set a couple 
of times, so I had an idea of how it might 
look, and I’d seen some editing scenes, but 
only a few. So watching it on TV, a lot of 
it was completely brand new. I’d read the 
scripts, but I’d forgotten about some of the 
connecting scenes that Simon Ashdown, the 
screenwriter, had written. The adaptation is 
so true to the book, but he’d glued together 
and reconstructed some scenes, so there 
was lots of new material in there. I found it 
to be quite magical. For the first ten minutes 
of the first episode, I felt like I was having 
an out-of-body experience, because it was 
so surreal! And we’ve just announced that 
the same time, Red Planet Pictures, Simon 
Ashdown and I, will be collaborating on an 
adaptation of The Only Suspect.

Was the nature trail in the book based on a 
real place?
Yes. I’d been thinking about the Barbara Vine 
book and thinking that it was something I’d 
like to do. Then, one day in lockdown, I went 
for a walk with my husband, and we reached 
the Horniman Trail. Horniman Museum is 
a small but locally very popular museum in 
Forest Hill, in southeast London. Right by the 
museum is a long, straight woodland trail that 

is half a mile long, 
on the site of an old 
railway track. We 
walked along the trail 
and back, so about a 
mile in all, and when 
we got back I had 
worked out the book. 
I don’t know what it 
was about stepping 
on that trail, but it 
instantly fired my 
imagination. I was 
tingling as we walked 
along, because I 
could feel this idea 
taking shape in my 
head! It just shows 
how place is so 
inspiring for writers.

“This is an author at 
the top of her game,”

Erin Kelly
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Making a 
Killing
A gripping mystery and an incisive 
exploration of privilege and wealth, 
The Other Half is a powerful debut 
novel by Charlotte Vassell.

The Other Half
by Charlotte Vassell
Faber • HB • £14.99

ISBN 9780571374939
Published 19th January

D etective Caius Beauchamp is trying to 
improve himself after a split with his 
French girlfriend Héloise. But when 

he goes for a run on Hampstead Heath one 
Sunday morning, he discovers the body of 
a woman. Clemmie (Clemency O’Hara) was 
an Instagram influencer, who worked at an 
art gallery and moved in the upper echelons 
of society. She had failed to turn up to her 
boyfriend Rupert’s thirtieth birthday party the 
night before, a black-tie dinner at the Kentish 
Town McDonald’s, catered with cocaine and 
Veuve Clicquot. Naturally, Rupert and his 
fellow party-goers all have alibis.

As Caius enters the world of Classics 
degrees and baronetcies, his instinct 
tells him not to trust Rupert, a very rich, 
entitled young man. Rupert claims that he 
was going to dump Clemmie, and that he 
was in love with another woman, Helena 
Waddingham, known as Nell. But as Caius 
and his sergeant DS Matt Cheung search for 
the dark truth beneath the luxury, a wall of 
staggering wealth threatens to shut down his 
investigation before it’s begun… 

In this extract, DI Beauchamp and DS 
Cheung visit Rupert to inform him of 
Clemmie’s death:

Caius and Matt pulled up outside Clemmie 
and Rupert’s house. It felt incongruous: 
a reminder that London had once been 
a collection of villages. The surrounding 
buildings were Victorian mansion flats 
that had probably been built in its former 
substantial gardens. The flats were six 
storeys high, with discreet Ionic columns 
and mosaic-floored entrance halls. The 
house, which was called Thurstone, felt like 
a small corner of the Shires with a sushi 
bar at the bottom of the road. They walked 
through the front gate and were accosted 
by a garden that only Beatrix Potter could 
have conceived of. The smell from the 
blood-red roses was overpowering.

‘Where the hell are we?’ Matt asked, 
staring at the house. ‘Will this guy have  
a monocle?’

‘It’s another world,’ Caius said, badge at 
the ready. The knocker was in the shape of 
a green man. Caius grasped its beard and 
rapped hard.

A plummy voice boomed from within, 
‘There you bloody are!’ The door opened. 
‘What the bloody hell have you been 

playing at, Clem…’ The young man tailed 
off once it became evident that neither 
Caius nor Matt was the 5’7, blonde, plant-
based artist-cum-lifestyle vlogger with 
whom he was cohabiting. ‘Can I help you?’

Caius flashed his badge. ‘Detective 
Inspector Beauchamp, and this is 
Detective Sergeant Cheung. Are 
you Mr Rupert Beauchamp?’

‘I am indeed.’ Caius saw him twitch 
slightly at their shared name. ‘Is this  
about Clemmie?’

‘May we come in, sir?’ Matt asked.
‘You may.’ Rupert led them through the 

dark green entrance hall, with its floral 
wallpaper and parquet flooring, to a sitting 
room. The entrance hall was packed with 
suitcases. Matt nearly tripped over one. 
‘I’ve filed the report already. Do you have 
more questions about it?’ The room was 
painted a cool duck-egg blue. There was 
a cast-iron fireplace in the centre devoid 
of wood, which had been replaced with a 
vase of the garden’s haemophilic flowers. 
The room was lined from floor to ceiling 
with bookshelves. ‘Clemmie’s probably 

holed up in a hotel trying to get at me 
whilst charging it to my credit card. Two 
can play at that. She can get a pasting for 
wasting police time.’

‘Please take a seat, sir,’ Caius said. He’d 
never met a white person with his surname 
before. He knew they existed, but it was a 
horror nonetheless. It was a curious thing 
for him, to pass as white with a name like 
his – to sound like a member of the gentry 
when your blood has been exploited to 
build their Palladian monstrosities, fund 
their art collections, put their doltish 
children through the best education, and 
even now keep them living tidily off the 
interest of their stocks and shares.

Rupert sat down in a battered leather 
armchair. A notebook had been left open 
on the small cherry-wood table to his right 
elbow. Rupert caught Matt looking and 
promptly closed it shut with a snap as he 
tried to hide a blush. What an odd thing 
to do, Matt thought to himself. He must 
know where this visit is leading. Why be so 
preoccupied with a notebook with a few 
scribblings-in?

‘I’m so sorry, sir, but we have a body that 
we think is Clemmie. Can I show you a 
photograph? It may be distressing.’

‘Yes. OK. Yah,’ Rupert said, rolling  
his eyes.

‘Is this your partner, Clemency O’Hara?’
‘Yes. Yes, it is.’ Caius had told 

enough people that their loved ones 
had perished, but he had never seen 
anyone be so uninterested, so bored 
by the news. No, wait, was that relief 
that flashed across his lips? It was. He 
was thankful that she was dead.

“As sharp, witty 
and energetic 
as it is bitingly 

satirical.”
Janice Hallett
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As well as sexism and ageism within the 
health service, you also highlight other 
prejudices such as racism, homophobia 
and transphobia. Do you see these as part 
of the same problem?
Yes, I thought that it was important to make 
sure that the book was very inclusive. These 
prejudices come from the same place, they 
come from outdated attitudes. Medicine 
as a system has been created by straight, 
white, middle class men and that’s who it 
primarily serves.

With more female doctors, do you think 
that attitudes are starting to change?
I think that the thing that would have the 
biggest impact would be more women 
in research, and in managerial positions. 
There are some brilliant female doctors, 
and there are lots of them in the book, who 
are out there making a change and going 
out of their way to train on menopause for 
example, which isn’t covered by the NHS. 
They do it in their own time at their own 
expense. There are those who do a lot of 
work on social media, raising awareness, 
really wanting to help, and even they say 
‘our hands are tied, services aren’t being 
commissioned, we don’t have specialists 
to refer people on to, we are limited in 
what we can do’. A lot of 
female GPs do have more 
understanding and empathy 
about what women are facing, 
but not all of them. I do hear 
stories about female doctors 
who are less sympathetic than 
some of the men! It’s this 
attitude of ‘I’ve had a period, 
and it wasn’t that bad, so yours 
can’t be that bad either’. So I 
wouldn’t say that it’s universal, 
but we do need more women 
in power.

Do you think that most 
women have experienced the 
gender gap?
Once you start talking about 
it, everyone has a story! A 
GP said to me that they are 
taught in medical school 
that if a working age man 
comes to the doctor it must 
be serious, because working 
age men don’t usually go to 
the doctors. Whereas there’s 
this attitude that women go 
to the doctors all the time, 
about anything, and so must 
be exaggerating. There’s so 
much sexism still embedded 
in medicine, as there is in the 
rest of society, it’s just become 
more insidious than it used 
to be.

What advice would you give 
a woman who is seeking 
medical treatment?

Mind  
the Gap
In Rebel Bodies, 
health journalist 
Sarah Graham 
explores the ways in 
which women are 
not taken seriously, 
dismissed or 
misdiagnosed within 
a sexist system. She 
tells us more about 
the issue, and how it 
can be challenged.

Rebel Bodies
by Sarah Graham

Green Tree • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9781399401111

Published 5th January

“Sarah’s work is 
incredibly important.”

Cathy Reay

What is the gender gap in healthcare?
In simple terms, it’s the differences in 
healthcare treatment and outcomes that 
men and women experience. Particularly 
looking at it from a research perspective 
– conditions that primarily affect women 
are under-researched compared to 
male-dominated conditions. But it’s also 
to do with some of the attitudes within 
medicine, which are really outdated. This 
idea that women are more likely to be very 
anxious, very emotional, very irrational, 
and any symptoms that doctors can’t 
explain must therefore all be in our heads.

What prompted you to write the book?
I’d been writing about women’s health 
for a few years, and I’d started noticing 
similar patterns in the things that I was 
writing about. I wanted a way of bringing 
it all together, and the way I initially did 
that was I started a blog called Hysterical 
Women. It was a space where women 
could share their experiences. Once I’d 
been running the blog for a couple of 
years I thought, actually there’s more here 
to explore. With the book, I wanted to dig 
into some of the reasons behind it, and 
also to celebrate some of the advocacy 
I’d come across as a result of running the 
blog. These are women who’d not only 
had terrible experiences but had gone out 
and done something about it – started a 
campaign or a support group on social 
media. I wanted to look at that and the 
impact it was having, not only from a 
political and policy perspective, but also 
to help other women who were going 
through the same thing.

It’s really hard, because I feel on the one 
hand that it shouldn’t be up to women to fix 
this, the onus shouldn’t be on us. So the first 
thing I would say is that it’s not your fault. 
But I would also say, do a bit of research, 
using reputable sources. Be smart about 
it, and go into your appointment feeling 
empowered with a bit of knowledge. It can 
be helpful to take someone with you, some 
one who can advocate for you, or even just 
to have someone to sit next to you for moral 
support. There are various different ways 
that having a chaperone can be useful. It’s 
important that people know that it’s their 
right to challenge their doctor, you don’t 
just have to accept everything that you’re 
told. Obviously do it in a polite way, but it’s 
okay to say ‘I disagree with that diagnosis’ 
or ‘Can you explain why you think that?’. 
We grow up with this idea that the doctor 
knows best and you have to go along with 
whatever they say, but I think that actually 
we need to understand that we are the 
biggest expert there is in our own bodies. 
We know what is normal and not normal, 
and if something is wrong, nine times out of 
ten, we’re right that something is wrong. We 
have to start viewing our own expertise as 
complementary to the doctor’s expertise.
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A comprehensive guide to cooking with an 
air-fryer, including 150 recipes, which range 
from breakfast to supper, sweet treats and 
party snacks.

A step-by-step guide to creating and 
following a budget, showing you how 
to devise a plan which fits your lifestyle, 
manages your needs and builds savings.

Includes 125 time-saving recipes which 
can be prepared in advance, so you can 
stock your fridge and freezer with heat-
and-eat meals.

Learn how to start a new business on the 
side, with this innovative guide, whether 
you’re pursuing a passion or are in the market 
for some extra income.

A collection of six books which will get 
you up to speed on cryptocurrency 
investing and mining, blockchain, 
Bitcoin, and Ethereum.

Get a handle on the cutting-edge tech of 
NFTs with this guide. Learn exactly what 
NFTs really are, how you can find them, 
and how to create your own.

A friendly guide for shareholders, which 
clearly explains investment strategies, 
with a friendly, non-jargony approach 
for the new and experienced.

A collection of nine books covering 
setting up and running a business, from 
planning and marketing, to managing 
staff, to bookkeeping and tax.

Includes all the latest tips and tricks for 
Windows 11, including how to use tools 
like Teams and widgets, and how to use 
Android apps.

A collection of eight books on all aspects of 
Excel, including how to design worksheets, 
use formulas and functions, collaborate with 
colleagues, and more.

Learn how to engage with TikTok’s 
millions of users in a fun and productive 
way, by creating videos that resonate 
and have viral potential.

A guide to using all the latest iPhone 
models, including iPhone 14, covering 
using it as a music player, a gaming 
system, a camera and more.

Savvy Savings Business & Finance Top Tech

Easy Does It
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From cooking to business, health to hobbies, these guides in the For 
Dummies range are designed to make all aspects of your life easier. 
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Take control of your anxiety and start 
living your life with this guide that 
shows you how to manage feelings of 
uneasiness, distress, and dread.

An essential guide to beating burnout, at 
work, at home, or in other areas of life, 
and creating a happier, healthier, and 
more satisfying life.

Start journalling for the first time, or find 
inspiration for your next journal, as you 
discover new techniques and ways to 
deepen your journalling experience.

A collection of seven books on personal 
health and wellbeing. From mindfulness 
to resilience, fitness, and clean eating, it 
takes a holistic approach.

A complete guide to good nutrition, 
covering all ages, drawing on the latest 
research, and updated with the new 
2020-2025 Dietary Guidelines.

Covers all levels of Pilates, from basic 
to intermediate and advanced methods, 
complemented with more than 100 photos 
and illustrations.

A guide to making it in the personal fitness 
industry, taking you fom the basics all the 
way through certification, and getting your 
first job.

Live longer and healthier, and feel 
amazing, with this plant-based 
cookbook featuring more than 100 
foolproof and engaging recipes.

A expert guide to chess strategy, for 
beginners and experienced players, with 
easy-to-follow, step-by-step explanations 
of chess rules, its lingo and more.

A guide to buying and growing orchids in 
the garden or home, with advice on how 
to select them, and how water, fertilize, 
repot, and propagate them.

Written by two US sailing champions, 
this friendly guide offers information for 
beginning and intermediate captains, 
covering everything you need to know.

A guide to breathing new life into old 
furniture and second-hand finds, with 
just a little effort and imagination, and 
maybe a few coats of fresh paint.

Self-Care & Wellbeing Health & Fitness Hobbies
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and specks of paper confetti fell out. We 
caught them on the pads of our fingers. We 
squinted and saw they were in the shape of 
little birds.

‘Let’s burn them,’ said Kayla, Leila’s 
big sister. She loved to burn anything, 
especially beautiful things. She liked to 
watch cheep earrings curl on the sidewalk, 
pink bourgainvillaea flowers from the 
pool shrink and blacken, the ends of 
her prettiest friend’s hair vanish. We 
immediately put the tiny perfect birds on 
our tongues to save them. They dissolved 
like sugar paper. They even tasted sweet. 
The big girls made a small fire of their 
invitations and dared each other to stamp 
it out with bare feet. Leila was the first one 
to try but she cried when the soles of her 
feet met the flames.

it very interesting. We didn’t care about 
men, and we didn’t believe in miracles. We 
always thought Sammy was weird, but in a 
way we understood. She wore big sweaters 
and ate her lunch alone in the library, 
and once she’d told off a gang of girls at 
lunch for saying, ‘Oh my God.’ Her voice 
was high and squeaky as she told them to 
stop, taut with belief. We all thought she’d 
cry when everyone laughed at her but she 
didn’t. She stared at the girl who said it, 
and for a second the cafeteria was silent, 
almost afraid. We swore she seemed about 
to levitate. Then the bell rang, and she 
returned to being invisible, ignored. We 
forgot about her completely.

But then she had a birthday party.
She was turning fourteen, too old to 

invite her whole class to a birthday party, 
but Sammy invited every girl in the grade. 
She was indiscriminate. No one was left 
out for the fun of it. She spent a whole 
day handing out invitations, threw one 
down on every girl’s desk, scattered them 
like dollars in a music video, flung them 
across her table in the cafeteria. Later that 
night, we gathered on the apartments’ 
playground and listened to the eighth-
grade girls as they sat around 
on the slide, throwing 
Sammy’s invitations in the 
air and shouting, ‘Girls only’ 
in an impression of her 
squeaky voice.

‘Who does she think she  
is, anyway?’

‘I don’t even wanna go if 
there’s no guys.’

‘Girls only!’
‘You know she’s got warts 

in her throat?’
‘Her vocal chords.’
‘Whatever.’
‘She sounds like a freaking 

dog toy.’
‘She has to get them 

shaved off every three years 
with a lasar.’

‘How do you know?’
‘I asked her!’
‘You just asked her?’
‘That’s so mean!’
‘You’re crazy.’
The girls laughed, but we 

liked Sammy’s voice, the 
crackle that made it sound 
like she was telling secrets no 
matter what she said.

We couldn’t wait  
any longer.

‘Let us see it! Let us see it!’ 
we pleaded.

The girls rolled their 
eyes and passed us their 
invitations. The paper in our 
palms was warm and thick, 
like cream cheese frosting. 
We unravelled the invitations 

Young 
Savages
An innovative and 
unsettling debut  
novel, Brutes is a 
coming-of-age story  
set in Florida, about 
young friendship,  
teen desire and a 
missing daughter.
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by Dizz Tate

Faber • HB • £14.99
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W hen Sammy, the local preacher’s 
daughter, goes missing, the 
community of Falls Landing, 

Florida, resounds with the question ‘Where 
is she?’. But somebody, a gang of girls, have 
been watching from a distance. From their 
balconies and behind the wall, in the heat 
that is so hot the world starts to blur. Leila 
and Britney, sisters Hazel and Jody, Isabel, 
and Christian – they know something.

Told through the girls’ collective eyes, 
as they walk through the town in the 
aftermath of the disappearance, the novel 
takes in the thoughts, dreams and desires 
of the young women. We also hear from 
each of them many years later, with the 
events of the past still resonating through 
the years, and impacting their lives as 
adults. Ideal for fans of The Virgin Suicides 
by Jeffrey Eugenides and The Girls by 
Emma Cline, Brutes is an evocation of 
lost innocence and feminine power.

In this extract, the girls consider the  
missing Sammy:

The first time we really noticed Sammy 
Liu-Lou was one year ago. She started 
eighth grade when we started seventh. 
We did not know much about her then, 
only that she lived in one of the big white 
houses on the other side of the wall 
around Falls Landing. We knew her dad 
was a famous TV preacher who travelled 
the world doing revivals. Sometimes he 
spoke at our church on Sunday, and we 
noticed Sammy and her mother sitting 
in the front row, their long, dark hair 
hanging in sheets over their faces, their 
hands clasped tight. When Sammy’s 
dad preached, especially after we failed 
a school eye test or had diarrhoea, our 
mothers made us go up at the end to let 
him rest his big hands on either side of 
our heads, like he was trying to squeeze 
something out of us. We submitted to 
this, and sometimes Britney pretended to 
faint or talk in tongues, but we did not find 

“Dizz Tate’s talent 
is brazen – and 

brilliant.” 
Sophie Mackintosh

“Assured, insightful, 
quietly savage,”

Nicole Flattery
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Island Gems
The Garnett Girls is the story of 
three sisters, Rachel, Imogen and 
Sasha, and their mother Margo. 
When the sisters were children, 
their father Richard left the family 
home, but can they move on with 
their adult lives? We interviewed 
Georgina Moore to discover how 
she came to write her debut novel.

The Garnett Girls
by Georgina Moore

HQ • HB • £14.99
ISBN 9780008506339

Published 16th February

The book is set on the Isle of Wight – is this 
an important place for you?
Yes. We live on a houseboat full time, on 
the River Thames. About ten years ago, we 
bought a houseboat in Bembridge Harbour 
in the Isle of Wight as a holiday rental, so 
we could go there and go to the beach. The 
children were quite little then. I fell in love 
with the island. For us, it’s really not that far, 
we can do the whole journey three hours 
door-to-door. There’s a lovely beach walk 
down Seagrove Way, and you down to the 
Priory Bay Beach. And, as you walk down you 
see all these big houses, and that’s where I 
got the inspiration from.

The book is your debut novel, is writing 
something you always wanted to do?
It’s interesting, quite a lot of people who 
knew me at school have come out of the 
woodwork! Someone said to me the other 
day – ‘Do you remember that character 
you created, Saskia? You used tell us stories 
about her all the time.’ And slowly bits came 
back to me. My father reminded me I had 
all these exercise books of stories I’d written 
when I was eight or nine. I was a massive 
bookworm, a huge reader, and I was always 
telling and writing stories. My daughter, who 
is eleven, has just started Anne of Green 
Gables by L.M. Montgomery, which is one of 
my favourite books of all time. Thank God, 
she’s really enjoying it. My father had his 
own small academic publishing house where 
he did everything himself, so books were 
definitely there in the family. He used to give 
me blank books that were used to show what 
a book would like. I started a story called 
Aurora of Willowdale. My daughter told me, 
‘you should get that published now’. But I 
think everyone would realise that it was a 
complete rip-off of Anne of Green Gables!

Did working as a book publicist influence 
your writing?
I am very lucky to work with incredible 
authors – I still look after Maggie O’Farrell. 
I’ve worked with Adele Parks, Patrick Gale, 
Penny Vincenzi. I was running the press 
office at Headline publishing, we did lots of 
celebrities, including Hilary Clinton. It’s was 
a full-on job, so I had no time for writing. 

When you work in the industry, you see how 
many books are published, and it can be a 
little daunting. Also, I know how hard authors 
have to work. But then lockdown came. 
Everyone’s job’s changed a lot, and the job 
of a publicist changed a huge amount, and I 
think it’s changed forever. I love socialising, 
it’s one of the reasons I was attracted to 
the job, and that element was removed. I 
had spare time, but I was also having to do 
online school with my children, which was 
horrendous. I needed something to escape 
into, and that’s when I started writing The 
Garnett Girls.

The three sisters – Rachel, Imogen and 
Sasha – have a difficult relationship with 
their mother Margo, and sometimes with 
each other. Do you think that this is normal 
for many families?
There is a lot of love there, too. I really 
wanted to explore mothers and daughters, 
because I think that this one of the most 
fascinating and complicated relationships 
there is. However hard you try, you do put 
your own expectations onto your children, 
and you can be aware of it and still do it. 
I also think being a sibling is amazing, but 
tough when you get told what your role in 
a family is. I’m one of three, and I was the 
career girl, the one who did well at school. 

My sister was the pretty one, and my 
brother baby of the family. That’s fine, and 
it might be the case for a couple of months 
or a year, but if you’re then identified as that 
person forever, it’s tough.

Do you think that as some level Rachel, 
Imogen and Sasha all want to please  
their mother?
Yes, I think they’re all doing stuff that they 
don’t want to do, partly because that’s 
life, we get stuck in a rut and don’t know 
how to break out of it. I really identify with 
Sasha, because she wants to rebel. And if 
you make a stand about a relationship or 
someone in your life, you feel a bit stuck 
when you realise you’ve made a mistake. 
But you’re right, they all want to please 
Margo, and the narrative of the story shows 
them slowly moving into an understanding 
that they can move away. And, more 
importantly, Margo begins to realise that, by 
keeping everything about Richard secret all 
these years, he’s become this big thing in 
their lives that he didn’t have to be. One of 
the messages of the book is that it’s good 
for everyone to not have secrets and to talk 
about everything.

Have you got any more adventures 
planned for the Garnett Girls, or will your 
next book be something different?
I’ve written the first draft of my next book, 
and it’s a completely different story. But if 
readers like The Garnett Girls then that’s 
definitely something for the future to 
consider. I feel that they’re out there, living 
their lives, and there could be an interesting 
part two!

“A rare and  
wonderful delight”

Lucy Foley
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The first book in 
an imaginative 
new fantasy series. 
Kissen’s family were 
killed by zealots of 
a fire god. Now, she 
makes a living killing 
gods, and she enjoys 
it. Until she finds a 
god she cannot kill. 
Skedi, a god of white 
lies, has somehow 
bound himself to a 
young noble, and 
they are both on the 
run from unknown 
assassins. Joined by 
a disillusioned knight 
on a secret quest, 
they must travel to 
the ruined city of 
Blenraden, whether 
the last of the wild 
gods reside.

A lush, epic fantasy 
novel, with a fierce 
young woman at its 
heart, that will upend 
everything you think 
you know about 
Beowulf. Fryda has 
grown up hearing 
tales of her uncle, 
King Beowulf, and his 
spectacular defeat 
of the monstrous 
Grendel. Her one 
desire is to become 
a shield maiden in 
her own right, but 
a terrible accident 
during her childhood 
has thwarted this 
dream. Yet still, 
somehow, she feels 
an uncontrollable 
power begin to rise 
within herself…

A climate-change 
thriller set in the near 
future. Civilisation 
is collapsing, and 
a ‘government of 
youth’ has taken 
power in America. 
All those older than 
a prescribed age 
are ‘relocated’, their 
property and assets 
confiscated. David 
Ashworth and his wife 
May are moved to the 
abandoned southern 
deserts. Together with 
a wealthy industrialist, 
a high court lawyer, 
two immigrants and a 
hospital worker, they 
must come to terms 
with their new lives.

The third and final 
book in the thrilling 
Wolf Pack series. June 
1943. In Lyon, a secret 
meeting is held under 
orders from General 
de Gaulle, to unite all 
resistance forces. But 
when the meeting is 
raided by the Gestapo 
the plan disintegrates 
and the leaders are 
captured. There is a 
traitor in Lyon. British 
undercover agents 
Jack Miller and Sophia 
von Naundorf are 
sent to France to 
find the informer and 
save the resistance.

The first book in a 
new historical novel 
series from award-
winning author and 
historian J.D. Davies, 
featuring a new star 
of Napoleonic naval 
fiction, Philippe 
Kermorvant. 1793. The 
infant French republic 
is assailed on all sides, 
and a fanatical regime 
has taken power 
in Paris. Philippe 
Kermorvant, son of an 
English aristocrat and 
a French nobleman, 
arrives in Brittany, his 
father’s homeland, for 
the first time in his life. 
And now it is his wish 
to fight against his 
enemy… the English.

A modern gothic 
thriller which 
explores identity and 
obsession. When 
Teddy arrives in the 
small town of Rye, he 
wants to put the past 
behind him. But fear 
blisters through the 
streets like a fever, 
and the locals tell him 
to stay away from an 
establishment known 
as Berry & Vincent. 
Teddy is desperate to 
understand why Rye 
has come to fear its 
proprietor, however, 
and to see what really 
hides behind the 
doors of his shop…

The first in a new 
historical mystery 
series featuring 
Felix Gracchus and 
Dermide Vanderville. 
June 1797. From his 
headquarters at the 
Villa Mombello, near 
Milan, Napoleon 
Bonaparte dictates 
peace terms to 
Europe’s monarchies. 
But when a series 
of malicious events 
threaten to set Italy 
ablaze, and talk of 
a ghoul committing 
atrocities spreads, 
Napoleon forces 
failed magistrate 
Gracchus to solve the 
murders, alongside 
young calvary 
officer Vanderville.

Godkiller
by Hannah Kaner
HarperVoyager
HB • £16.99
ISBN 9780008521462
Published 19th 
January

Shield Maiden
by Sharon Emmerichs
Head of Zeus
HB • £20.00
ISBN 9781804545553
Published 2nd 
February

The Forcing
by Paul E. Hardisty
Orenda Books
PB • £9.99
ISBN 9781914585555
Published 16th 
February

Agent in the Shadows
by Alex Gerlis
Canelo Action
PB • £9.99
ISBN 9781804363423
Published 9th 
February

Sailor of Liberty
by J.D. Davies
Canelo Adventure
HB • £18.99
ISBN 9781804360873
Published 19th 
January

So Pretty
by Ronnie Turner
Orenda Books
PB • £9.99
ISBN 9781914585593
Published 19th 
January

Blood & Fireflies
by B.M. Howard
Canelo Adventure
PB • £9.99
ISBN 9781804362709
Published 23rd 
February

Fiction

The English Führer
by Rory Clements
Zaffre • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9781804181072
Published 19th January

A new spy thriller from the author 
of The Man in the Bunker. In 1945, 
off the east coast of England, a 
Japanese sub surfaces, unloads 
its cargo, and then blows itself 
to pieces. Former spy Professor 
Tom Wilde is in Cambridge 
when a call from senior MI5 
boss Lord Templeman brings 
him out of retirement. There 
are rumours the Nazi machine 
is still operational, with links to 
a Japanese biological warfare 
research lab. But how could 
they be plotting on British soil?
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Death 
Down 
Under
Set in South Australia, Exiles is 
Jane Harper’s final book in the 
crime series featuring detective 
Aaron Falk. We interviewed the 
author to discover more.

There is a signed limited 
edition of this book, with 

a blue sprayed edge and 
exclusive endpapers, 

only available from 
independent bookshops.

Exiles features your series character Aaron 
Falk, this time investigating whilst on a 
break, visiting a friend. As you write more 
novels about Falk, has your perception of 
the character changed at all?
The biggest change for me was going 
into Exiles knowing it would be Falk’s final 
novel. Strong endings in fiction are as 
important as strong starts — arguably even 
more so. I love writing about Falk and he’s 
a character who has given me so much, 
so I wanted to give him the considered, 
deliberate ending that he deserved. Building 
the whole novel around Falk and his final 
story was part of what made Exiles such a 
special book to write for me because I could 
draw out new aspects of his character.

Although he’s not on duty during the course 
of the novel, Falk finds himself drawn into 
several mysteries. Do you think that being a 
detective is in the blood?
I personally don’t feel that it is. For some 
people, solving crimes is a profession, but 
I think for a lot of people, in fiction and in 
life, persistent questions and a desire to 
know the truth are largely driven by personal 
connections and a need for answers around 
a traumatic event that’s touched them or 
their loved ones. The crime or mystery 
elements in my books are always just the 
catalyst for the story, and it’s the relationships 
that are at the heart.

The novel centres on the disappearance of 
a women at a food and wine festival, a year 
earlier. Why did you decide to set it a year 
after the disappearance?
I spent a long time considering the time 
frame for this book and ultimately I decided 
to set the story a year after the disappearance 
because I found it gave the characters more 
space to breathe. There are some stories that 
work well in those hectic, heart-stopping 
moments after a crime, but there are others 
that come together beautifully when the 
people involved have had a chance to reflect 

and consider what’s happened and how it’s 
impacted their lives. I find that aftermath is a 
very interesting place to be and that’s where 
a lot of truths naturally emerge.

Your novels are set in small 
communities. Do you think that 
these communities sometimes hide 
more secrets than big cities?
I think secrets are everywhere, but the 
dynamics are very different in small 
communities. Anonymity is much easier in a 
city, whereas it’s harder for actions or people 
to disappear in a closer-knit setting. I always 
set out to write the kind of books I would 
enjoy reading, and I personally love mysteries 
where both the questions and the answers 
are found in the same place and with the 
same people. 

The film adaptation of The Dry has been a 
huge success. How did it feel to see your 
characters depicted on screen?
I loved the adaptation of The Dry. It was such 
a beautiful, thoughtful adaptation that I felt 
reflected the heart and spirit of the novel 
and the characters. Eric Bana was an inspired 
choice as Aaron Falk, and I was so happy to 
see the way readers absolutely embraced 
him in the role.

The landscape of Australia is integral to 
your books. Do you see the landscape as a 
character in its own right?
Finding the right setting is such a crucial 
part of the novel, and I do see it as being as 
important as the characters. As I was working 
out the story for Exiles, the lushness and 
beauty of South Australia’s wine country 
stood out immediately. There’s a dark note at 
the heart of the novel, but there’s also a lot 
of light and I wanted a setting that captured 
that. Falk is also a small-town country boy at 
heart so I wanted a location that tapped into 
that side of his nature. Bringing the gorgeous 
scenery and lifestyle on the page was an 
absolute joy, and the research trips for this 
book were particularly fabulous!

Are there any other crime writers who have 
inspired you in your work?
I’m constantly inspired by other authors, 
and there’s excellence to be found in every 
genre. The Witches by Roald Dahl was the 
first book I read as a child where all was not 
okay at the end, it really opened my eyes to 
how broad fiction could really be. When I’m 
writing, I tend to re-read old favourites, and 
every Marian Keyes novel is a masterclass in 
tackling tough topics with a light touch. She 
infuses her characters’ relationships with the 
kind of deep authentic warmth I would love 
to bottle. And it’s always inspiring to see an 
author try something new and absolutely 
succeed, as was the case with Benjamin 
Stevenson’s Everyone in My Family has 
Killed Someone. This dazzlingly fun, fresh 
twist on classic crime absolutely captures 
the importance and beauty of challenging 
ourselves as authors.

“Exceptional in  
every way.”

Jane Casey

Exiles
by Jane Harper

Macmillan • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9781529098440

Published 2nd February
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A Spell of 
Trouble
Set in Norway in the 1660s, The 
Witches of Vardø is a compelling 
novel about power, desire and 
misogyny. Women accused of 
witchcraft are sent to the fortress 
of Vardø – but they have a power 
which lies beyond the supernatural.

The Witches of Vardø
by Anya Bergman

Manilla Press • HB • £14.99
ISBN 9781786581914

Published 5th January

E verything changed for Ingeborg 
when her beloved brother Axell 
was lost at sea and her father 

disappeared. Since then, she, her mother 
Zigri, and her little sister Kirsten have eked 
out a life for themselves in their small 
fishing village on the Varanger Peninsula. 
But when Zigri has an affair with Heinrich, 
a local, married merchant, she is accused 
of witchcraft, and is sent to the fortress at 
Vardø to be tried.

Determined to help her mother, 
Ingeborg teams up with Maren, a wild, 
uncompromising girl whose own mother 
was executed for witchcraft. Together, 
with the help of some of the Sámi, a 
local people who are in tune with nature, 
they travel into the wilderness. But, also 
confined to Vardø is Anna Rhodius, once 
the King of Denmark’s mistress, who is now 
disgraced. She will do anything to return 
to her privileged life at court. Exploring 
themes of empowerment, defiance, 
betrayal and friendship, The Witches of 
Vardø is a timely novel perfect for fans of 
The Mercies and The Manningtree Witches.

In this extract Ingeborg meets Maren: 

It was so early, Ingeborg felt like the first 
creature awake. Her belly groaned; she 
had been so keen to check her traps she 
had not taken any food yet. But as she 
came upon the small rise of land where 
she had set the first snare, she saw that 
not only was it empty, but the sticks had 
been pulled out of the earth, and the 
snare itself was gone. She checked all the 
other traps she had set and every single 
one of them had been destroyed.

She stood with her hands on her hips 
in confusion, staring down at the place 
where she had put the first trap. No one 
in the village would do such a thing.

And again, suddenly, she had the 
feeling someone was watching her. 
When she looked up, there was a girl 
standing in front of her. In her face 
she looked to be the same age as her, 

though she was a good deal taller. Her hair 
was the blackest Ingeborg had ever seen, 
thick and wild as sea bracken, her eyes the 
green of deep fjord ice, her skin the brown 
of brackish bog water. Although she had 
never met her, Ingeborg knew exactly who 
the girl must be: Maren Olufsdatter, Solve’s 
strange niece. Since she had moved in 
with her uncle and aunt last winter, there 
had been whispers that Maren’s real father 
had not been pale-faced fisherman, Oluf 
Mogensson, but a pirate from the Barbary 
Coast. Olaf’s drowning two winters before 
had been cursed, for his witch wife had 
committed adultery. It had been the same 
storm Axell had drowned in; the one her 
mother blamed witches for too.

And Maren’s mother had been  
their leader.

Ingeborg had heard many whispers 
about Maren that she was like her mother. 
A witch’s get. And now this tall dark girl 
stood before her, a look in her eyes similar 
to the black crow’s last night. Censoring 
and judgemental. But what had she to 
judge Ingeborg for?

As the girl stepped towards her, Ingeborg 
was stunned to see a small white hare 
behind her taking a big loping jump, 
before skidding off into the woods.

‘I believe this must be yours.’ Maren held 
up one of Ingeborg’s snares. The silvery 
fishing net gleamed in the morning light.

‘What do you think—’
Ingeborg was silenced by her own 

astonishment as Maren took a pair of 
shears from her apron pocket and snipped 
the snare into little pieces.

‘Hey!’ Ingeborg stormed towards her 
furiously. ‘How dare you?’

Maren waved the shears, warning her 
to stay away as she snipped the last bit of 
the snare. It scattered like fine snow. ‘Now, 
isn’t that better?’ Maren smiled sweetly at 
Ingeborg. ‘I got here just in time.’

‘I needed the hare to feed my family,’ 
Ingeborg said, kicking the sticks from 
the trap. ‘You’ve no right interfering and 
destroying my things.’

Maren cocked her head on one side. 
‘There’s no need to get so upset,’ she  
said, slipping the shears back in her  
apron pocket.

‘Have you ever been so hungry you eat 
moss off stones?’ Ingeborg threw at the 
girl, her voice cracking with emotion.

‘Why, yes, indeed I have,’ Maren 
said, a mocking hint to her voice. 
‘But if you hunt, you must do so with 
a thought for the consequences.’

‘It’s just a hare!’
But Maren appeared unbothered by 

Ingeborg’s annoyance. Instead, she 
reached out a hand to her. ‘Come with me,’ 
she said. ‘Let me show you what I mean.’

“A vividly 
atmospheric 

exploration of power 
in all its forms”

Clare Askew

Signed edition 
exclusive to 

independent 
bookshops ISBN 

9781786583031
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In this book, Mark 
Z. Jacobson argues 
that we still have time 
to save the planet 
without resorting to 
‘miracle’ technologies. 
He explains how 
we can use existing 
technologies to 
harness, store and 
transmit energy from 
wind, water, and solar 
sources to ensure 
reliable electricity, 
heat supplies and 
energy security. 
Find out what you 
can do to improve 
the health, climate 
and economic state 
of our planet, and, 
together, we can solve 
the climate crisis.

Now in paperback, 
this book takes us 
behind the scenes 
of some of the most 
contentious stories 
in science over the 
past two decades. 
From animal research 
and genetically 
modified foods to 
hybrid embryos and 
a global pandemic, 
it demonstrates the 
vital importance of 
scientists talking 
to the media – 
and warns of the 
damage to public 
understanding when 
scientists are silenced 
on the defining issues 
of our times.

An authoritative and 
entertaining book 
from bestselling 
author Marcus 
Chown, which 
breaks down 
complex science 
into manageable 
chunks, explaining 
the one thing you 
really need to know 
ton get to grips with 
the subject. Covering 
everything from 
gravity to black holes, 
special relativity to 
global warming, each 
short chapter explains 
one central concept 
from which a greater 
understanding of the 
science will follow.

In this go-to guide, 
doctors Grant and 
Chamberlain use 
their clinical expertise 
to answer the 
questions you wish 
you could ask about 
sex, such as: Is my 
sex drive normal? 
Can someone have 
too much sex, or 
too little? and How 
has internet dating 
and pornography 
changed sex? This 
guide will help you 
understand common 
sexual issues, know 
when to worry (or 
not) about different 
sexual behaviours, 
and learn how our 
sex lives adapt to 
changing technology.

A fascinating 
exploration of how 
losing our sense of 
smell can shape our 
world, and how the 
global pandemic 
transformed our 
understanding of this 
mysterious sense. 
When reporter Paola 
Totaro lost her sense 
of smell to Covid, her 
world changed in an 
instant. Trapped in 
a sensory vacuum, 
she embarked 
on a journey of 
discovery to unravel 
the mysteries and 
eccentricities of the 
fifth sense, from 
ancient philosophy 
to 21st century 
neuroscience.

In this book, 
internationally 
renowned High 
Wiccan Priestess, 
Vivianne Crowley, 
reveals the secret 
riches to be found 
on a hidden path. It’s 
an extraordinary and 
inspiring guide to a 
life lived magically, 
of adventures into 
the unknown, and 
of finding spiritual 
nourishment. There is 
an untamed wildness 
within each of us. 
Once found and 
nurtured, this wild 
power can lead to 
true and boundless 
freedom, creativity 
and purpose.

In this book, leading 
experts from the 
worlds of evolutionary 
psychology and 
business management 
come together to 
offer a primer on 
great team working. 
They explain what 
size groups work 
and how to shape 
them according to 
the nature of the task 
at hand. They offer 
practical hints on how 
to diffuse tensions 
and encourage 
cooperation. And 
they demonstrate the 
vital importance of 
balancing unity and 
the need for different 
views and outlooks.

Women have 
committed some of 
the most disturbing 
serial killings ever seen 
in the United States. 
Yet scientific inquiry, 
criminal profiling and 
public interest have 
focused more on 
their better-known 
male counterparts. 
In this book, Dr 
Marissa A. Harrison 
draws on original 
scientific research, 
various psychological 
perspective, and 
detailed case studies 
to illuminate the stark 
differences between 
female and male serial 
killers’ backgrounds, 
motives and crimes.

The British Isles 
have a diversity of 
marine ecosystems. 
But, for decades, 
we have been 
slowly suffocating 
life beneath the 
waves. Written in 
collaboration with 
the Wildlife Trusts, 
this book provides 
a user-friendly and 
richly illustrated 
guide to coasts 
around the British 
Isles. Outlining how 
their very existence is 
under threat, marine 
biologist Hannah 
Rudd presents an 
alternative and 
sustainable future for 
the management of 
our seas.
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Humble & Pie & Cold Turkey
by Caroline Taggart
Michael O’Mara • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781789295146
Published 16th February

An engaging historical 
exploration of the bizarre 
words and phrases that 
are sprinkled throughout 
the English Language, this 
digestible books informs and 
entertains the budding linguist 
in equal measure.

I Used To Know  
That: History
by Emma Marriott
Michael O’Mara • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781782434481
Published 16th February

Whether you’re struggling 
to remember the history 
you learned at school, or if 
you simply want an easy-
to-swallow overview of key 
historical events, this is book is 
perfect for anyone interested 
in learning about the past.

The Power of 
Knowledge
These witty 
reference guides 
from Michael 
O’Mara will 
give you the 
lowdown on 
history, language, 
philosophy, 
poetry, maths 
and more!

“Caroline Taggart has carved out a 
niche for herself in user-friendly, 

wittily written factual books.”
Yorkshire Post
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Annual Growth
One Thousand Shades of Green follows The 
One Show’s wildlife expert Mike Dilger on an 
epic mission to see one thousand different 
species of plants in Britain in 2021. We 
interviewed him about flora, family and more.

One Thousand Shades of Green
by Mike Dilger

Bloomsbury Wildlife • HB • £17.99
ISBN 9781472993625

Published 2nd February

The book is about your search for a 
thousand plants around Britain. Do you 
think that plants are often forgotten when 
people think about the natural world?
Absolutely. I started off as a birdwatcher. 
I did a degree in botany, but that doesn’t 
necessarily teach you how to identify plants. 
There’s thing called plant blindness where 
people don’t actually look at plants. They’re 
the bed and breakfast of birds, invertebrates 
and mammals but no one looks at them 
properly. They’ll look at a bird when they’re 
perching on a tree, but they might not know 
what the tree is. It’s astonishing really that the 
RSPB has 1.1 million members, but Plant Life 
and the Botanical Society of the British Isles 
have a few tens of thousands. My wild idea, 
when coming out of lockdown, was to try 
and see a thousand plant species in a year. 
It came from when we were locked down 
and only allowed out half an hour. I was out 
with my boy, walking in the lanes around 
my house. I knew all the birds, I knew their 
calls, so I started looking at the plants at my 
feet. From there it just mushroomed, and I 
became utterly obsessed. When we came out 
of lockdown, I could spread my wings a bit 
further afield and see lots more stuff. So, yes, 
a lot of people don’t look at plants and I think 
it’s frankly criminal!

In the book, you often involve your wife 
Christina and your son Zachary. Did you see 
it as a family project?
Absolutely! It was only me who saw the 
thousand plants, because my family weren’t 
always with me. But, wherever possible, I 
tried to include them. It was a family affair, 
and they really brought something to the 
table. My wife works as a freelance gardener, 
so she can identify the weeds that had 
escaped over the garden wall. And my boy 
being nine, he’s closer to the ground, and 
also he’s got fantastic eyesight. So, he was 
saying ‘What’s this daddy, what’s that?’. We 
also took our dog, a border collie called 
Bramble, who had this amazing knack of 

weeing on interesting plants! We went on 
holiday down to Cornwall, to the famous 
Lizard Peninsular which is one of the most 
important sites in Britain, and it was a holiday 
of half beach, half looking for rare plants. 
Sometimes I went slightly over the top and 
did a little bit too much, but they made sure 
they told me about that!

How did you connect with the many 
conservationists you met along the way?
The book isn’t just about plants, it’s about 
people – both my family and 
the people I met. Some of 
them were old friends – my 
old university professor was 
a good example, and a mate 
of mine who used to work in 
conservation. We met up and 
would go botanising together. 
It was a bit of a ‘Friends 
Reunited’ situation, to use an 
old social media reference! I 
also met new people via my 
conservation and TV contacts.

How does writing books 
compare with your TV work?
They are very complementary. 
With TV, they’ll say ‘you’re 
filming tomorrow,’ or ‘you’re 
filming next week’ and you 
have to drop everything. The 
great thing about writing is 
that you can slot it around 
things. It’s a movable feast. I 
find it really, really hard, and 
I’m really slow. I’m much 
better at editing than writing. 
Once I’ve got something 
down on paper, crafting it and 
recrafting it is what my real 
strength is. The great thing 
about it, is that it enables me 
to be at home. With my TV 
work, I’ve away about four 
months of the year. 

How did you write the book, 
did you take notes while you 
were travelling?
I did, I had a really detailed 

list of exactly what I saw, where and when, 
and anything else interesting about it. I didn’t 
really keep a diary, but on my phone I had a 
list of notes. And in the evening, I’d put the 
plants into a big spreadsheet on my laptop, 
with lots of details. As soon as I used the 
spreadsheet with my notes, it would all come 
flooding back. Then I sat down and wrote it 
in one big splurge.

Of all the plants you found and the places 
you visited, which was your favourite?
Seeing my thousandth plant with my family 
was pretty memorable. It was a very rare 
plant called goldilocks aster, and it was 
halfway up a cliff-face. But probably the best 
plant was one called Norwegian mugwort, 
which only grows on three mountaintops 
in the Highlands. I went up there with an 
amazing botanist called Barbara Jones, and 
I made a Radio 4 documentary, Costing the 
Earth. We were right on top of the mountain, 
it’s arctic tundra, with hardly any vegetation, 
and then we saw this amazing little hairy 
plant with a little flowerhead like a yellow 
smartie. We went through the rain and fog 
and midges, and popped up into blue sky. It 
was a beautiful moment, I shed a few tears.“The book isn’t  

just about plants,  
it’s about people”
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True 
Desire
In this insightful new book, writer 
and psychotherapist Maxine Mei-Fung 
Chung collaborates with seven of her 
patients, and, through their stories, 
explores women’s fundamental needs 
and desires. We interviewed Maxine 
about What Women Want.

What Women Want
by Maxine Mei-Fung Chung

Hutchinson Heineman • HB • £18.99
ISBN 9781529151114

Published 9th February

The book is about your psychotherapy 
sessions with seven different women. What 
drew you to become a psychotherapist?
It wasn’t something that I intentionally set 
out to do, it’s been a journey. I actually 
worked as a creative director before I 
became a psychotherapist. I was doing a 
lot of volunteer work, for the Samaritans 
and at women’s refuges, and it was a 
natural progression into the vocation of 
psychotherapy. It was something that 
happened over a period of twenty or thirty 
years, very organically.
 
How did the book come about?
I think I’d probably been thinking about it 
subconsciously for maybe fifteen, twenty 
years. So, like my journey as a therapist, 
it’s been a slow response. Post ‘Me Too’, 
women’s desire was coming to the forefront 
of my mind. It’s always been at the centre of 
my inquiry, because I work predominantly 
with women and girls. I’m a mother, and 
I think that also contributed to it as well, 
thinking about desire for our next generation. 
And how desire looks like through the 
generations, thinking about my grandmother, 
my mother, me and my children.

Was it easy to decide which of your patients 
to write about, and with?
I wanted it to be very much a collaboration, 
to home in on particular patients I was 
working with. What I actually did was, I 
left a notice in my waiting room saying 
I was thinking about writing the book. 
I didn’t want people to feel pressured, 
I wanted them to feel involved and talk 
to me in a collaboratively way. I wanted 
to do something very different to what 
Freud had done in his case studies, he 
just wrote about them without their 
consent, and with no dialogue. 

In the book, at several points, you write 
about how, as well as helping your patients, 
they are also helping you. Do you see 
therapy as a two-way street?
I do, I think it’s really moved on from this 
‘blank screen’ therapist, who sits at the end 

of the couch making notes. I couldn’t work 
that way. It’s about a coming together and 
a meeting of minds. And I think that there is 
change on both sides of the room at the end 
of a session. My patients affect me deeply, I 
don’t close the door and forget about them. 
It’s very much a place of meeting, and a 
working together of two people.

A lot of the women you write about have 
experiences which are rooted in their 
childhood. How important is our childhood 
in the way we view the world and ourselves, 
and is there any way we can overcome 
painful childhood experiences?
I think ‘overcome’ is a word that can be quite 
intimidating, I think, for me, it’s ‘making sense 
of’ or ‘finding ways to live with’. I don’t think 
that we exist in isolation, we’re a product of 
lineage, we’re a product of our grandparents 
and parents. It’s very difficult to do a piece 
of psychotherapy work without holding that 
context, and the societal influences that have 
been around us. Whether that’s our own 
childhood, or even something which has 
been handed down to our grandmothers and 
our mothers.

Do you think attitudes towards 
psychotherapy have changed in  
recent years?
I think it is changing in the UK. In the US it’s 
been a lot more open and accepted. There’s 
a series that’s just come out on Netflix called 
Stutz about couples in therapy. Those archaic 
taboos no longer serve the greater and 
more interesting values, and people what to 
know more about the growth and change in 

psychotherapy. We’re in dark and dire times 
politically at the moment, and I think people 
are looking to therapy, to conversations and 
meeting points, and connection. 

In the chapter on Tia, you address the 
question of race, and the effect of racism. 
Do you think this is something that we need 
to talk about more, and more openly?
I think so, and, myself, being a woman of 
colour, it felt very important. Where a social 
psychotherapy is very much needed, where 
a structural racism, with Tia, was very alive, it 
felt very important that those conversations 
were being had, and all the feelings and 
all the pains that come with that. Like any 
marginalised voice, there’s always space and 
a necessity for it to be discussed.

You write a lot about motherhood in the 
book. Do you think there is less pressure 
on women to have children, and to have a 
traditional ‘nuclear’ family that there used 
to be?
I would like to say that there is less pressure, 
but I think we’re got a long way to go. There 
is very much a cultural straitjacket around 
women, due to patriarchy, about what 
mothers ought to be. There’s still an awful 
lot of pressure, and not too many forums for 
transgender parents, or same-sex parents, 
foster parents or adoptive parents. We’ve got 
a long way to go, but it’s important that we 
start to have these conversations.

The book is called What Women Want,  
but do you think this varies from person  
to person?
The book is an intersectional inquiry into 
female desire. The extension of that is 
that it’s an opportunity to transcend what 
Sigmund Freud asked, which is ‘What does 
a woman want?’. He claims that after thirty 
years of inquiry into the feminine soul he was 
no closer to understanding what women 
wanted. Now, I have to say, was he actually 
listening? Because women are not a mystery. 
We know what we want, we know what we 
need, but there is a complexity attached to 
our desire.

“Maxine’s book is  
full of wisdom and 

insight. I cannot 
recommend it enough”

Julia Samuel
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The Mirror Man
by Lars Kepler

Zaffre • PB • £9.99
ISBN 9781838776480

Published 2nd February

Now in paperback, 
The Mirror Man is 
a gripping thriller 
from the bestselling 
Swedish husband-and-
wife team Lars Kepler. 
Detective Joona 
Linna investigates a 
murder that has an 
eerie connection with 
a death five years 
earlier…

A Reflection 
of Fear

J enny is just seventeen years old when 
she’s abducted in broad daylight and 
taken to a dilapidated, isolated house 

where she is chained and caged along 
with several other girls. Their captor is 
unpredictable and wily, and he foils every 
one of their desperate attempts to escape. 
Once they are caught, they rarely survive.

Five years later, Jenny is found dead in a 
public park, and the police scramble to find 
a lead. But Detective Joona Linna realises 
that the murder has a connection to a death 
that was declared a suicide years before. So 
when Mia, a seventeen-year-old orphan, 
goes missing, it becomes clear to Joona 
that they are dealing with a serial killer – 
and the murderous rampage has just begun. 
As the police close in on the killer, Mia and 
her fellow captives are plunged into ever 
greater danger, and Joona finds himself in a 
race against time to save their young lives.

In this extract, Eleonor observes Jenny as 
she leaves school one evening:

Through the classroom’s grimy 
windows, Eleonor watches the bushes 
and trees bend in the stiff breeze as 
dust is blown along the road. It almost 
looks like a river is flowing outside 
the school, murky and silent.

The bell rings, and the students 
gather up their books and notes. 
Eleonor gets to her feet and follows 
the others out of the classroom.

She watches Jenny Lind button her 
jacket in front of her locker. Her face  
and blonde hair are reflected in the 
dented metal.

Jenny is pretty, different. She has 

intense eyes that make Eleonor feel 
nervous, make her cheeks flush.

Jenny is artistic. She likes taking 
photos, and she also happens to be the 
only person in school who actually enjoys 
reading. When she turned sixteen last 
week, Eleonor said happy birthday to her.

But no one cares about Eleonor. She 
isn’t attractive enough, and she knows it, 
even if, Jenny once said she wanted to 
take a series of portraits of her.

It was after PE, as they stood in  
the showers.

Eleonor grabs her things and follows 
Jenny towards the main doors.

The wind whips up the sand and 
dry leaves along the white walls of the 
building, scattering them across the 
playground. The rope snaps against  
the flagpole.

When Jenny reaches the bike racks, 
she pauses and shouts something. She 
gestures angrily and then sets off on foot 
without her bike.

Eleonor had punctured her tyres that 
morning, hoping it could mean she could 
walk home with Jenny. They would start 
talking about photography again, about 
how black and white photographs are like 
sculptures made of light.

She has to rein in her imagination 
before she pictures them kissing.

Eleonor follows Jenny past the 
Backavallen sports centre.

The seating area outside the restaurant 
is empty, the white umbrellas flapping.

She wants to catch up with Jenny, but 
doesn’t dare.

Eleonor is about two hundred metres 
behind her on the footpath running 
parallel to Eriksbergs Road.

The clouds race by above the  
spruce trees.

Jenny’s light hair whips around and 
blows back into her face as one of the 
green line buses drives by. The ground 
shakes as it passes.

They leave the built up area behind, 
passing the ranger station. Jenny cuts 
across the road and continues on the 
other side.

The sun breaks through, and the 
remaining clouds cast shadows that seem 
to dart across the fields.

Jenny lives in a nice house down by the 
lake in Forssjö.

Eleonor knows this because she once 
came by after she found Jenny’s missing 
book – a book she herself had hidden. In 
the end, she didn’t dare ring the doorbell, 
and after waiting outside for an hour she 
just left it in the postbox.

Jenny pauses beneath the power lines 
to light a cigarette, then sets off again. The 
buttons on the cuff of her sleeve glint in 
the light.

Eleonor can hear the rumble of a big 
lorry behind her.

The ground trembles as a huge lorry 
with Polish number plates thunders past at 
high speed.

Its brakes screech, and the trailer careers 
to one side. The lorry turns sharply off 
the road and swings straight up onto the 
grassy verge, rolling onto the footpath 
behind Jenny before the driver manages to 
bring the heavy vehicle to a halt.

‘What the hell!’ Jenny shouts.
From the roof, water streams down 

the blue fabric on the side of the trailer, 
cutting a slick channel through the dirt. 
The engine is still running, and the smoke 
from the chrome exhaust pipes rises in 
thin columns.

The cab door opens and the driver 
climbs down. His black leather coat has 
a strange grey patch on the back and fits 
his broad frame snugly. His tight curls are 
almost to his shoulders.

He strides towards Jenny.
Eleonor stops dead and watches as the 

driver hits Jenny in the face.
A few of the straps on the side of the 

lorry have come loose, and a section of 
the fabric covering the trailer catches the 
breeze, obscuring Jenny from view.

‘Hello?’ Eleonor shouts, moving forward 
again. ‘What are you doing?!’

As the thick fabric goes slack, she sees 
that Jenny has fallen to the ground and is 
lying flat on her back.

Jenny raises her head and gives a 
confused smile, her teeth streaked  
with blood.

“Chilling,  
nerve-shredding, 

clever, and 
impossibly dark”

Chris Whittaker
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Hitler’s 
Aristocrats: The 
Secret Power 
Players in Britain 
and America Who 
Supported the 
Nazis, 1923–1941
by Susan Ronald
Amberley 
Publishing 
HB • £25.00
9781398117051
Published in March

Susan Ronald, the acclaimed author of 
Hitler’s Art Thief, takes us into the shadowy 
world of the aristocrats and business leaders 
on both sides of the Atlantic who secretly 
aided Hitler and Nazi Germany. Hitler’s 
aristocrats became his eyes, listening posts, 
and mouthpieces in the drawing rooms, 
cocktail parties, and weekend retreats 
of Europe and America. Among these 
‘gentlemen spies’ and ‘ladies of mystery’ 
were the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, Lady 
Nancy Astor, Charles Lindbergh, and two of 
the Mitford sisters. They were the trusted 
voices disseminating his political and cultural 
propaganda about the ‘New Germany,’ 
brushing aside the Nazis’ atrocities. 

Journey  
to the  
Past

Rediscover your love of all things history  
with these fantastic new releases from Amberley 
Publishing, a leading publisher of non-fiction 
titles. From Roman Britain to the Second World 
War, and from Plantagenet society to Russian 
aristocracy, these books bring history to life. 

Rasputin’s Killer & His  
Romanov Princess
by Coryne Hall
Amberley Publishing
HB • £22.99
9781398111202
Published in March

Prince Felix Youssoupov was heir 
to the richest fortune in Russia, and 
husband to Princess Irina Romanov. 
In 1916 Felix was involved in one 
of the most famous crimes of the 
twentieth century – the murder 
of Gregory Rasputin, evil genius of 
Empress Alexandra. It was Irina’s 
royal blood that ensured Felix was 
never prosecuted for what many 
saw as a patriotic act. No joint 
biography of Irina and Felix has 
ever been written. This book utilises 
little-known Russian sources, 
as well as documents recently 
purchased at auction to reveal new 
facts, throwing fresh light on the 
couple’s lives, their relationship and 
how they never quite escaped from 
the shadow of Rasputin.

Tally-Ho: 
RAF Tactical 
Leadership in the 
Battle of Britain, 
July 1940
by Patrick G. 
Eriksson
Amberley 
Publishing
HB • £25.00
9781398111622
Published 15th 
February

Have the squadron leaders over southern 
England in that long autumn of 1940, and 
their supporting flight commanders who led 
the squadrons into battle, been neglected 
in the history books? Patrick Eriksson thinks 
so. The squadron leaders needed to know 
German bomber formation type to choose 
fighter attack methods; the disposition 
of German escort fighters; and how to 
achieve the subtle balance between the 
aggressiveness needed to break up bomber 
formations, and allow follow-up destruction 
of straggling and struggling machines, and 
the great importance of limiting casualties to 
their own pilots. The author shows how this 
was achieved – or not achieved.

Magnus Maximus 
& His Legacy: The 
Neglected Roman 
Emperor & His 
British Legacy
by Maxwell Craven
Amberley 
Publishing
HB • £25.00
9781398111363
Published in March

An examination of Magnus Maximus’s life 
indicates that the Roman order survived 
in Britain for far longer than is usually 
credited, both politically and to a large extent 
materially. While most historians tend to 
dismiss Maximus as an ephemeral usurper, 
his time in the sun shows every sign of having 
been a success. Following an introductory 
account of Roman Britain, its troubles and 
imperial adventures from Clodius Albinus in 
193 to the end of the so-called ‘barbarian 
conspiracy’ in 368, Maxwell Craven examines 
all the sources to show how important 
the ardent Christian Maximus was to the 
settlement of the British frontiers.

The Plantagenet 
Socialite
by Jan-Marie 
Knights
Amberley 
Publishing
HB • £22.99
9781398108929
Published 15th 
February

Jan-Marie Knights documents the social 
calendar of Plantagenet high society in a 
series of bite-sized chunks, in this informative 
and entertaining follow-up to The Tudor 
Socialite. The book covers weddings, feasts, 
funerals and more – allowing the reader 
to immerse themselves in the glamour, 
affluence and human drama of a gilded 
world. Follow the Peasants Revolt, Glorious 
Agincourt, War of the Roses and the murder 
of the Princes in the Tower, and let this book 
transport you back in time to give a Socialite’s 
view of the monarchs and their courts, their 
loves, their scandals, their tragedies and 
passions of those distant characters we call 
‘the Plantagenets’.
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You Are Not Alone
by Cariad Lloyd

Bloomsbury Tonic • HB • £18.99
ISBN 9781526621832

Published 19th January

Comedian Cariad 
Lloyd’s father died 
when she was just 
fifteen years old. In You 
Are Not Alone she offers 
practical help to those 
grieving, alongside 
her own memories. 
We interviewed her to 
discover more.

Good Grief

The book is about grief, and combines 
self-help, memoir and history. How did you 
come up with the structure?
It sort of happened gradually. As soon as I did 
the pitch for the book, I knew that I wanted it 
to be a glimpse of my grief, and then a more 
irreverent chapter. I thought that would be an 
easy way to digest the sadder bits. I’m always 
obsessed when it comes to the Griefcast 
podcast that things should be helpful and not 
make you feel worse. So you might read the 
memoir chapters and feel sad, but then read 
a silly chapter about the Victorians. It’s almost 
like the Dual Model which I write about in 
the book, where you are oscillating between 
these two states of grief. I wanted it to mirror 
that in a way. I knew I wanted a linear version 
of my story, and all these other things, and 
I moved them around a lot. How do you 
feel when you pick up a book about grief? It 
covers the questions that I would feel if I was 
going through grief now.

Did you have to do a lot of research for the 
historical parts?
I knew a lot just through talking to people, 
but I did do a lot of research, actually. 
I joined a proper library. I remember 
bumping into a friends who said ‘What are 
you doing with all these books, I thought 
you were just writing about your grief?’. I 
think that grieving deserved that, because 
a lot of what we’re given is like ‘It’ll be 
alright over time.’ I did a lot of research 
into grief theory, because I am primarily 
a comedian and what I say ‘I think this 
theory’s rubbish’ I really need to back it up!

Do you think that it’s useful to use comedy 
when talking about serious matters such  
as grief?
I do. I think that people do it naturally. On 
the podcast, every guest I’ve met has made 
a joke or said something along the lines 
of ‘Oh, this funny thing happened when 
we were at the hospital’. We do it without 
thinking, I think that comedians are just not 
embarrassed about it or ashamed of it. We 
just know that life is quite shit sometimes,  
so if it’s occasionally funny, that’s fine.  
When you laugh, you forget and draw that 
oxygen into your body, and it’s a really 
powerful thing.

Did you find the book changed as you were 
writing it? 
It was very similar to the proposal that I sent 
in. It got a bit more focused, because at first 
it was ‘All Grief! Everything!’. But there are 
certain griefs in the book which I don’t go 
into the depths of. Child loss or baby loss, 
because other people have experience of 
that, and they can write the book that you 
need in that situation. I wanted to write about 
how you get through this, in really big detail. 

What are the biggest myths about grief that 
you’ve come across?
The biggest is probably the ‘Five Stages of 
Grief’. It’s mad to me, but they still think these 
are stages that you have to go through. It’s 
such an old theory, and there are so many 
other things, culturally, that, if you knew it 
was from 1969, you would think, ‘we don’t 
really think like that any more, things have 
changed.’ Because grief is an awkward topic 
and people don’t like talking about it, it’s 
frozen in time. The other myth is that you 
get over it, you’ve just got to give it time and 
you’ll be fine. People not in the club, as we 
say on the podcast, that’s what they think, 
what they’ve been led to believe. I really 
wanted to hammer it home that it’s not true, 
because people feel guilty about it.

Would you recommend the book to people 
who aren’t grieving, so they can understand 
what others might be going through?
Yes, obviously it’s a great sales pitch – 
everybody’s going to need this book 
eventually! If you’re in the club, it’s a 
welcome home, I get it, come in. But if you’re 
not – I don’t think there’s many of us who 
haven’t lost somebody or known somebody 
who’s lost somebody, who’s gone through 
it and maybe didn’t understand it, or wasn’t 
sure how to help. Also, I think it is a bit of 
preparation, I talk a bit about what you can 
do in terms of your own death. That’s really 
important as well, that we accept that we’re 
all going to die and this is a conversation 
that’s worth having. Rather than ‘those 

people are grieving, they can talk about it, 
but we don’t have to.’ It’s not like getting a 
mortgage or going to university – those are 
big life things that not everybody does, and 
if you don’t, it’s fine. But death will happen 
to everyone, so nobody is going to get out 
without experiencing it in some way.

Do you think that funerals are an important 
part of the grieving process?
I think that funerals are a good gateway. 
People don’t mind talking about them – like 
the music they want played at their funeral. 
It’s a good way to get people talking about 
death, thinking about a party that they’re not 
at. During the pandemic, I got feedback from 
my listeners about how hard it was not to be 
able to go this funeral, this rite. Even though 
we’re a secular country, this is an inherited 
ritual that really plays a part, and I hadn’t 
realised that before the pandemic. These 
things really matter, in a way that’s hard to 
express sometimes.

Is there a big message you wanted to get 
across with this book?
I wrote this book for the 15-year-old me. I 
wanted people to feel that, whatever they 
were feeling in their grief, it’s normal, that’s 
what grief is, it looks like this. After twenty 
years or so talking about it, we’re all the 
same, we’re all still upset about it, but we’re 
all fine – we all have lives and we laugh. 
We get up, we’re not weeping all the time, 
but there’s a pain and a sadness. And I just 
wanted everyone, when they do join the club, 
to realise that it’s life-changing, it will change 
you forever, but you will build a life around it. 
So many people don’t know that what they’re 
experiencing is grief, and is normal. Grief 
makes you feel useless, and I wanted this 
book to be useful, a practical guide that you 
can pick up and not feel alone.

“Full of sense, 
heart and hope”

Philippa Perry
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Who am I? What 
does it mean to be 
‘authentic’? What 
does ‘Just be yourself’ 
even mean? In this 
book, psychotherapist 
Sarah Crosby will help 
you find the answers 
to these questions 
with psychological 
explorations, exercises 
and guidance to 
apply to your own 
life, one step at a 
time. With chapters 
on attachment, 
boundaries, self talk, 
triggers, reparenting 
and more, this book 
will help you to 
find long-lasting 
happiness, confidence 
and calm in yourself 
and your relationships.

Floyd Woodrow 
served in the SAS for 
twenty years, and 
knows what it’s like 
to succeed and fail. 
In this book, he draws 
on his own personal 
experience in one of 
the world’s most elite 
military units to show 
you how to achieve 
your most ambitious 
goals. Introducing 
his Compass for Life 
model, you will learn 
how to motivate 
yourself and find the 
strength to achieve 
your full potential in 
any area of your life.

Hayley Morris is an 
avid overthinker. She 
spends the majority 
of her life saying and 
doing embarrassing 
things that wake her 
up in a cold sweat 
at 3am. In this book, 
she’s overthought 
everything so you 
don’t have to. 
She writes about 
everything from dating 
to discharge, mental 
health to menstrual 
cups. She might not 
be able to banish your 
anxiety or make you 
feel 100% comfortable 
in your skin, but she 
hopes that she can at 
least give you a break 
from the constant 
brain chatter.

5 Minute Therapy
by Sarah Crosby
Penguin • PB • £9.99
ISBN 9781804941669
Published 26th 
January

The Warrior, The 
Strategist & You
by Floyd Woodrow
Elliott & Thompson
PB • £9.99
ISBN 9781783966837
Published 26th 
January

Me Vs Brain
by Hayley Morris
Century • HB • £18.99
ISBN 9781529196047
Published 16th 
February

Self-Help Books For Little Ones
A new, prehistoric-
themed instalment 
in the bestselling 
touch-feely That’s 
Not My… series. 
Turn the pages 
to discover the 
dinosaurs as they 
stomp through the 
pages of this sturdy 
board book. Babies 
and toddlers will 
love exploring the 
different tactile 
patches, which 
are created to 
encourage motor 
skills in young 
readers. And there’s 
a familiar little white 
mouse to spot on 
every page, as you 
take a journey into 
the past.

A heartwarming 
picture book story 
which discusses big 
feelings, and reminds 
readers young and 
old that we don’t 
have to face things 
alone. Bea is a fixer. 
She is the finest fixer 
around, and people 
from far and wide 
bring her everything 
from tiny sprockets 
to enormous rockets, 
because she can 
always get them 
working again. But, 
one day, Bea finds a 
broken thing. It’s very 
small and very sad, 
and try as hard as she 
might, she cannot fix 
it… without help from 
her friends.

A new story in the 
picture book series 
featuring Bear and 
Squirrel. Squirrel is the 
expert at throwing 
parties and knows 
what to do to make 
this the biggest and 
best ever, but Bear 
isn’t so sure and is 
feeling a bit shy. Can 
the two friends find a 
way to work through 
their worries and 
wobbles and stick 
together? The perfect 
book for showing 
how you’re never 
truly lost when you 
have a great friend 
by your side, with a 
joyful, humorous and 
rhyming text.

A second adventure 
for the hilarious fox 
and bear double 
act! Bert is certain 
he can ride his bike 
as well as Frank, but 
he is very wobbly. 
And even when 
they both try riding 
Frank’s bike… it still 
goes very wrong! 
Will the best friends 
make it all the way 
down from the big 
hill? Of course! All 
they need is a little 
bit of confidence 
and trust in each 
other. A warm and 
entertaining story 
about friendship 
which will get 
you giggling.

A new instalment in the Lifesize 
series, from picture book star 
Sophy Henn. Step into the book 
and see how you measure up 
against some of the world’s most 
amazing deadly animals. Watch 
out for the lifesize black caiman 
jaws, Burmese python, slow loris 
and more! It’s an interactive non-
fiction adventure featuring lifesize 
illustrations, which invites you to 
think about how you compare 
with these amazing creatures.

That’s Not My T. Rex…
by Fiona Watt & 
Rachel Wells
Usborne • HB • £6.99
ISBN 9781801314848
Published 5th January
Age range: 0+

The Fixer of  
Broken Things
by Julia Patton
Templar Publishing
PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781787418356
Published 23rd 
January
Age range: 0+

Let’s Stick Together
by Smriti Halls &  
Steve Small
Simon & Schuster 
Children’s • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781398511095
Published 2nd 
February
Age range: 3+

Frank & Bert: The One 
Where Bert Learns To 
Ride A Bike
by Chris Naylor-
Ballesteros 
Nosy Crow
HB • £12.99
ISBN 9781839942006
PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781839948503
Published 12th 
January
Age range: 3+

Lifesize Deadly Animals
by Sophy Henn
Red Shed • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9780008534301
Published 19th January
Age range: 3+
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and I see a generation that are much more 
able to freely express themselves. I also see 
that that expression of difference is being 
celebrated by peer groups, which is really 
heartwarming to see.

The book is partly about standing up for 
who you are and what you believe in. Do 
you think that sometimes children have a 
greater insight into life than adults do?
Maybe children have a freedom that adults 
can lose. When we’re young, we tend to 
understand quickly what makes us happy 
and we can express it openly. Children are 
also quick to accept each other’s differences. 
Whereas, as we grow older, prejudices and 
societal expectations are things that we learn. 
When you’re a child, being confronted with 
negative information, it’s hard to filter that 
out, and not soak it up with all the important 
stuff you have to learn. In adulthood, there’s 
clarity, and you can see that maybe you 
did have it right when you were a child, 
accepting people without judgement.

What would you advise a child to do, if they 
felt different to those around them?
Recently, I’ve been in awe of the actor Billy 
Porter. When he was accepting his star on 
the Hollywood Walk of Fame, he talked about 
how grateful he was to live long enough for 
his queerness to no longer be a liability, but 
become his greatness superpower. And I do 
think that queerness can be a superpower. 
I think by wholeheartedly embracing 
a difference, you can unleash your full 
potential of happiness and joy. I’d also say it’s 
okay to be working out who you are along 
the way, because as adults lots of us are still 
working it out. Just try to be true to yourself 
and treat yourself with kindness. Surround 
yourself with people who celebrate you, not 

people who squash 
you. Like I say in Out 
of the Blue – life is 
like a rainbow, so let 
the colours shine.

Out of the Blue
by Robert Tregoning & Stef Murphy
Bloomsbury Children’s • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781526627964
Age range: 3+
Published 2nd February

In this inspirational picture book, a little 
boy lives in a world where there is a 
Colour Law which rules that everything 
must be blue. But the boy prefers 
yellow… We interviewed the author 
Robert Tregoning about the colours of 
his life, and daring to be different.

Different Shades

What inspired you to write Out of 
the Blue? Have you always wanted 
to write picture books?
No, I haven’t always wanted to write picture 
books! I’ve always had ideas for books, but 
until recently I’ve not sat down and finished 
one. Two things led to Out of the Blue. 
Firstly, I was working in a theatre and I wrote 
a rhyming pantomime script, just a bit of 
fun for the casting crew at Christmas. And 
someone said to me, ‘this writing is actually 
quite good, and maybe you should think 
about writing seriously.’ So it gave me a spark 
of confidence. Secondly, about that time, I’d 
recently met Billy, who is now my husband-
to-be, and he had an amazing impact on 
my life. I was out and proud to be gay, but 
there was a lid on my self-acceptance and 
self-celebration, and Billy really helped me 
lift that lid. So my new-found confidence in 
writing coinciding with me finding a voice for 
myself, and having something to say. I lot of 
what I was writing was talking to my younger 
self, and Out of the Blue was one of the first 
picture books that came to me.

Did you work closely with the illustrator Stef 
Murphy? Did you write the text first, before 
the illustrations were created?
Yes, the text came first, I wrote the text, 
and Bloomsbury found Stef. It was all done 
remotely. Every step along the way I was 
blown away by Stef’s work, there’s so much 
emotion and rich detail in her illustrations.

In the book, everything is blue but the boy 
prefers yellow. Do you see the colours as 
metaphors for feelings and personality?
The colours are a metaphor for my own 
queerness. The way I felt, growing up, at 
times it could feel like that the world I was 
living in wasn’t really designed for me for me 

to fit into it. It was the 1990s, and I was aware 
of gender stereotypes, as well the negative 
treatment of the queer community at that 
time. I was going to school under the Section 
28 law, so I felt that I had to hide parts of 
myself to fit in. The Colour Law in Out of the 
Blue is a way of visualising those feelings.

Is the boy in the book based on a real child?
Because it’s such a personal story, there is a 
lot of myself in the boy. But speaking to other 
queer friends, and reading and watching 
work by queer artists, I know that there’s a 
lot of shared experiences within the LGBTQ+ 
community, so hopefully he’s a boy that a lot 
of people can relate to.

Which picture books did you enjoy as  
a child?
I really remember Lily Takes A Walk by Satoshi 
Kitamura. I was also 
a big fan of Winnie 
the Witch by Valerie 
Thomas & Korky 
Paul. What I liked 
about both of those 
books is that they 
were fantastical and 
imaginative with very 
detailed illustrations.

Do you think that 
people are more 
open to difference 
than they were when 
you were young, or 
do you think that 
things have become 
more polarised?
There’s been a lot of 
really good progress 
during my lifetime, 
but we’ve also seen 
a lot of push back 
against that progress. It does make me really 
sad when I see discrimination targeted at the 
LGBTQ+ community in this country and all 
around the world. But I can’t help being an 
optimist, because I’ve worked with a lot of 
young people in the theatre and in teaching, 

“A gorgeous book”
Harry Woodgate
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Soul 
Music
A new novel from the award-
winning author of The Shark 
Caller, this is a mysterious 
adventure story of love, 
courage and friendship, set 
in the Australian desert.

The Song Walker
by Zillah Bethel

Usborne • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781474966856

Age range: 9+
Published 2nd February

A girl opens her eyes to find herself in 
the desert, with no memory of who 
she is or how she came to be there. 

She only has one shoe, she is wearing a silky 
black dress, and she has a strange, heavy 
case with her. There are locks on the case 
preventing her from opening it, but somehow 
she knows that something important is 
within. But what could it be?

She soon meets another girl, Tarni. 
But Tarni is not lost. She is one of the 
Alyawarre community and know how to 
survive in the desert. She can find her way 
through the sands using the Songlines, an 
ancient navigational tool using songs as 
a map. She names the girl Moonflower, 
and together they set out in search of 
answers. They both have secrets, but as 
they trek across the Australian outback, 
they find a common ground. The Song 
Walker is a beautiful story of identity, 
comradeship and being true to oneself.

In this extract, the lost girl meets Tarni:

I twist my neck and look closely at the girl.
She is probably about thirteen years 

old. Her skin is brown, her long black hair 
pulled back in metal clips. She is wearing 
dirty denim dungarees and a pink stripy 
T-shirt under them. In her hands she 
carries what looks like an old handkerchief, 
filled with something. On her feet, cork 
sandals. In her pierced ears, miniature 
green and sparkling crocodiles.

She comes alongside me, puts the 
handkerchief on the ground and takes the 
water bottle from my hands.

‘You can’t just go and drink as much as 
you want, you know. Not out here.’ She 
puts the top on the bottle and slides it back 
into her bag. Then she pulls out a small 
knife. ‘You have to keep it rationed.’

Her voice is high and sweet, but she 
doesn’t speak too clearly.

The girl unravels the handkerchief. 
In the centre of it sit a number of small, 
greenish fruits. She takes one and cuts it 
with a knife.

‘Billygoat plum,’ she says. The knife splits 
the fruit in half and she flicks a hard stone 
out of its centre. ‘Here.’ She holds one of 
the halves up to me. ‘Eat. It’s really, really 
good for you. Loads of vitamins.’

I take it and put it into my dry mouth. 
The fruit tastes good – like stewed apples. I 
chew on it – its juices soaking my tongue 
– then swallow. With difficulty. The girl 
hands me the other half. 

‘When I first saw you there, I thought 
you were dead,’ she says, splitting some 
more of the billygoat plums open. ‘I 
thought that you were already a goner. 
Thought you were a dingo’s lunch. A 
gwardar’s tasty treat.’

I don’t answer. I concentrate on chewing 
and swallowing.

The girl pulls a small wooden bowl out 
of her bag, followed by a perfectly round 
stone. She drops a couple of the plum 
halves into the bowl.

‘I wasn’t expecting to come across a 
dead body. Not today. Not any day, in fact.’ 
She picks up the stone and starts rolling it 
around the bowl, squishing the fruit inside. 
‘So, it was a bit a of a shock. Then I saw  
you moving.’

She holds out the bowl to me.
‘I saw you breathing. Then I saw the 

snake… Here,’ she says. ‘Rub this on your 
arms. They look real burnt to me.’

I take the bowl and dip my fingers in the 
juice. Then I put some of it on my arm.  
It hurts.

‘That’s it. Rub it on. It will cool you down. 
It’s not the best plant for that. There are 
others that do it better. But they don’t grow 
around here.’

I start to rub. Gently. Soon the billygoat 
juice soothes the pain, so I apply some to 
my other arm. And my face.

‘Where’s your shoe?’ the girl asks, 
pointing to my filthy left foot.

I shrug.
She drags herself down to the bottom of 

my leg and lifts it slightly so she can see.
‘Oooh. That’s real nasty.’ She pulls a 

couple of thorns or stones out from the 
skin and moves her face nearer to get a 
better look. ‘Need to clean it up. Might go 
read bad if you don’t. Might go green and 
smelly and drop off.’

I look at her and she looks back at me.
‘Only kidding. I’ll get a whole load more 

billygoat plums. There’s a big bush. In a 
ditch. Just over there. We’ll wash your foot 
in the juice. Then I’ll make you a new shoe. 
Won’t be as pretty as your other one but it 
will keep the splinters out of your toes.’

“A fabulous 
adventure.”

Holly Webb

“A master  
storyteller.”
Abi Elphinstone

KIDS
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is our relationship to nature and land, and 
what does the loss of these creatures mean 
to the human imagination in this country? 
I really try with the tiger metaphor to pull 
on every way that it’s ever been used. You 
can look at a character like Amin, who is 
from a mixed ethnic background, and how 
he reacts so strongly to the character of 
Bertha Mason in Jane Eyre being locked 
up in the attic. We know that young Black 
men are disproportionately diagnosed with 
schizophrenia, and yet there’s no difference 
in their brain biology. Research has been 
looking at how structural inequalities impact 
on the individual. Growing up in a racist 
society, what toll does that take on the 
individual? For me, the tiger is all about this 
tussle, this disconnection, the ways the tiger 
has been looked at historically, and what that 
means for us now.

Are you inspired by any other children’s 
authors when you write?
Yes, I feel like it’s such as golden time in 
children’s books at the moment. Hilary 
McKay, her stories are really powerful. I’m 
reading all the time with my children, and 
there are so many modern authors that I 
love. And British children’s fiction has such a 
rich history – people like Joan Aiken and Alan 
Garner. We’re just working our way through 
The Wolves of Willoughby Chase stories at 
the moment. It’s a really exciting time to be 
an author.

Do you think children’s literature is 
sometimes looked down upon?
Definitely. For example, that quote on the 
back of Treacle Walker by Alan Garner, saying 
that ‘he’s so much more than a children’s 
author’. What more is there to be than a 
children’s author? It’s such as seminal time, 
these stories are so powerful to children. The 
thought of a child reading these stories, or 

having them read 
to them, and the 
way they impact 
their imagination, 
their hopes and 
their dreams for the 
future, I think it’s 
the most powerful 
thing you can do as 
a writer.

Burning Bright
This children’s novel follows Jude and his friend 
Rosie in the present day and Emma and her 
brother James in the Victorian era, in a story 
of friendship, mental health and family secrets. 
We interviewed the author Hannah Foley about 
fossils, tigers and children’s literature.

The Tiger Who Sleeps 
Under My Chair
by Hannah Foley
Zephyr • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781803289823
Age range: 9+
Published 2nd 
February

The book has two timelines, one in the 
present day and one in the late 19th 
century. What inspired you to write about 
these two different periods?
I’m really interested in how ideas from 
the past still impact us now. We think of 
ourselves as being really modern, up to date 
people, but actually a lot of ideas continue 
to resonate in ways we’re not really aware 
of. When you look at modern culture – TV 
programmes and films and things like that – 
it’s surprising how many old ideas are driving 
plotlines. That old, Victorian idea of people 
who have mental illnesses as being monsters, 
as being dangerous. And that affects that we 
address people with mental illness, and think 
about those ideas. I just find it so interesting, 
that particular impact of Victorian ideas, 
because during that time you have the gothic 
novel coming forward, and mental illness 
plays a big part in some of those stories. So it 
was a particularly interesting era to look at in 
terms of how those ideas still affect us now.

The present day strand is written in the first 
person, from a boy, Jude’s, point of view. 
The strand in the past is written in the third 
person, from a girl, Emma’s point of view. 
Was it important to you to represent both 
boys and girls in the book?
Yes, I wanted to get as rounded a view as I 
could, to get many different perspectives. 
I think there were particular issues in the 
Victoria times around the relationship 
between women and mental illness, and 
how that was perceived. I really wanted to 
unpack that a little bit. But there are issues 
around boys and mental illness now, so I also 
wanted to bring in that perspective. Suicide 
is the leading cause of death in young men. 
So I wanted to bring in a male voice, because 
sometimes the conversations around 
mental health and wellbeing can be quite 
exclusive. One of the things I really didn’t 
want to do was speak in the first person from 
the perspective of someone who has had 
psychosis. I’m somebody who has worked 
a lot with psychosis, but didn’t want to take 
the place of somebody’s own voice. So it was 
really important that I kept in the space of 
someone external, looking in. 

The book is set on the Jurassic Coast – is 
this a part of the world dear to your heart?
Yes. I grew up in East Devon. The Jurassic 
Coast and the story of Mary Anning is 
something that’s come out quite recently. I 
had no idea, growing up, that the beaches 

I loved had fossils. I’d found them, and had 
no idea what they were, I just thought they 
were imprints of shells. It’s come to light 
more recently how special that area is, and I 
think Mary Anning’s story is special too. I’m 
really passionate about our engagement with 
place and our engagement with particular 
landscapes, they are so important for us and 
our mental health and wellbeing.

Both Rosie and James find that getting 
outside, close to nature, and exercising, 
is good for their mental health. How 
important to you think this is?
It’s amazing, the value of getting outside, 
fresh air and exercise. Being in green spaces, 
being in nature, the research is really clear on 
how beneficial it is for us. We can sometimes 
head down rabbit holes and not realise what 
we need to help us. We’re surrounded by 
stone, and steel 
and a manmade 
enivironment.

Do you see the tiger 
as a metaphor for 
mental illness, or a 
metaphor for  
freeing yourself from 
mental illness?
For me, it’s a 
metaphor about our 
lack of connection. 
The tiger represents 
brokenness in so 
many ways. Our 
broken connection 
with nature and 
the environment, 
particularly in this 
country. James 
is identifying with 
apex predator of a 
colonised nation. 
Where are our apex 
predators in Britain? 
They’re not here, we 
killed them all. What 

“A bold,  
courageous and 

important book.”
Sophie Kirtley
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New From Bonnier  
Books UK!
Be Swept Away by Teen & YA…

The first book in a new duology, The 
Stolen Heir is set in the world of Elfhame. 

Eight years have passed since the Battle of 
the Serpent. But in the icy north, Lady Nore 
of the Court of Teeth, has reclaimed the 
Ice Needle Citadel. There she is using an 
ancient relic to create monsters of stick and 
snow who will do her bidding and exact her 
revenge. Suren, child queen of the Court 
of Teeth, and the one person with power 

over her mother, fled to the human world, 
where she lives feral in the woods. She 
believes herself forgotten until the storm 
hag Bogdana chases her through the night 
streets. Suren is saved by none other than 
Prince Oak, heir to Elfhame, to whom she 
was once promised in marriage and who she 
has resented for years. Now seventeen, Oak 
is charming, beautiful and manipulative, and 
wants Suren’s help. But can she trust him?

Look out for these other books by Holly Black, set in Elfhame:

The Folk of the Air: The  
Cruel Prince
by Holly Black
Hot Key Books • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781471407277
Out Now
Age range: 12+

The Folk of the Air: The 
Wicked King
by Holly Black
Hot Key Books • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781471407369
Out Now
Age range: 12+

The Folk of the Air: The Queen 
of Nothing
by Holly Black
Hot Key Books • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781471407598
Out Now
Age range: 12+

How the King of Elfhame 
Learned to Hate Stories
by Holly Black
Hot Key Books • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9781471409981
Out Now
Age range: 12+

Glow Up, Lara Bloom
by Dee Benson
Hot Key Books • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781471412912
Published 2nd February
Age range: 12+

This is the diary of Lara 
Bloom – clumsy, chaotic 

and totally crushing on Caiden! 
When they meet, Lara begins to 
think that way to Caiden’s heart 
is to give herself a glow up. But 
her friends are not impressed. 
You should never glow up for 
a boy, only for yourself! As 
Lara and her friends embark on 
their project of empowerment 
and self-love, Lara shares her 
innermost thoughts with her 
online journal. Will she ever 
convince Caiden to take an 
interest in her?

This is How You Fall in Love
by Anika Hussain
Hot Key Books • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781471412806
Published 9th February
Age range: 12+

Aheartfelt YA romcom. 
Zara and Adnan are just 

friends. But when Adnan begs 
Zara to pretend to date him to 
cover up his new top-secret 
relationship, Zara is hesitant. 
She’s always wanted her own 
great love story, and this wasn’t 
what she had in mind. But 
there’s something in it for Zara 
too – it will make her parents 
happy and stop them arguing 
for a while. Then a new boy 
turns up in Zara’s life and things 
get more confusing than ever…

The Stolen Heir
by Holly Black

Hot Key Books • HB • £16.99
ISBN 9781471410727

Published 3rd January
Age range: 12+
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Paper World: 
Human Body
by Ruth Symons & 
Gail Armstrong
Templar 
Publishing
HB • £16.99
9781800782365
Published 16th 
February
Age range: 7+

Anew book in the Paper World series, with 
vibrant paper-cut artwork by award-

winning British artist Gail Armstrong. It uses 
ingenious paper cuts to reveal the wonders 
of the human body, from lifting the lid on 
your brain, to following the journey of a 
single bite of food. The deep die-cuts and 
integrated flaps on every spread provide a 
unique interactive look at the human body, 
and a fact-packed text reveals fascinating 
insights into the science of anatomy.

The General
by Michael 
Foreman &  
Janet Charters
Templar 
Publishing 
PB • £7.99
9781848771604
Published 2nd 
February
Age range: 5+

Anew edition of Michael Foreman’s debut 
picture book, first published in 1961, 

reproduced it all its glory, featuring new 
endnotes from the author and illustrator. 
There was once a general who wished to be 
famous and rule all the land. One day he fell 
off his horse and landed on the soft grass. 
He decided to lay there for a while and enjoy 
the sunshine. He saw the wildlife around him, 
and vowed never again to march his armies 
across the land.

Poppy Pickle
by Emma Yartlett
Templar 
Publishing
PB • £7.99
9781800783898
Published 5th 
January
Age range: 0+

Avibrant lift-the-flap story about a girl 
with a big imagination! Poppy lives in 

an ordinary house with ordinary parents, but 
Poppy is extraordinary. Her imagination comes 
alive, and sometimes it gets her into a bit of 
a pickle. Poppy’s room is soon packed with 
wonderful creatures, which might sound fun, 
until it starts to go very, very wrong! Poppy 
needs to get rid of all these creatures fast 
– but how? Perfect for sharing and reading 
together, with flaps both big and small.

The Marvellers
by Dhonielle Clayton
Piccadilly Press • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781800785472
Published 5th January
Age range: 9+

The first book in a new 
fantasy adventure series. 

11-year-old Ella Durand is 
the first Conjuror to attend 
the Arcanum Training 
Institute, a magic school in 
the clouds for Marvellors 
from around the world. She 
discovers that being the 
first isn’t easy, but she finds 
friendship in fellow misfits 
Brigit and Jason.

Kate on the Case: The 
Headline Hoax
by Hannah Peck
Piccadilly Press • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781800781658
Published 12th January
Age range: 7+

The third book in the 
mystery series featuring 

fearless young reporter Kate, 
and her mouse Rupert, with 
illustrations on every page! 
Kate receives a VIP invitation 
to the headquarters of 
newspaper The Lookout 
Post to help her hero, 
top reporter Catherine 
Rodriguez. But her dream-
come-true begins to sour 
when she discovers that all is 
not as it should be...

Get Lost in Middle Grade Adventures…

Look out for these other books in the series:

Kate on the Case
by Hannah Peck
Piccadilly Press • PB • £6.99
ISBN 9781848129702
Out Now
Age range: 7+

Kate on the Case: The Call of 
the Silver Wibbler
by Hannah Peck
Piccadilly Press • PB • £6.99
ISBN 9781800780132
Out Now
Age range: 7+

Bob Vs The Selfie Zombies
by Andy Jones &  
Robin Boyden
Piccadilly Press • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781800783485
Published 2nd February
Age range: 9+

The funny and 
memorable story 

of Bob, accidental time 
traveller! For Bob and 
his best friend Malcolm, 
winning the school talent 
competition with their band 
the Tentacles of Time is 
really important and that’s 
before they realise the world 
depends on it… 

Something for the Little Ones…
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In this funny new murder mystery, 
the great Montgomery Bonbon is 
visiting the museum when he’s 
drawn into investigating a case of 
murder. But what many people don’t 
realise is that Montgomery Bonbon 
is actually a ten-year-old girl…

Super 
Sleuthing

We interviewed the author Alasdair 
Beckett-King to discover how he created 
Montgomery Bonbon:

This is the first book in a new children’s 
mystery series. What inspired you to write 
it, and how does it differ from writing 
comedy and video games?
People sometimes think that stand-up 
comedians are very confident, but we’re 
often pretty insecure. At the end of every 
other sentence, a comedian pauses. And, 
if the audience members like what they’ve 
just heard, they laugh. Sometimes, if they 
really like it, they applaud. (I’m told.) In 
game development, you have beta-testers. 
They are like Santa’s Elves in reverse. 
They try their best to break your toy, 
and then tell you about all the bugs they 
found. Writing for children represents a 
very different challenge because the real 
audience for the book is kids. Even with 
a wonderful editor, kids don’t get to read 
the book until it’s printed. It’s much more 
nerve-wracking!

How did you write the book – did you 
plan it out before writing? Did you create 
the characters first or the story, or both at 
the same time?
Because I wanted to write a “fair play” 
mystery, I had no choice but to plot it out 
quite meticulously before I began writing. 

However, the real starting point was Bonnie 
Montgomery herself. When I was about 
her age, I wanted to be a detective. And I 
remember my dad telling me that children 
are not allowed to be detectives. He was, 
unfortunately, correct. But, I asked myself, 
what if a child put on a big false moustache 
and a vaguely foreign accent? That probably 
would not work either, on reflection. But it 
would make a fun premise for a whodunit. 
Naturally, Bonnie would be assisted by her 
Grampa Banks, the only adult who knows 
about her secret identity.

Ten-year-old Bonnie Montgomery has an 
alter-ego, Montgomery Bonbon, which she 
adopts to investigate crimes. Do you see 
her as a kind of superhero?
I must admit, I’ve never been a particular 
fan of superheroes. I prefer it when the 
protagonist in a children’s story doesn’t 
have superhuman abilities. And I love it 
when they’re not the chosen one either. 
Bonnie is canny, resourceful and a little 
bit brave now and again. And she’s a good 
detective. But I hope that the reader will be 
a good detective too. There are some clues 
that the reader might spot before Bonnie, 
and that’s fine with me. If Bonnie has a 
special ability, it is simply that adults always 
find her Montgomery Bonbon disguise 
convincing. So, I suppose her superpower is 
getting grown-ups to listen to her.

B onnie Montgomery has always been 
interested in solving mysteries – she 
can always tell when something is 

afoot, amiss, or even untoward. But no-one 
(other than Grampa Banks) knows that she 
has an alter ego. When she puts on a hat 
and a moustache she becomes the great 
Montgomery Bonbon! Montgomery Bonbon 
is known far and wide and has cracked all 
kinds of cases, assisting the authorities on 
numerous occasions.

When Bonnie and Grampa Banks are visiting 
the Hornville Museum of Natural History and 
Suchlike one day, the lights suddenly go out. 
When they come on again, Montgomery 
Bonbon is ready to investigate! One of the 
prize exhibits, the Widdlington Eagle, has 
disappeared, and the security guard looking 
after it has been murdered. Together, Bonbon 
and Banks will interview dodgy witnesses, 
scour the scene for clues and look into the 
history of the Eagle. But will Bonbon be 
able to discover the identity of the murderer 
without anyone discovering who he really is?

“Enormous fun – 
Montgomery Bonbon 
is my new favourite 

detective!”
Katherine Woodfine

“Thought-provoking 
and funny,”

Scope for Imagination
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Bonnie is better at solving crimes that the 
inept police. Do you think that children are 
sometimes more perceptive than adults?
I am an adult, and I can’t remember the 
last time I spotted a good conker. Well, 
I can – but they seemed a great deal 
more important when I was a kid. Perhaps 
because I used to be smaller and nearer 
to the ground, I remember noticing details 
more. To be clear, I’m not calling for 
police officers to be replaced with children 
in increasingly elaborate disguises. But 
something has to be done.

The book references many classic crime 
characters, such as Hercule Poirot and 
Sherlock Holmes. What are your favourite 
crime novels?
I’m not sure whether Shirley Jackson’s We 
Have Always Lived in the Castle counts as 
a crime novel? It’s certainly a mystery, but 
I’ll admit it’s not a detective story. There are 
no detectives that I can recall in Daphne 
du Maurier’s mysteries, either. I am a big 
fan of Wilkie Collins, so I can’t ignore The 
Moonstone. And I have very fond memories 
of Edmund Crispin’s The Moving Toyshop, 
the premise of which I found extremely 
attractive. (Needless to say, I can no longer 
remember how, why or even if the Toyshop 
moved.) Of the Golden Age mystery writers, 
I’ve really enjoyed the short stories of 
Margery Allingham and John Dickson Carr 
(who seems to have been something of a 
right-wing crackpot, but so many of them 
were, weren’t they?)

Bonnie’s mum Liz is a fan of a local 
guru, Jonathan Jonathan, but Bonnie 
takes a more sceptical view. Do you 
think the spiritual world and the 
world of logic and detection are 
necessarily opposed to each other?
I will admit, I take a dim view of detectives 
who use psychic powers. You have to give 
the murderer a chance! Being clairvoyant 
is simply cheating. However, I am not quite 
the materialistic pedant I used to be. The 
attraction of mystery stories – especially 
locked room and impossible crime 
stories – is that something supernatural 
or uncanny appears to have happened. 
I love them for the same reason that I 
love learning how a magic trick works. 
Far from spoiling the trick, I find that I 
get to enjoy it twice: first as a mystery 
and second as a piece of ingenuity.

What’s next for Montgomery Bonbon?
Once she has solved the Murder in the 
Museum, Bonnie (in association with 
Montgomery Bonbon) will find herself 
investigating another mysterious death. 
This time, on an odd little island with a 
clockwork lighthouse and (almost certainly) 
a smuggling ring.
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Montgomery Bonbon: 
Murder at the Museum

by Alasdair Beckett-King
Illustrated by Claire Powell

Walker Books • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781529501049

Published 2nd February
Age range: 9+

“Perfect for readers 
who love mystery, 
mayhem and fake 

moustaches.”
Shane Hegarty

KIDS

In this extract, Bonnie 
and Grampa return 
home to contemplate 
the case:

Bonnie’s home did not 
look very much like the 
residence of the world’s 
finest detective. The 
entrance to 321 Dead 
End was not flanked by 
stone bloodhounds, and 
the hallway did not echo 
with the imposing tick-
tock of a grandfather 
clock. Whoever built 
the house had forgotten 
to put in a secret attic. 
Or a secret basement. 
Or a bookcase that 
spun round to reveal a 
secret attic-basement. 
Bonnie had checked. 
Many times.

“So what’s the 
plan, eh, love?” asked 
Grampa Banks as they 
approached their house. 
“Hunt for clues? Grill the 
suspects one by one? 
Lay a trap for the killer?”

“Let us see where the 
case leads us, mein ami,” 
replied Bonnie with 
a smile. Her assistant 
always wanted to know 
what the plan was. 
He wanted to solve cases the way he 
explored museums: step by step. But 
murders were not like museums. They 
were not supposed to make sense. They 
did not even have gift shops.

Grampa Banks squeaked the front 
door open, and Bonnie heard a full-
bodied “Hallooo!” that could only have 
come from her mum. Liz Montgomery 
was a boisterous woman, bubbling with 
love for Bonnie, and with a tendency 
to sing loudly and without warning. 
Her only real drawback, as a mum, was 
that she was not interested in murder. 
Hardly at all. For that reason, Bonnie’s 
mum had never met Montgomery 
Bonbon. And as far as Bonnie was 
concerned, she never would.

Bonnie accepted a wet kiss from Liz, 
cunningly dodged a lengthy hug and 
thudded up the stairs. She could hardly 
explain to her mother that she had 
found two mysterious scraps of paper 
at a crime scene, and she needed to add 
them to her clue collection.

Every corner of Bonnie’s bedroom 
was stuffed with scrapbooks dedicated 
to Montgomery Bonbon’s cases. A 
preserved slice of Lady Mondegreen’s 
arsenic cake was filed away next to the 
handkerchief that convicted Tortellini 
the Magnificent. A single fingerprint, 
a single eyelash, a single underpant – 
every seemingly innocent item was, 
in fact, a clue that had clinched a case 
for Bonbon. The whole room reeked of 
mystery (with a lingering hint of arsenic 
and underpant).

Ever so carefully, she slid the two tiny 
clues into a clear plastic wallet.

Who killed Oliver Munday?

What caused the power cut?
Where was the Widdlington Eagle? The 

same questions kept rolling around inside 
Bonnie’s head, spiralling and spiralling like 
pennies in a charity money box. You had to 
let pennies roll, Bonnie knew, until one of 
them was ready to drop.

An hour later, Bonnie and Liz were 
seated around a small table in the middle 
of the kitchen, while Grampa Banks dished 
up three bowls of rice and beans. Bonnie 
could not speak freely about the case in 
front of her mum, but that was not going 
to stop her talking about it.

“…and Montgomery Bonbon was 
there, and he was brilliant! And 
then Inspector Sands blundered in; 
she’s such a jellybrain, Mum!”

“That’s a very unkind thing to say about 
a very important grown-up, Bonnie.”

“But it’s true! She’s a massive jellybrain. 
Tell her, Grampa!”

Bonnie stared at Grampa Banks 
expectantly. He looked at Liz. He looked at 
Bonnie. He looked back at Liz.

“She is a bit of a jellybrain.”
“See!” Bonnie threw her hands in 

the air triumphantly, sending the red 
kidney bean on her fork flying off on a 
journey into the unknown. It was the 
Neil Armstrong of beans, travelling 
where no bean had gone before.
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A new book in 
the Protecting the 
Planet series, this 
is the beautifully 
illustrated and 
poignant true story 
of how emperor 
penguins have 
dealt with modern 
climate change. It’s 
April in Antarctica 
and lines of 
emperor penguins 
appear in search 
of the perfect ice 
for rearing their 
chicks, as they do 
every year at Halley 
Bay. But a changing 
climate is making 
the Antarctic Ocean 
warmer – winds are 
stronger and storms 
are fiercer…

Learn all about life 
in the desert in this 
nature-themed 
instalment of the 
educational Secret 
Explorers series! The 
Secret Explorers are a 
band of brainiac kids 
from all around the 
world, and everyone 
in this diverse group 
of young experts has a 
speciality, from outer 
space to dinosaurs. 
In this story, Leah the 
biology explorer and 
Connor the Marine 
expert set off into the 
Mexican desert, and 
have to rescue a pack 
of wolf cubs while 
avoiding dust storms.

Packed with innovative upcycling 
projects, this book provides you 
with tips on how to attract a range 
of birds your outdoor space. Learn 
which are the best plants to grow 
and how to keep predators away, 
as well as about the importance of 
birds to the environment. Whether 
you love gardening, enjoy arts and 
crafts, or simply want to do your bit 
to help endangered animals, this fun 
and educational book is full of lost of 
easy and affordable projects.

The first in colour 
series of graphic 
novels about – and 
for – kids who love 
gaming. Sunny’s 
favourite game is 
Super Rabbit Boy and 
he loves to pit his skills 
against King Viking 
who hates fun and 
happiness, and wants 
to steal Singing Dog, 
and brings sadness 
to Animal Town 
forever. Can Sunny 
help Super Rabbit Boy 
get to Level 6 and 
rescue Singing Dog, 
and restore joy to 
Animal Town? Only 
if he can defeat the 
Robot Army and battle 
King Viking himself!

Another funny tale 
of primary school 
life from the winning 
team of Pamela 
Butchart and Thomas 
Flintham. Izzy and her 
friends overhear their 
teacher talking about 
‘missing treasure’ and 
‘running out of time’. 
They know that this 
means there’s treasure 
buried in the school 
somewhere, and that 
Mr Graves wants it all 
for himself. So Jodi 
says they’ve got to 
find it first, and they 
should search the 
staffroom. But Gary 
Petrie’s dad is working 
in the basement, 
and he’s seen 
something shiny…

The first in a funny 
new, highly-
illustrated series. 
Justin Chase is have 
the worst week 
ever! His mum 
has just married a 
vampire. His dad is 
driving a giant toilet 
on wheels. His cat 
has probably been 
abducted by aliens. 
A bully is making his 
first day at a new 
school miserable. 
And, right now, he’s 
hanging off the 
edge of a 10-foot 
high diving tower 
in front of his class, 
wearing nothing but a 
crocheted swimming 
costume… and it’s 
only Monday!

Protecting the Planet: 
Emperor of the Ice
by Nicola Davies & 
Catherine Rayner
Walker Books
HB • £12.99
ISBN 9781406397086
Published 5th January
Age range: 5+

The Secret Explorers 
& The Desert 
Disappearance
by S.J. King
DK • PB • £6.99
ISBN 9780241553572
Published 6th January
Age range: 7+

The Children’s Book of Birdwatching
by Dan Rouse
DK • HB • £9.99
ISBN 9780241597514
Published 6th January
Age range: 7+

Press Start! Game On, 
Super Rabbit Boy!
by Thomas Flintham
Nosy Crow
PB • £6.99
ISBN 9781839949180
Published 2nd 
February
Age range: 7+

There’s A Beast In  
The Basement!
by Pamela Butchart & 
Thomas Flintham
Nosy Crow • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781839940514
Published 12th 
January
Age range: 7+

Worst Week  
Ever! Monday
by Eva Amores &  
Matt Cosgrove
Simon & Schuster 
Children’s • PB • £6.99
ISBN 9781398521889
Published 5th January
Age range: 8+

Young Reads

Join Bear and Bird 
as they learn how 
keeping going and 
not giving up means 
you’ll get there in 
the end, in this new 
story in the popular 
board book series. 
Bear and Bird have 
decided they want 
to learn how to ride 
a bike… and also a 
scooter, and how 
to get around on a 
pair of rollerskates. 
But Bear usually 
walks everywhere 
and Bird flies, so 
they need to learn 
how to persevere 
at something that 
they don’t get 
right first time!

Bear & Bird Try,  
Try Again
by Jonny Lambert
HB • DK • £9.99
ISBN 9780744062618
Published 2nd 
February
Age range: 3+

The first book in a 
fast-paced adventure 
series. When Kyan 
finds a battered old 
racing-car game in 
the loft, he doesn’t 
believe the big claims 
written on the box. 
What kind of ‘Infinite 
Race’ only has seven 
pieces of track? So 
he’s shocked when 
the game really does 
take him on the 
journey of a lifetime 
– through multiple 
universes! Whether 
he’s a space pilot on 
the trail of aliens or 
an unwitting robber 
in a stolen police car, 
every adventure is 
more thrilling than 
the last!

Kyan Green & The 
Infinity Racers
by Colm Field &  
David Wilkinson
Bloomsbury Children’s
PB • £6.99
ISBN 9781526641748
Published 16th 
February
Age range: 7+
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draw this?’. But I don’t regret being the 
illustrator and the writer, I think it pushes  
me in a good way. 

At the beginning of the book, the students 
are asked what the most villainous thing 
they’ve done is. What is the most villainous 
thing that you have done?
I’d be a terrible villain, I’d be exactly like Bram. 
I’m too good, and I try to do everything by 
the rules! I hate admitting this, but I did do 
a little cheat on one of my exams at school, 
because I was terrible at it. It was my French 
speaking exam, and languages are not my 
forte. She had the questions in front of her, 
and I could read the answers through the 
paper. So, in a way, I was using my initiative!

What inspired the characters in the book 
– Bram the werewolf, Sheila the ghost, 
Bryan the lion, Skele-Tony and Mona the 
elf-witch?
I wanted a group of different characters, with 
different characteristics. They complement 
each other, but they also push each other. 
My favourite thing to write is bickering. My 
siblings and I bicker all the time – and when 
you have this clash of personalities, it brings 
it out. The name of Sheila is based on my 
family ghost. When I used to live with my 
mum and dad, we always blamed things on a 
ghost. If you lost your keys and found them 
somewhere where you could have sworn 
you didn’t leave them, for example, or if there 
was a strange bang upstairs, or anything 
unexplained, we blamed it on a ghost. Me 
and my brother named her Sheila. So as soon 
as I wrote a character who was a ghost, there 
was only one name I could give her!

Bram and his classmates don’t feel like they 
are villainous enough – do you think there 
is a weight of expectation that parents put 
on children?
Yes, not in a sense of being bad, because 

Villains Academy
by Ryan Hammond

Simon & Schuster Children’s
PB • £6.99

ISBN 9781398514614
Age range: 7+

Published 2nd February

In this funny new book, Bram is a young 
werewolf who attends Villains Academy, a 
school for the seriously bad. But will Bram 
and his classmates ever be bad enough? 
We interviewed the author and 
illustrator Ryan Hammond about how 
sometimes it’s good to be bad!

The Dark 
Side

Are you drawn to villains rather  
than heroes?
I think so, I think I’ve always been drawn to 
the mischievous characters, the funny ones. 
Growing up, I liked Horrid Henry – the ones 
who are nice but naughty. Because, in real 
life, you can’t be naughty all the time!

Do you think that it takes more effort to be 
bad than good? 
Definitely! It’s not easy being good either. 
But to be bad and naughty, you’ve got 
to really think about it. Throughout the 
book, the characters question everything 
they do. So, for example they say 
‘thank-you’ when they are not meant 
to! I think you do have to second guess 
yourself when you’re being bad.

You illustrated the book yourself – which 
comes first, the pictures or the words? Or 
do they come at the same time?
I’m a bit chaotic, I do a bit of everything all 
at once. I always start, when I come with 
the story, by sketching the characters, and 
getting a sense of them, first. Once I know 
what the characters are going to be like, 
that’s when I start writing. I design books 
by day as well. If text changes, you have 
to redraw as well, so I like the text to be 
semi-done before I draw the big scenes. 
I’ve always sketched locations out in my 
mind so I know them when I’m writing. 

Do you ever find when you’re drawing, that 
you think you should change the story?
Definitely. Or the other way round – I write 
something and I think ‘how am I going to 

“Criminally fun!”
Danny Wallace

most parents don’t want their children to be 
bad, but in a sense of doing well. I was quite 
lucky with my parents, I wasn’t forced into a 
job I didn’t want to do, they encouraged me 
to do what I want. And I was really grateful 
for that, and I wanted that to come across.

Have you tested the book on real children?
I have! That’s been the best of the experience 
so far. One of my really good friends passed 
it on to her son, and he loved it. He sent me 
a little note saying how much he enjoyed it, 
and thank you. She then sent a video – he 
was dancing around his living room, wearing 
a cape and pretending to be evil!

What’s next for the Villains at  
Villains Academy?
There are going to be at least three books. 
I’ve written the second book already – it 
explores the world of the school and the 
dragons. I’m really excited about it! There a 
lot of silly jokes.

A caricature 
of yourself or 

someone you’d like 
to nominate, drawn by 
Ryan Hammond! To win, 
just answer this question:

Villain Lex Luthor is the 
arch-enemy of which 
superhero character?

See page 55 for details on 
how to enter this competition. 
Once we’ve picked a winner, 
we will arrange for Ryan 
to draw the caricature!

WIN!

Q

KIDS
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Children’s Fiction
A witty and gothic 
tale of friendship and 
discovery. 12-year-old 
Valentine Crow has 
lived all his life at the 
Foundling Hospital. 
Now, he and his best 
friend Philomena are 
leaving to become 
apprentices – but 
Valentine has been 
assigned to Death 
himself. Valentine 
finds himself in an 
impossible situation 
when his best friend’s 
name appears on the 
list of souls to take. 
Can he fight Death to 
save her soul, or does 
fate have other ideas?

A magical tale 
which weaves 
together themes of 
bereavement, identity 
and hope, alongside 
a traditional selkie 
myth. Isla has moved 
from Edinburgh to the 
Orkney Islands with 
her parents, to start 
a new life after the 
death of Isla’s beloved 
younger brother. Isla’s 
mother’s family is 
from Orkney, and her 
father’s is from Africa. 
Her discovery of the 
old Orcadian legend 
about the selkies – 
half human, half seal 
people – becomes 
the key to adjustment 
and acceptance.

Now in paperback, 
this is the first in 
a thrilling fantasy 
adventure series. 
Skandar Smith has 
only ever wanted to 
be a unicorn rider, to 
be one of the lucky 
few selected to hatch 
a unicorn and bond 
with it for life. But 
just as his dream is 
about to come true, 
things start to take 
a dangerous turn. A 
dark enemy has stolen 
the Island’s most 
powerful unicorn, 
and, as the threat 
grows closer, Skandar 
discovers a secret 
that could blow apart 
his world forever.

Valentine Crow &  
Mr Death
by Jenni Spangler
Simon & Schuster 
Children’s • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781398504660
Published 19th 
January
Age range: 9+

Corey’s Rock
by Sita Brahmachari & 
Jane Ray
Otter-Barry Books
PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781913074159
Published 16th 
February
Age range: 9+

Skandar & The 
Unicorn Thief
by A.F. Steadman
Simon & Schuster 
Children’s • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781398502734
Published 2nd 
February
Age range: 9+

Now in paperback, 
this enchanting 
second novel from 
the author of The 
Last Bear is an 
adventure story with 
an ecological theme. 
Rio has been sent to 
live with a grandma 
he barely knows in 
California, while his 
mum is in hospital 
back home in the 
UK. Alone and adrift, 
the only thing that 
makes him smile is 
joining his new friend 
Marina on her dad’s 
whale watching 
trips. But then he 
has an incredible 
encounter, with White 
Beak, a gentle giant 
of the ocean, and 
everything changes.

The second book 
in the fast-paced 
adventure series 
featuring the 
ingenious and brave 
French baker and 
spy Alice Éclair. 
Inventors and artists 
from all nations have 
gathered in Paris for 
the World Fair. Alice 
suspects that some 
of these inventors are 
in terrible danger, but 
no one will believe 
her. Surrounded by 
enemy spies, Alice 
will need to use every 
trick in the recipe 
book if she’s to keep 
her friends safe and 
stop France’s greatest 
invention from falling 
into the wrong hands. 

From the author and 
illustrator of The Hunt 
for the Nightingale, 
this is a moving and 
uplifting story about 
finding help when 
you need it. Nora’s 
mum has good days 
and bad days, but the 
bad days are getting 
worse. When the 
rainbow-shimmering 
ghost animals Nora 
used to see when 
she was small start 
to reappear, she’s 
convinced they have 
the answers. With her 
new friend Kwame, 
Nora follows them 
on the adventure 
of a lifetime, and 
finds the strength 
to help her family.

Now in paperback, 
this is a life-affirming 
story about blended 
families and finding 
room in your heart for 
new love, from the 
award-winning author 
of October, October. 
Tom is still quiet and 
timid, even though his 
dad has been gone 
for nearly two years. 
Zofia has a raging 
storm that makes her 
wan to fight the whole 
world. But Tom’s mum 
and Zofia’s dad have 
fallen in love and are 
having a baby, so 
Tom and Zofia must 
find a way of living 
together, despite 
their differences.

The Lost Whale
by Hannah Gold &  
Levi Pinfold
HarperCollins 
Children’s • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9780008412968
Published 2nd 
February
Age range: 9+

Alice Éclair, Spy 
Extraordinaire: A 
Spoonful of Spying
by Sarah Todd Taylor
Nosy Crow • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781839940972
Published 12th 
January
Age range: 9+

The Night Animals
by Sarah Ann Juckes & 
Sharon King-Chai
Simon & Schuster 
Children’s • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781398510920
Published 5th January
Age range: 9+

The Light in 
Everything
by Katya Balen
Bloomsbury Children’s 
PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781526622983
Published 19th 
January
Age range: 9+

All Four Quarters of the Moon
by Shirley Marr
Usborne • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781803704326
Published 5th January
Age range: 9+

A big-hearted, magical story 
about sisterhood and family 
finding their way in a new place, 
from the author of A Glasshouse 
of Stars. Peijing is facing a new 
home, a new school and a new 
language. Biju, loveable but 
annoying, needs Peijing to be 
the dependable big sister. Ah-Ma 
keeps forgetting who she is; and 
Ma Ma and Ba Ba are no longer 
themselves. If her family are the 
four quarters of the mooncake 
where does she even fit in?
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too grand, the uniform too formal. There 
were only six hundred students in total 
across the five year groups so it was hard 
to blend in. And there were all these weird 
traditions, like waking up at the crack of 
dawn on the first day of every term and 
hiking up a nearby hill, trying to keep a 
candle alight. If you got caught with your 
flame burned out, then you had to go all 
the way back down to the bottom of the hill 
and try again. On my first go, it was a really 
windy day and I had to go up the hill five 
times, spattered in mud, exhausted and 
close to tears.

But the worst part of being at Heybuckle 
was how, when I told everyone my name 
was Jessminder, I got loads of confused 
looks, like they didn’t believe it was a real 
name or something. I missed my old 
school in London, where I didn’t stick out, 
where I’d grown up with everyone and we 
all laughed about our overbearing parents 
with fondness.

During the icebreaker session, Hugh’s 
eyes kept flicking over to Mille and I could 
tell he didn’t want to be paired up with me. 

Murder 
She 
Wrote
Set at an elite boarding 
school, this gripping 
new YA mystery 
follows Jess Choudary 
as she investigates 
the murder of fellow 
student Hugh Henry 
Van Boren. Was the 
killing really inspired 
by a story she wrote?

This Book Kills
by Ravena Guron

Usborne • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781803705415

Age range: 14+
Published 5th January

J ess wasn’t sure at first when she won a 
scholarship to Heybuckle School. She 
missed her old life in London, and felt 

out of step with the predominantly rich, 
white other students. But she soon found 
a friend in the charmingly eccentric Clem 
(Clementine-Tangerine Briggs). Clem  
doesn’t seem to care what others think 
of her, and she particularly doesn’t care 
for popular girl Millie (Millicent Cordelia 
Calthorpe-Newton-Rose).

When Millie discovers that Clem has being 
seeing her boyfriend Hugh on the side, 
they have a very public fight. But when, 
the next day, Hugh is found dead, it is Jess 
who falls under suspicion. Because Hugh 
was murdered in a way which echoes a 
short story Jess wrote with her classmate 
Summer. And then Jess receives an 
anonymous text message thanking her 
for the inspiration. Who could have read 
the story? Who could have committed 
the crime? Jess reluctantly teams up with 
Summer to try and discover the truth. 
Because she could be the next victim.

In this extract, Jess describes when she first 
met Hugh:

I never liked Hugh. Even before he started 
seeing Clem, I thought he was a weasel. 
I think my dislike stemmed from the 
moment I met him, when we were forced 
to do awkward icebreaker sessions in our 
first class.

I remember that moment well, because 
I was already regretting my scholarship 
at Heybuckle School. The building was 

“A gripping murder 
mystery that will  

keep you on the edge  
of your seat.”

Adiba Jaigirdar

We were supposed to be asking each other 
questions, and then I would introduce 
him to the rest of the class, and he would 
introduce me. So far, I’d been the one to do 
all the asking.

‘Where are you from?’ he said at last, 
flicking a small, scrunched up bit of paper 
at Millie’s curls with a ruler. She turned to 
glare at him, and he grinned.

‘Er – London,’ I said, shifting in my seat.
He looked at me properly, his eyebrows 

drawn together. ‘No, where are you from?’
‘London,’ I repeated through gritted 

teeth. I could tell what he was really asking, 
but I didn’t have the answer he wanted: I 
was from London. I was born there, I was 
raised there. I had never been to India.

He tried a different tack. ‘Where are your 
parents from?’

‘London,’ I said again. They’d both been 
born in London, though my dad had 
passed away when I was two.

‘No, I mean where are you really from? 
Where’s your family from?’

At that point I decided it would be less 
exhausting to let him get away with his 
determined stereotyping. ‘India, Punjab,’

‘Why didn’t you just say that?’ He rolled 
his eyes.

And when it came to introduce each 
other to the class, I could tell 
everyone he was Hugh Henry 
Van Boren, and one day he would 
be a duke, and he’d grown up in a 
ten-bedroom country house, and he 
had two dogs and three cats.

And he could tell everyone I 
was Jasminder Something, and I 
was from India.

YA
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Blackbeard’s Treasure is a thrilling 
tale set during the golden age 
of piracy in the Caribbean. We 
interviewed the author Iszi 
Lawrence to find out more.

Waves 
of Life

Blackbeard’s Treasure
by Iszi Lawrence

Bloomsbury Education
PB • £7.99

ISBN 9781801990967
Age range: 9+

Published 5th January

What inspired you to write a children’s novel 
about pirates of the 18th century?
I’ve been watching films about pirates since 
I was a kid, some had muppets in them, 
others had Johnny Depp… and I loved the 
otherworld that they all seem to embody. 
As a grown-up I studied the real pirates of 
the Caribbean and realised that our popular 
image of them was quite alien to what was 
really happening at the time. I wanted to put 
the context of the era back into the stories 
that I loved.

Did you have to do a lot of research on the 
history of the time, and on the area of the 
Caribbean where it is set?
The best thing about writing historical fiction 
is that you never get writer’s block – there 
is always more research you can do. Having 
featured in a documentary for Netflix about 
this time period I was already quite clued 
up on the history, but for the book I went 
a lot deeper into the colonisation of the 
Caribbean, the origins of the slaves who 
were there in the early 18th century and the 
attitudes around race, family and commerce.

Some of the characters, such as Blackbeard, 
are real figures from history. How easy is it 
to mix real and imagined characters?
It is hard because you don’t want to 
misrepresent people entirely but they still 
need to fulfil a function in your story. So what 
you get is a very Iszi Lawrence version of 
the motivations and reasoning behind what 
really happened at this time. No one really 
knows why Blackbeard did what he did at the 
end of my book, but I think what he did was 
deliberate, and the story tells you why. (Also, 
I don’t really know what happened to his 
treasure… or I’d live in a much larger house.)

One of my favourite 
characters in the 
book is Abigail’s 
friend Boubacar, 
who is born into slavery. How did you  
create him?
Thank you! He is actually based around my 
stepbrother Illias (only Illias isn’t as clever). 
He is both a scamp and has a very grown-
up practical side too. He is also incredibly 
forgiving… but will still ‘borrow’ your 
Eminem CD and not give it back. (In some 
sense Boubacar has a lot on his shoulders 
storywise. The most a-historical thing in my 
book is the modern notion that all slavery 
is exploitative, and that comes a lot from 
Boubacar’s perspective. So the danger was 
that I would made him boring, and preachy 
or worse, someone to be pitied or who 
needed rescuing. Fortunately Boubacar is a 
badass, albeit he doesn’t stop to think very 
much about his own actions, while he can 
criticise Abigail’s without any problem.)

The book is about piracy, but it’s also  
about colonialism and slavery. Do you  
think that children should learn more  
about these topics?
I think it is really damaging when we don’t 
know about these topics. Everyone needs 
to know about the tragedies of the past, so 
that we don’t repeat them. A lot of modern 
hurt has been caused by people trying to 
justify the mistakes of our ancestors. We 
tend to double down on our success stories 
and gloss over the nasty bits. Also I find it 
really important that we see everyone in our 
history, not just the successful males. What 
I hope comes across in the story is that it is 
about people trying to be good in a world 
where it is impossible to be good.

What are the biggest myths that people 
believe about pirates?
Pirates didn’t live long. They usually had 
careers that lasted about 2-5 years before 
they were killed either by disease, the sea, 
or execution. They weren’t all white people 
from Devon. Seventy percent of Blackbeard’s 

crew on Queen 
Anne’s Revenge in 
1718 were black and 
most were from 

slave ships he had plundered. They had no 
choice but to be pirates. After the War of 
the Spanish Succession, Britain abandoned 
its privateers in the Caribbean with no way 
home. There was no work (because slaves 
were doing it) and the only skills they had 
were sailing, and attacking Spanish vessels. 
What else could they do? Equally, if there 
was a maroon (escaped) slave or a passenger 
who was stranded after pirates attacked their 
ship, what could they do? Be sold in the next 
port as part of the booty or find a new life for 
themselves at sea?

The pirates are ruthless killers, but it could 
be said that the way they govern themselves 
is more democratic than many of the 
governments around at the time. Would 
you have liked to have been a pirate if you’d 
lived in that era?
Pirates aren’t really ruthless killers. I mean, 
Charles Vane was… but there is no record 
of Blackbeard directly killing anyone. The 
idea of being a pirate is to appear as scary as 
possible. Give yourself a bloodthirsty name, 
set your beard on fire, strip naked, and fly a 
flag with a skeleton on it… anything to get a 
ship to surrender without having to actually 
fight it. Naval battles were expensive, and it 
was better to scare people into giving you 
stuff than risk your life fighting for it. They 
were democratic, however. Everyone got 
a share of the treasure and captains were 
voted into their leadership positions. This is 
sixty years before the American and French 
revolutions, and the idea that everyone, 
even maroon slaves, even women (!), should 
have a say in their destiny was so advanced 
it makes you question why on earth it took 
the rest of us so long. They even had pooled 
their resources to provide healthcare. I’m 
glad I’m not a pirate, but as a woman during 
this time, being someone like Anne Bonny or 
Mary Read might have been a bit of fun.

As well as being a children’s author,  
you are also a comedian. Do you think 
that it’s important to include humour in 
children’s stories?
I don’t see how you can write a story devoid 
of humour. Life is funny.

“Pirates aren’t really 
ruthless killers”

KIDS
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A debut YA novel 
about finding the 
strength to speak up 
against hate and fear. 
Hannah has always 
been good and quiet. 
She accepts her role 
as a her school’s 
perfect Muslim poster 
girl. She ignores the 
racist bullies. Then 
her friend is murdered 
and every Muslim is 
to blame. How can 
she stay silent when 
her family is ripped 
apart? It’s time for 
Hanan to stop being 
the quiet, good girl. 
It’s time for her to 
stand up and shout.

A Celtic YA fantasy 
adventure set in the 
ancient kingdom of 
Eire, and inspired by 
the legend of the first 
true queen of Ireland. 
In Eire, magic is 
outlawed by the king, 
and jealously hoarded 
by his Druid priests. 
Neve is the youngest 
daughter of the king, 
and Ronan is a Druid’s 
apprentice turned 
thief. They should be 
enemies, but their 
shared hatred of the 
Druids makes them 
unlikely, if uneasy 
allies. Can Neve take 
her place on the 
family’s throne, with 
the help of Ronan?

You Think You  
Know Me
by Ayaan Mohamud
Usborne • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781803704500
Published 2nd 
February
Age range: 14+

Queen Among  
the Dead
by Lesley Livingston
Zando Young Readers 
HB • £14.99
ISBN 9781638930181
Published in March
Age range: 14+

Young & YA Reads
The second book 
in the thrilling 21% 
Monster series. Since 
Darren Devlin and 
Marek Masters joined 
forces, there has 
been one thing on 
their minds – taking 
down XSP, the secret 
organisation that 
transformed them into 
genetically-modified 
superhumans. But 
what if there was 
another survivor of 
XSP’s experiments? A 
tough, athletic teen 
able to withstand sub-
zero temperatures? A 
girl who’s 17% sabre-
tooth polar bear, and 
out for revenge.

21% Monster:  
Ice Giant
by P.J. Canning
Usborne • PB • £7.99
ISBN 9781474984423
Published 5th January
Age range: 10+

The third book the 
House at the Edge of 
Magic series of funny 
adventures. Nine 
and her friends have 
cured the house’s 
hiccups and are off 
to the strange and 
utterly unpredictable 
Back of Beyond in 
search of Professor 
Dish – Spoon’s best 
friend and partner in 
all things alchemy. 
When they find Dish 
trapped by the greedy 
witch Ophidia in 
the basement of a 
marvellous shop, it 
soon becomes clear 
that they’ll need a 
clever witch who’s 
good at curses…

A debut collection of 
fifty luminous poems 
for children, each 
written in exactly fifty 
words, with subjects 
ranging from family, 
identity and growing 
up, to the need for 
hope, the wonder of 
nature, and the very 
concept of poetry 
itself. Drawing on 
his experience as a 
teacher, Simon Lamb 
offers his poems 
as small nuggets of 
wisdom, warmth and 
wit to help young 
readers navigate their 
lives, and they are 
illustrated by former 
Children’s Laureate 
Chris Riddell.

The breathtaking 
sequel to This Woven 
Kingdom. With the 
heat of a kiss, the walls 
between Alizeh, the 
long-lost heir to an 
ancient Jinn kingcom, 
and Kamran, the crown 
prince of the Ardunian 
empire, have crumbled. 
And so have both of 
their lives. Kamran’s 
grandfather, the king 
of Ardunia, lays dead. 
Facing betrayal at every 
turn, Kamran must 
go to Tulan to avenge 
his grandfather. He 
can only hope that 
Alizeh will be will be 
waiting for him there, 
and that she’s not 
yet become queen.

A trailblazing, 
blockbuster YA 
mystery about three 
then boys of colour 
who must investigate 
their principal’s 
murder to clear their 
own names. The 
Urban Promise Prep 
School vows to turn 
boys into men. As 
students, J.B., Ramón 
and Trey are forced to 
follow the ‘program’s’ 
strict rules, laid down 
by Principal Moore. 
But when Moore ends 
up murdered and the 
cops come sniffing 
around, the trio 
emerge as the case’s 
prime suspects…

The Bookshop at the 
Back of Beyond
by Amy Sparkes
Walker Books
PB • £6.99
ISBN 9781529505665
Published 5th January
Age range: 9+

A Passing On  
of Shells
by Simon Lamb & 
Chris Riddell
Scallywag Press
HB • £10.99
ISBN 9781915252128
Published 23rd 
February
Age range: 9+

These Infinite 
Threads
by Tahereh Mafi
Farshore • HB • £14.99
ISBN 9780755500116
Published 2nd 
February
Age range: 12+

Promise Boys
by Nick Brooks
Macmillan • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781035003150
Published 2nd 
February
Age range: 12+

Every Gift A Curse
by Caroline O’Donoghue
Walker Books • PB • £8.99
ISBN 9781529507973
Published 2nd February
Age range: 14+

The third and final book in the 
Gifts series of supernatural teen 
drama, set in Ireland. With the 
return of the Housekeeper on 
the cards, Maeve must find out 
everything she can about the 
vengeful tarot spirit in order to 
finally defeat her. Crossing over 
into a parallel dimension inside the 
old school building, she explores 
the history of the Housekeeper 
– and spends too long in a world 
and mind not her own. Can 
Maeve’s friends save the town, and 
Maeve from a great power?
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Competition Terms & Conditions
No purchase necessary. Closing date for all entries is Monday 6th March 2023. Please include your name and full postal address on each entry. 
Responsibility will not be accepted for damaged, lost or delayed entries and the judges’ decision is final. Entries are limited to one per person and 
one per household. Winners will be chosen at random and notified by Booktime. We will print the winners’ names in a future edition of Booktime.

❶ Which Iranian-American poet has collections called Calling A 
Wolf A Wolf and Pilgrim Bell?

❷	What is the title of Kim Moore’s second collection of  
poetry, for which she won the Forward Prize for Best 
Collection in 2022?

❸ Which novel did author Zadie Smith dedicate to her husband, 
the Northern Irish poet Nick Laird, who won the Forward 
Best Single Poem prize in 2022 for Up Late?

❹ Poet Clare Pollard was born and grew up in which town in 
the North of England?

❺ Poet Cecelia Knapp wrote which novel, first published in 
March 2022?

❻ Which American poet wrote the 2022 collection Cain Named 
The Animal?

❼ Bless the Daughter Raised by a Voice in her Head is the first 
full collection of poetry from which British poet?

❽ Which British poet’s first collection is called The  
English Summer?

❾ Which award-winning British poet is the author of the 
collection Division Street?

❿ Which poet won the Forward Felix Dennis Prize for Best 
First Collection 2022, for her collection Amnion?

Puzzletime 
Book Quiz

To enter any of  
our competitions,  
visit the folowing  
web page:

www.surveymonkey.co.uk 
/r/BooktimeJanuary2023

Or write to us at:

Booktime,
The Booksellers Association,
6 Bell Yard,
London,
WC2A 2JR

Closing date:

Monday 6th March 2023

WIN!

We have a copy of The Forward 
Poetry Book 2023 to give away to 
one lucky winner! For a chance of 
winning, just answer these questions:

Winners & Answers
July & August 2022

The winners of the competitions were: 
Jon Keen, Leeds; Carolyn Pluckett, 
Havant; Jenny Smith, Cirencester. 
The answers were: The Lord of the 
Rings: Sauron; Verve Books: Canada; 
Puzzletime Book Quiz: 1. A The Blue 
Marble; 2. D The Goldilocks Zone; 3. C 
Las Encantadas; 4. A Desert; 5. A The 
Third Pole

A selection of the best contemporary 
poetry published in the UK over 
2022, The Forward Book of Poetry 
is an indispensable annual guide. In 
bringing together the best new work 
published in the UK and Ireland, as 
chosen by the jury of the annual 
Forward Prizes, this anthology offers 
vital overview of the literary landscape 
to seasoned poetry lovers and new 
readers alike.

The Forward Poetry 
Book 2023
Faber • PB • £9.99
ISBN 9780571377589
Out Now



Turn to page 12 to discover Jyoti Patel’s debut  
novel The Things That We Lost.


